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FOREWORD

Twenty-five years ago today Woodrow Wilson, in the presence of
members of his Cabinet, chief executive officers, and leaders of the
United States Senate and House of Reptesentatives approved the
Federal Reserve Act. Three solid gold penholders and pens had been
prepared for the occasion. Three original copies of this act were
printed in parchment and signed by Hon. Champ Clark, Speaker of
thb House of Representatives; Hon. Thomas R. Marshall, President of
the Senate; and the President of the United States.
One of these copies went to the Secretary of State, Hon. Wilaiam

Jennings Bryan, for permanent record. One of the copies was pre-
sented to Hon. Carter Glass, chairman of the Committee on Bankg
and Currency of the House of Representatives, and one was presented
to the chairman of the Committee on Banking and Currency of the
United States Senate. One of the gold pens was given to Hon.
William Gibbs McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury; one to Hon. Carter
Glass; and one to the chairman of the Senate committee.

This act was generally regarded as the greatest achievement of that
administration.
Under this act $40,000 000,000 of liquid money was created to

finance the World War. At financed not only the United States but
financed to the extent of billions of dollars Great Britain, France,
Italy, and their allies. "That one act won the war," said John
Ske ton Williams, the Comptroller of the Currency.
The United States came out of this war in a highly prosperous

condition. This prosperity was the result of the expansion of credit
and currency which enormously stimulated production and employ-
ment.

In 1921 those in control of the Federal Reserve System contracted
credit and currency by the use of the great powers of the Federal
Reserve Act. It resulted in depression.
Again in 1929-32 another depression followed the contraction of

the money supply. And a third depression took place in 1937 from
a similar cause.
The Federal Reserve System is supported by men of all parties.

Under no circumstances should it be considered in a partisan light.
Its operation vitally affects the economic and financial condition of
the entire country, including the Government itself.
There is lacking in the United States an informed public opinion

as to the cause and cure of depression.
With the hope of laying the foundation for a better understanding

of the principles of the Federal Reserve System and the use of its
powers to restore prosperity and prevent future depression, this
commentary is submitted for the considerate judgment of leaders of
public opinion in the United States.

Trusting that this vital matter may not be clouded by any attempt
to fix the blame on anybody, or to attempt to gain partisan advantage,
I remain

Your faithful servant,

DECEMBER 23, 1938.
in
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NATIONAL ECONOMY AND THE BANKING SYSTEM OF THE
UNITED STATES

OHAnMn I
WHY MONEY WAS INVENTED

Money was invented as a measure of value to enable people td
exchange anything they had to sell for what they wanted, whether
services, commodities, or roperaty

In the earliest days of civ ation men were compelled to rely
upon barter, to exchange a cow for so many sheep or goAts, to exchange
a bow and arrow for a deerskin. Under such conditions there was
little or no incentive to manufacture the things people wanted in
quantity. There was also no incentive for merchandising. There
were no factories and no need for improved transportation to ship
goods from one point to another
Many centuries ago gold and silver Were employed as a medium

of exchange because they were universally desired for their beauty,
resistance to corrosion and rust, compactness, and malleability.
They were particularly desired for ornaments. Therefore, they came
into use as a medium of exchange and as a measure of value.

Obviously, without money, a farmer who brought to town his
vegetables, fruits, eggs, chickens, milk, and butter could not, through
barter, go into a store and buy shoes and stockings, shirts, and other
clothing in exchange in barter for these articles. It was necessary
for him first to convert the things he hld into money and with the
money obtained to buy the things he wanted from the store. He
also needed money with which to pay the doctor and the dentist.

Thus, money was invented as a common denominator of products
and services for sale. Money became a measure of value and was
employed as a medium of exchange. Also, since money could be
employed at any time, it became a mean of storing value which
couldbe instantly used in buying anything desired. So that money
thus had three ditinct purposes: As a measure of value, as a medium
of exchange, and as a means of saving or hoarding against the day
of need.
Of course, money, when invented was capable of minute subdi-

visions whether it was of silver or gold.
All modem money is capable o minute subdivision. The money

of the United States for examplp,-consisting of the dollar, is divioible
into one-tenth of a dollar, called a dime; one-hundredth of a dollar,
called a cent; and one-thousandth of a dollar, called a mill. This
facilitates addition and subtraction and the keeping of account
One of the important reasons for the invention of money was to enable
men to keep an account of their indebtedness to each other with
accuracy, so that repayment could be made with precision and
certainty.

1
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The fmonetiryiunit in the United States was declared by law on the
5th of A xii 17g2, in a statute signed by President Geor eWashington.
This dollar has been the monetary unit of account in lieu of the other
form of money from that day to this.

WHY MONEY ORIGINALLY HAD INTRINSIC VALUE

When money was first invented, principally in the form of silver
and gold, it was necessary that the commodity silver or the commodity
gold employed as money should have, in itself, exchange value. It
wa necessary that it should have intrinsic value 'because at that
time there was no government exercising sovereignty of a dependable
stability which could by law regulate the value of money or regulate
the quality and quantity of the commodity to be employed as money.
As time progressedthe modeem nations minted coin tokens of gold

and ever which had at first dependable intrinsic value but which
were subject to change by the authority of the government, so that
fbom time to time many governments were found, for their own con-
venience, changing the metallic intrinsic value of the gold and silver
coin by using alloys of metal of less value.
What proved to be more important was the instability of the issu-

ance of money by government. For example, the French Govern-
ment at the beginning of the World War had about 16 billion paper
francs redeemable on demand in gold which were circulated in France
as the equivalent of gold. Under the extreme exigencies of the war,
the paper franc was expanded to about 80 billion francs and was no
longer convertible into gold as it had been previous to 1914. As a
consequence, this currency which was deemed to be on a gold stand-
ard, diminished in its purchasing power to approximately one-fifth of
what it had been before, and at present is worth about 2.8 cents
instead of 19.3 cents (pre-war value) because of recent expansion and
because of a loss of gold with which to redeem it.
Because money having intrinsic value, such as gold, is preferred by

the people to paper money having no intrinsic value, when the two
moneys are both in circulation the gold money will be hoarded and
disappear whenever there comes any undue expansion of the paper
money. For this and other reasons all of the nations in the world have
now abandoned the use of gold as domestic currency.
The money of the United States depends for its value not on the

gold content of the dollar but strictly on the credit of the United
States and the demand for such money, with which to pay taxes,
Mterest, the cost of living, etc.

WHY IT IS NO LONGER NECESSARY FOR MONEY 'iO HAVE INTRINSIC
VALUE

The need for an intrinsic value of money which existed in former
years no longer exists in the United States. In previous times govern-
ments afforded no dependable security in the volume of money and
in the regulation of the value of money. Their paper money was
liable to expansion to a point where it decreased in purchasing power.
Therefore the people preferred gold as money because its purchasing
power did not fall as paper money did. But unfortunately for the
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stability -of money in those diy, whenever the 6parmoney big
to fall m value, gold money was held by the peopl and hoaided ahd
thus retired from circulation, unde the Working of the rolled
Gresham law. This law is no longer applicable in the United Sta
because the Congress of: theUnitedStatI,having leadthat fold
as money in domestic circulation was a sourc of weakness, abolislh
the use of gold in our domestic circulation, and confined its use to
international exchange as a commodity, the price of which Awa
arbitrarily fixed at $35 an ounce.
Now all paper money has, for the9 sami reason, been madele1

tender. The value of this money is determined by the demand fort.
The demand is so great and the credit of our Government is so high
that legal tender currency has not only the purchasing power which
the gold dollar had in 1926, but it has a present purchasing power
index of 130 (December 1938). In other words, it has a purchasing
power which has increased in terms of 784 listed commodities sold in
the wholesale markets by 30 percent as compared with 1926, which
had a normal predepression price level of 100.
The further reason why it is no longer necessary that our legal-

tender money have intrinsic value is the collosal demand for money,
as compared to the supply of money. In 1926 the demand for check
money was demonstrated to be $845,000,000,000 as proven by the
amount of check money debited on the books of our banks.

In 1929, the volume of this check money rose to $1,230,000,000 000-
which at that time was 100 times the total monetary gold supply of
the entire world and about 300 times the entire monetary gold supply
in the United States.

It is perfectly obvious that this turn-over of money through checks
could not possibly have been supplied by the use of gold. The modem
banking system has therefore created conditions which make the use
of gold as money entirely impracticable. The use of gold for currency
would prevent the huge business which is now being earned on by the
American people.
Another important reason why our money should not have intrinsic

value is that it would deprive Congress of the power to regulate the
value of money by regulating the volume of money. Congress could
not regulate the volume of gold used as a currency, gold being limited
in amount, by nature, and is subject to immediate hoarding and t,
shipment abroad if any question should arise to justify it. Congress
can regulate the volume of money in the form of legal tender currency
and also in the form of demand bank deposits (which will be described
later) upon which check money is based.

It thus follows that not only is there no longer any reason for: our
legal-tender currency having intrinsic value, but there is a compelling
reason why our currency should not have intrinsic value. It should
have only extrinsic value. It should only have an exchange value
as a token. Currency being a creature of Government, the value of
which must be regulated by the Government the control of the
money supply must be kept within the control of the Government
itself.
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*CnRAnux II

MONBY A CREATURE OF LAW

The money of the United States is a creature of law. The Constitu~-Uon ofthe United States gave to Congrets the broad power exclusively
to ;create money. It witheld and denied to the States this power.
The Supreme- Court of the United States in the Legal Tender cases,
(79 U. S. 544), gave this interpretation of the Constitution. It has

gained unchalenged and is not now denied by any informed person.
We quote a portion of the opinion in the Legal Tender cases:
Congress as the legislature of a sovereign Nation, being expressly empowered

by, the Constitution "to lay and collect taxes to pay the debts and provide for the
commion defence and general welfare of the T&nited States," and "to borrow money
o theVcredit of the United States," and "to coin money and regulate the value
theof and of foreign coin"; and being clearly authorized, as incidental to the
exercise, of those great powers, to emit bills of credit to charter national banks,
&nd to provide a national currency for the whole people, in the form of coin treat
ury notes, and national bank billsa and the power to make the notes of the Covern-
ment a legal tender in payment of private debts being one of the powerIbelonging
to sovereignty in other civilized nations, and not expressly withheld from Congress
by the Constitution;. we are irresistibly impelled to the conclusion that the impress-
iug upon the treasury notes of the United States the quality of being a legal tender
in payment of private debts is an appropriate means, conducive and plainly
adapted to the execution of the undoubted powers of Congress, cons stent with the
letter and spirit of the Constitution, and therefore, within the meaning of that
instrument, "necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powers vested
by this Constitution in the Government of the United States."

In addition to the broad power exclusively to create money for the
people of the United States, the Constitution in article I, section 8,
paragraph 5, gave Congress the explicit direction "to coin money and
to regulate the value thereof * * *)
When the State banks issued paper money, Congress imposed a tax

of 10 percent annually upon such paper money and suppressed it.
The Supreme Court held that the term "to coin money" meant to,

print money on paper as well as to impress the Government stamp on
metal.

All of our paper currency is therefore 'directly authorized by the
Constitution, as interpreted by the Supreme Court. All such money
is necessarily "fiat" of government and is printed on the printing
press. It is necessarily "fiat" money, or "printing-press money,"
although these terms have been used derisively by those who preferred
sold coin as money, or who preferred paper money made redeemable
gold coin.
No one understood the powers of the Government in relation to-

money better than Abraham Lincoln. As a means of preserving the
Union, Lincoln issued legal-tender money in 1861 that was receivable
for all public and private debts. This money never fell below gold
parity.
On March 14, 1900, the Gold Standard Act was passed by the

Congress declaring the dollar to be 25.8 grains, troy weight, of gold,
inae-tenths fine. This act placed $150,000,000 of gold coin in the

United States Treasury to keep at parity all paper money issued, by
promising to redeem on demand this paper money in gold coin. The
act provided for the issuance of 3-percent gold bonds as a means of'
supplementing this supply of Fold redemption money in case this.
$150,000,000 should be depleted.
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Up to the domestic demonetiation of gold in 1934, this gold fad
of $150,000,000 in gold coinhad not been depleted for thq simpl
reason that the demand for dollars was so at that tie poop1. did not
care to redeem their paper currencijo

In 1933 Congress authorized the an"t to change the vale of gold
in terms of dollars. He did so, making gold worth $36 an ounce
instead of $20.67 an ounce, as under the Gold Standard Act. Under
the act of January 1934, Congress demonetized gold in our domestic
circulation and has accumulated gold in the vaults of the Govern-
ment to the extent of $14,000,000,000.: Gold is still flowing into the
United States from other parts of the world for the simple reason that
our legal-tender dollar has a greater purchasing power in the United
States than gold at $35 an ounce.

THE CREATION OF MONEY A SOVEREIGN, POWER OF GOVERNMENT

When the Constitution of the United States, gives the exclusive
right to Congress to coin money and regulate the value thereof, it
should be obvious that it gave the exercise of a sovereign power
extending over the 48 States, Territories, and dependencies of the
United States. By its very nature, the function'of the creation of
money should be exercised by the. Central Government alone, as a sov-
ereign power. It would be impossible, if this power were subdivided,
to- regulate the value of money by regulating the volume of money.

It is of the greatest importance to note that the failure of the
Congress of the United States to exercise this sovereign power led to
the creation of money by privately owned individual banks acting in
cooperation with their borrowers.

In 1863 President Lincoln was compelled to yield to the demand for
the establishment of the national-bank system, under which individual
banks were authorized to issue national bank notes based on the bonds
of the United States. This resulted in the issue of national bank
notes of various denominations by each individual bank. These
notes were not legal tender. but were generally received because
Congress, in the exercise of its sovereign power, had authorized the
banks to issue such notes. The national bank notes, however are in
process of retirement. They are being supplanted by the *ederal
Reserve note and the silver certificate.
The Federal Reserve note is a note of the United States Govern-

ment which was issued, or loaned, to the individual 12 Federal Reserve
banks through the Federal Reserve agent at the headquarters of each
bank against the security of bonds, gold, and other sound bankable
assets. The issuance of these notes by the United States was an act
of sovereign power.

In 1933, as an act of sovereign power, they were all made legal
tender. This issue exceeds $4,500,000,000.
The 'silver certificate, consisting of $1 bills, says on its face that it is

redeemable in $1 in silver. Tis means a coined silver dollar or
silver bullion at $1.29 per ounce. The present market price of silver
(July 1938) is about 42 cents an ounce instead of $1.29 an ounce.
The silver certificate, therefore, outside of its bullion value in silver

is based upon the sovereign power of the United States, the credit of
the Government, and the demand for the dollar bill. The demand for
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the dollar bill as a means of exchange is very pat. No one ever
thiiks of redeeming a silver certificate dollar bill i bullion silver
The coinage of the silver dollar, half dollar, quarter, and dime is an

act of sovereignty; also the 5cent piece, the nickel; or the 1-cent
piece of coppeor.
'So that all the currency of the United States, coined by the United

States, is created by -an act of sovereignty, universally respected by
the American people.
A check of a demand-bank depositor on a solvent bank is payable

on demand in legal-tender money. Thus the check is itself money.
The check transfers from one person to another in this way legal-
tender money, or the right to legal-tender money.
The right of the national banks, to receive deposits, subject to

check, and the right of the national banks to make loans to private
citizens, or to buy the bonds of the United States, thus making loans
to the Government, is a grant by legislative power to the national
banks to create mohey.
The State banks exercise the same privilege by implied consent.

It must be remembered that money is "anything having a conven-
tional use employed as a medium of exchange and measure of value."
A check represents a given number of monetary units employed as a
measure of value. -h(en it is given by the maker to the payee, it is
a medium of exchange transferring a fixed number of dollars from the
maker to the payee and is convertible on demand into legal-tender
currency. -

Iii this manner, the sovereign right to create money, which exclu-
sively belongs to the Congress, has been-transferred to privately
owned corporations, not only in the national banking system, but
also to the privately owned corporations comprising the individual
banks established under the laws of the 48 different States.

CHAPTER III
THE FORMS OF MONEY

There have been very many forms of money employed in the
United States, including not only gold and silver, nickel and copper,
coined by the Government, but gold coined by private individuals
and companies, and tokens of other metals employed by private
trading companies. In addition to these tokens, employed as money
there have also been printed many other forms caled scrip, printed
on paper, leather, metal, wood, etc.

In the Chase National Bank of New York there are 2,000 forms of
scrip money on display, a large part of which was made in the United
States during the hoarding of currency in the depression of 1929-32.
The Government of the United States in its bulletin on domestic

coin sets forth the total issue of all types of coin employed by the
people of the United States as money. A brief summary follows,
1938:
Gold-$4,226, 218,.477.50
Silver- 1,481,204,639.80
Minor-- 152, 641, 88& 11

Besides these issues by the Government, there were many issues by
private persons and corporations (see the Standard Catalog of United

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]
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States Coins and Currency, published by the Scott Stamp & Coin Co.,
New YorkCity)..

In addition to these forms functioning as currency there was a great
variety of stamps emploed as money m payment of letters ad par-
cels transmitted by mall and in payment of internal revenue upon
various articles of merchandise, They are designated in monetary
units and fractions thereof.
The most familiar form of money, outside of the fractional coin

and currency, is the check of a depositor upon his demaind-bank
deposit, which transfers from the maker to the payee a certain num-
ber, of dollars and fractional parts thereof. Over 95 percent of our
national monetary business is transacted by the use of tihe check.
A check is a simple order on the bank to pay to the payee, or bearer,
a given number of dollars and its decimal parts thereof, and charge
it to the account of the maker of the check.
The advantage of the check, as money, is that it transfers from one

person to another a given number ofAdollars, no matter how large,
on a single slip of paper. The transfer to the paye is guaranteed
by the bank, which is responsible for identifyingc the signature of
the maker and the signature of the payee when the check is cashed
by the bank, or paid by the bank through the transfer of the demand-
bank deposit from the maker to the payee.

In this way the transfer of money is greatly facilitated, cheapened,
and safeguarded. To pay a million dollars in gold and silver byr
transmitting the bullion would be expensive, require insurance, and
take an unnecessary element of time. If mono had to be transmitted
by mail or express it would necessarily involve insurance and risk.
A check which is lost can be immediately canceled and replaced.
Another great advantage of check money is that it enables the books

of businessmen to be kept with ease and accuracy and enables,
them, from their bank books, to make up their income taxes, accounts,
etc., with dependable certainty; whereas, if they paid their bills in
currency it would be necessary for them -to keep receipts for all such
transactions, and to take the'currency in. person and deliver it to the
merchants or payee at a considerable expense of time and trouble.
These difficulties are avoided by the check system which is safer,

cheaper, and more expeditious.
These are the fundamental reasons why this form of money has

grown in public favor in the United States and that check money
transactions have reached the collosal figures heretofore mentioned,
as $845,000,000,000 of check money paid through the banks in the
normal predepression year of 1926.

THE PROPER DEFINITION OF MONEY AS EMPLOYED IN THE UNITED STATES

Webster defines money as-
* * * anything having a conventional use as a medium of exchange and
measure of value.
The Century Dictionary and Encyclopedia defines it thus:

In a wider sense, any article of value which is generally accepted as a medium of
exchange; also, by extension, something which, though possessing little or no
intrinsic value, is recognized and accepted as a substitute for money as above
defined, such as paper money; any circulating medium of exchange.
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Profesor Waker defines it as-
Aby mediumn no matter of what it is made or why people want it, which no

one, will refuse n exchange for his goods.
'In recent years, since the passage of the Federal Reserve Act, check

money has been used as a medium of exchange and accepted without
dicount by the banks of the Reserve System and by the Reserve
banks so that checks in transit go into the hundreds of millions of
dollars at any given time. These checks function as money. They
represent money. They are safeguarded against counterfeiting by law.
Theyr are safeguarded against fraud. they comprise the greatest
medium of exchange and measure of value in the United States, their
volume reaching the colossal figure.in. 1929 of $1,230,000,000,000.
They transact over 95 percent of the monetary business of the United
Stats; and even the currency which is employed by the people is
usually obtained by cashing a check in the bank and converting the
check into legal tender money.
'Demand bank deposits, convertible on demand into legal tender

currency thus constitute money, subject to immediate transfer from
one person to another.
The demand bank deposits, as of June 30, 1938, amounted to

approximately $28,000,000,000.
The total amount of currency in circulation outside of the United

States Treasury amounted to $6,461,000,000 as of June 30, 1938. Of
this currency, there was $712,000,000 held by the banks 1 of the
United States for the purpose of cashing checks on demand. The
banks also held as reserves in the Federal Reserve Banks, convertible
into currency on demand, $7.878,000,000, as of June 30, 1938. The
merchants and businessmen of the country held for change with their
customers probably $1,500,000,000, although this amount has not
been accurately ascertained. About $500,000,000 of currency has
been destroyed or lost in process of time, or has one abroad. The
remainder of the currency in circulation outside ofthe Treasury is in
the pockets of the people or hidden away, representing money which
individuals hold as savings deposits and hoard as savings deposits,
and a balance which is actively employed every day by the people
in their daily purchases of commodities and services. It has been
estimated that the currency received for wages and salaries has a
turn-over of approximately 26 times per annum, on an average. This
estimate of turn-over is merely a rough guess not capable of accurate
determination.

It is estimated that check money actively employed in transacting
the business of the country has a turn-over of approximately 50 times
per annum for the reason that money so employed is used as economi-
'cally as possible. In 1929 when the demand bank deposits were
$24,000,000,000 and the time deposits, quickly convertible into demand
bank deposits, were $10,000,000,000, the actual check money amounted
to 50 tunes the demand bank deposits, not counting any turn-over
whatever of the time deposits.

So we see that the money of the United States consists of currency,
,demand bank deposits, and checks drawn against demand bank
depq0it8,
the modern use of the word "money" is expressed very well by the

statement made by the Honorable Marriner S. Eccles, chairman of
I Member bynk Federal eseve System,
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the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System beores
Banking and Currency Committee of the House of Representities

In purchasing offring of Government bonds; the banking systm p 1awho*
creates new money, or bank deposits. When the banks buy a billion dollar of
Government bonds as they are offered--and you have to coider the banking
system as a whole, as a unit-'the banks credit the deposit account of the Treaury
with a billion dollars. 'They debit their Government bond account a billion
dollars, or they actually create, by a bookkeeping entry, a billion dollars.

CHAPTER IV

THE FUNCTION OF MONEY AS A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

The chief use of money is as a "medium of exchange." This
means a medium through which the exchange of property, com-
modities2 or services of one citizen can be transferred for the property'
commodities, or services of another citizen. In other words, a citizen
who receives payment in exchange for his labor, as wages or sal~a
receives t in money. He then uses his money to buy the seces andl
labor, or the products of the labor, of another citizen. A farmer
sells his products, such as corn and wheat, for money and uses the
money as the medium of exchange with which to buy any of a thou-
sand articles for sale in, say, a department store. In this way the
money becomes a medium by which he exchanges his products for
the products of other people, collected from the ends of the earth in
a department store.
A citizen who receives his wages in money, uses the money to buy

small services, such as the money due for the newspaper, for stinmD,
for express charges. Thus money is a medium of exchange for' tie
labor of the citizen, for the services of government, and for the
services of corporations.

This use of money as a medium of exchange is of supreme importance
and-has increased in modern civilization to an extent not generally
understood. Money, as a medium of exchange, is required in order
to pay taxes, interest, living expenses; the expense of manufaturing
goods, the expense of transporting commodities, the expense of selling
and advertising commodities, and the expense of the prfessional
services of the doctor, dentist, and lawyer. Money is needed for the
sale of all the commodities in the wholesale markets. Money, as a
medium of exchange, is needed for the transfer of stocks and bonds,
real estate, equities, property, and services of all kinds.

This demand for money, as a medium of excbangejis what gives
value to money as a creature of law, although the money itself has
no intrinsic value. As prevously stated, the check monmy, debited
on the books of all the banks of the United States in the year I9286
was $845,000,000,000, and in 1929 was $1,230,000,00(0,000, which
demonstrates the enormous use to which money as a medium of
exchange is employed.

THE FUNCTION OF MONEY AS A MEASURE OF VALUE

In order that money may be used as a "medium of exchange," it
must have the quality of beg a "measure of value." Money Mi the
market place measures the value of commodities. Money in the seu-
rity exchanges operates as a measure of value of stocks and bonds.
Money measures the value of real estate. Money is used as a measure
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of£value for;public service such M carrying the mails, express services,
profes~nal services, and transportation4 Money is used as a measure
qf value insuran policies, in savings accounts, in evidence of debt,
such as bonds and notes
Money may be employed as a measure of value in formtwhere such

money does not function as a medium of exchange. Ordinarily it
functions both as a "medium of exchange" and as a "measure of value."
But money may be used as a measure of value without being actively
employed as a medium of exchange.
Asaings account and a time deposit accurately measure the

value in monetary units of the debt due to the depositor, and even a
demand bank deposit may be a measure of value of the depositor's
account in monetary units without such demand deposit being em-
ployed as a medium of exchange. A demand deposit which is held
by the depositor unemployed, or inactive, is a measure of the value.of
hs deposit; but, if it is not employed to pay others, it is not a medium
of exchange except in a potential sense; that is, it may be converted
into a medium of exchange by giving it circulation.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE

The air we breathe is of great value to life, but is has no exchange
value. It is not a subject for merchandising. A bushel of wheat has
value. as food to the man who raises it, and eats it, but that trans-
action involves no exchange value. The food which Robinson Crusoe
found on the island had no exchange value, not even for barter.
The exchange value of a commodity depends upon the exchange

of the commodity for other commodities by barter or by selling for-
money. The exchange value of wheat by barter depends upon the
supply of the wheat, the demand for the wheat, and the supply of the
commodity and demand for the commodity with which it may be
exchanged, as so many bushels of wheat for so many sheep. The
exchange value of wheat in terms of dollars depends upon the supply
of wheat, the demand for wheat, and the supply of dollars and the
demand for dollars.
The exchange value of money for labor could not be better exem-

plified than to recall that in the days of Christ 1 penny paid for a
day's labor in the vineyard. A day's labor in the vineyard now has.
-the same value as then, but not the same exchange value in pennies.
The exchange value for a day's labor then was 1 -penny. It is now
300 pennies or more. The reason is perfectly plain; pennies are now
300 times as numerous as they were then. A day's labor buys more
pennies because the pennies are 300 times as numerous and the penny
now buys only one three-hundredth part of what it bought then.
The purchasing power of the penny depended upon the number and
supply of pennies.

THE FUNCTION OF MONEY AS A STORAGE OF VALUE

Money in terms of monetary units of account is also a storage of
value. A farmer sells his cattle for $2,000 and receives for the $2,000
a demand- deposit. This is a storage of value in lieu of the cattle
which he had sold.
He sells his demand bank deposit to the banker for a time deposit

on which he receives an annual interest. This money is a storage of
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value ad an investment. He may transfer his time deposit id '
savings account, on which he receives interest at stated iaterV~i.
This money also becomes a storage of value. Or he may invest his
demand bank deposit by buying the bonds of the United Stas or of
an industijl corporation. The bonds would be an investment and a
storage of value in terms ofmoney.:
A man may convert his check into legal-ten'der currency and hold

the currency as a storage of value for future use. It often happens
in periods of depression that citizens hoard currency as a storage of
value and take it out of circulation as a current medium of exchange.
Citizens convert stocks and bonds into demand deposits on a large
scale in a depression and hold these demand deposits as a storage of
value for future investment or use. Such demand deposits, thus
withdrawn from circulation, constitute a storage of value but do not
circulate as a medium of exchange.

In this manner the amount of money circulating as a medium of
exchange may be diminished by hoarding demand deposits and may
be increased by returning demand deposits to active use for the trans-
action of current business.

CHAPTER V
CURRENCY AS MONEY

The currency of the United States in circulation outside of the
Treasury is used as a medium of exchange only when actively employed
by an individual as a medium of exchange. The currency of a country
which is held by the banks as a means of paying checks in legal-tender
money is not in active circulation until it actually passes into the
hands of the citizen, who transfers if from one hand to another. If the
citizen withdraws from the bank a thousand dollars in currency- and
puts it in a locked box, it is withdrawn from circulation as a medium
of exchange.

In the first quarter of 1933 an extraordinary demand arose for
currency. It was satisfied by the issuance of about $2,00,000 000 of
Federal Reserve notes, which passed into the hands of the banks and
from the banks into the hands of the citizens who had called for it in
payment of their demand bank deposits. A very large part of this
currency was hoarded by the depositors who withdrew it from the
banks. When their fears were allayed, almost all of this money
returned to the Federal Reserve banks from which it came.
During the depression of 1929-32 the hoarding of currency by the

citizens of cash and deposits and the contraction of check money by
the bank was so great that nearly a thousand cities and communities
established barter exchanges and/or issued scrip money in large
volume. Detroit issued about $40,000,000; Flint, $118,000; Grand
Rapids, $840,000; Lansing, $40,000; Milwaukee, over $12 00,000,
Dayton, $750,000; Atlantic City, upward of $5,500,000; faterson,
N. J., over $2,000,000; Knoxville, more than $3,500,000; Birmingham,
over $1,000,000; and Atlanta, about $6,000,000. All this scrip money
was later retired.
Another substitute for currency has been the issuance of clearing-

house certificates. During the depression of 1929-32 over
$600,000,000 of clearing-house certificates were authorized, although
only partially used.

123338-30 -2
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A great many, citizens of small means do not keep bank accounts
utkeep only a hoard of currency.
TVhe currency held by stores and business houses as a means of

making change for customers does not function as a circulating medium
of exchange bout onlV as a means of changing larger bills into smaller
bills for the convenience of the customer. As there are about fifteen
hundred thousand stores and shops in the United States, the amount
of such money held for change out of circulation as a medium of
exchange goes into very large figures, probably exceeding the amount
held by the banks.
Of the total of the $6,000,O00,000 of currency outside of the Treas-

ur in circulation, it is probable that not more than a half of it cir-
culates as a medium of exchange. People who need money as cur-
rency draw it from the banks on checks, pay it out for services and
commodities, and it asses into the hands of the merchants in exchange
for -goods, and1 by the merchant is redeposited in the bank. In the
event that tLe bafks need additional currency, they have over
$8,000,000,000 of reserves in the Federal Reserve banks which they
can convert into currency on demand, or. they can negotiate loans
with the Reserve banks, against adequate security, and obtain from
the Federal Reserve banks, without cost, Federal Reserve notes as
currency.
The currency of the United States is printed in Washington at the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing under great safeguards. The
irrational coin of the United States is minted at the various mints of
the Government and distributed through the Reserve banks to
member banks, or directly to member banks, upon demand. The
paper currency is printed on the finest quality of paper with silk
thread running through and with the finest engraving humanly
possible so as to prevent counterfeiting. When these notes become
soiled or mutilated, they are returned to the Treasury, destroyed
under proper safeguards, and replaced by fresh clean notes. The
following table shows the amount of present outstanding currency:

TABLN I.-Paper currency, by denominations, and coin in circulation
[Outside Treasury and Federal Reserve banks. In millions of dollars]

Total Coin and small denomination currency
I

E~nd of month In circu-, _.

nation ' Total Coin $1 3 $2 $6 $10 $20

1067:
July-8--------------6,400 4,942 523 488 33 894 1, 650 1,454
August-8-------------6,524 5,007 529 498 33 907 1,574 1,40
September......5..-....- 842 6,019 634 503 33 908 1 574 1,407
October...-8.......... 6, 5,029 635 602 33 909 1,578 1,474
November---- - -- 6,561 6,043 540 504 33 912 1,674 1,480
December-8,5------------650 5,016 537 505 33 905 1, 50 1,475Iwo:
January-8---------6,320 4,789 622 474 31 85 1,482 1,424
February-8.----------,---6,334 4,798 620 473 32 863 1,489 1,421
March-8.------6,356 4,784 521 473 31 860 1,487 1,412
April-06,397 4,8U7 522 476 31 866 1,498 1,414May-.:--.. -- ..-.-6,487 4, 6285X 487 32 877 1,512 1,422
June.-.8.,41 4,837 627 481 31 875 1,503 1,420
July 6,462 4.838 626 481 31 879 1,608 1,410

I Total of amounts of coin and paper currency shown by denominations les unassorted currency in
Treasury and Federal Reserve banks.

* Includes unassorted currency held in Treasury and Federal Reserve banks and currency of unknown
denominations reported by the Treasury as destroyed.

* Paper currency only; $1 silver coins reported under coin.

9.869604064

Table: Table I.--Paper currency, by denominations, and coin in circulation
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TAnLR L-Paper currency, by denominatior, and coin in eirculaiow-Con ed

__ Large dInatin curncy'
End of month -

Total $a0 $100 $500 $,0l $5000 $10,000

1937:
July 1---------,5b20 881 0897 .- 137 285 7 1s 2
August---- -------- 1,520 382 a8 187 283 7 14 4
September --- 1,527 382 702 138 285 7 -14 4
October --- 1,631 384 704 138 286 6 18 5
November-. 1,525 381 701 136 287 5 14 6
December-1,642 387 710 189 288 8 12 7

1938:
January -- 1,532 382 705 138 288 7 12 1
February --- 1 538 382 708 138 291 7 11 2
March -- 1, 573 385 718 144 300 9 18 8
A ---- ... 1,693 388 725 148 304 12 18 B
May ----------------------- - 1,616 389 727 152 307 17 24 4
June- 1 627 391 732 152 309 17 25 2
July 1 618 88 727 152 307 17 27 z2

' Includes uneesorted currency held in Trewsury end Federal Reserye beaks and currency of unknown
denominations reported by the Treasury as destroyed.
Back figures: See Annual Report for 1937 (table 36).
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Systen,

MODERN CHECK MONEY, OR BANK CREDIT

Within the last half century there has taen place a great expansion
.in the development of bank credit and bank check money. The
number of banks had greatly increased until 1921. Since theo about
half the number have failed or closed their doors. The-fluctution in
the number of National and State banks for the years 1914 to 1935,
is as follows:

TABLE II.-National and Stat. bank*

Number of Number of Total number
national banks State banks of banksYear (June 30 or (June 30 or (June 30 or
nearest date) nearest date) nearest date)

1914- 7,614 18,7 26,274
1915-7,597 19,008 26,06
1916-7,571 19,470 27, 01
1917-7,699 19,896 27,49*
1918-.. 7,o9 20,86 :8 83
1919 .7779 20,821 28,Q01
1920-8,024 21,805 29,829
1921- 8, 150 22,410 0,560
1922-8,244 21,914 30,149
1923-. 8,236 21,597 29, 883
1924-.--.-- --- -- 8,030 20,916 28g9o
1925- 8,080 20,413 28,479
1920----7,972 19,882 am85-----.. ------------------------------------------7-7 1,82 l
1V27- 7,790 18,975 24,7U
1928----7,686 18,258 25,941--28 --------------------------------------------7-8 8,262 s
1929- 7,530 17,580 25,110
1930-..--..--.--- 7,247 16,605 23A852
1931----6,800 15,103 21,90101- ----------------------- ----- --------- -----------15132X
1932-* ,145 12,901 19,04
1933-..-. 4,897 9,622 14,510
1934 - 6,417 10,418 15,an
19356-.- - - 6,425 10,58 15, 04

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

9.869604064

Table: Table II.--National and State banks
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:The failure of the Con of the United State to create the
money required by' the fr transaction .of a greatly ex-
panding volume of business naturally caused the peple to resort to
the manufacture of money through the banks by loan.
The systeni of handling money through check was so cheap and

convenient that the people expanded this system to meet require-
ments. The people were compelled, of course, to pay for such ac-
conmmodation, or creation of credit by the banks.

Six-percent interest was established in most States as a legal
rate of interest for loans. Sometimes, particularly in the Western
States, the rates went higher. Sometimes, as in contracts, higher
-rates than the legal rate were allowed under special sections of the
statute.

Thus, the credit money built up by this checking system was based
on debt, subject to interest and compound interest. This made the
system hazardous because of the fears of the changing value of the
security upon which the loans of money were based when borrowers
were compelled to liquidate by forced sales, whether voluntary or
involuntary.
When the banks call their loans they destroy the money supply by

canceling the demand deposits. They thus increase the purchasing
power of money in terms of stocks, property, and commodities.
Thus the banks impair and diminish the value of their own securities
and impair the solvency of their own borrowers thereby bringing
ruin upon themselves and upon the industry and commerce of the
country.
Every bank seeks its own safety. There is no cooperation or control

of the money supply through the banks. Their policy of fear, and
the consequences of fear, can only be neutralized by the powers of
the Government, which has no fear and can expand the money supply
when the banks, because of fear, contract it to their own ruin.

HOW THIS MODERN CHECK MONEY IS CREATED

In the eighteenth century when the Bank of Amsterdam was
founded it- took deposits in the form of gold and gave receipts against
the gold on deposit. Its operators found that the receipts served a
better purpose than the gold itself. Under their system the gold was
in a vault thoroughly protected against robbery and the receipts
were personal receipts transferable. These receipts functioned as
money. So long as the bank followed the system of issuing receipts
only against gold on deposit, its receipts circulated as freely as golditsef.

frl the beginning the operators of the bank never thought of issuing
receipts against gold which they did not have, but as years went by
and the depositors very rarely called for the gold and were content to
circulate the receipts in place of the gold, the bank arrived at the con-
clusion that they would be safe issuing other receipts not covered by
gold but covered by mortgages and property which they thought
might be convertible, if necessary, into gold.
When at last it wal discovered that the outstanding receipts of the

bank very greatly exceeded the amount of gold the bank held, it re-
sulted in the destruction of the bank by a flood of demands for gold
that the bank could not supply.

C'SA
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In the United States the banks ware permitted, onan, aeraet

prior to the Bank Act of 1935, to make loans to an extent of 10 time
as great as the currency which they had available in vault or as reserves
held for them by other banks. As a consequence the bank ma
Oals against nMortgages on cattle and horses, houses,- the hypotheca-
tion of stocks, goods, and on other assets deemed to be sound bankable
assets. But usually the bank took security in excess of the amount
of the loan.
A citizen needing money for feeding a carload of cattle would give

his note to the bank, secured by cattle in excess of the value of theI
-note, and in excess of the corn necessary to feed the cattle. When the
cattle were sold, the note would be paid with its interest and the
borrower would retain the balance of the proceeds as his profit.
A borrower might put up as security certificates of stock in some

corporation of which the banker knew.
Whatever the security, the prime object of the banker was to

make a loan that was safe, that would pay him the legal rate of
interest, and that would be paid at a fixed period of time.

Mr. John Smith wanted a thousand dollars against security. Mr.
Smith would give his note for 90 days, bearing 6-percent interest,
with the security attached. And the banker would thereupon enter
on the books of the bank a credit to John Smith, precisely as if John
Smith had paid into the bank that amount in gold dollars, or in legal-
tender notes.
The banker and John Smith combined in this way to create a

demand bank deposit subject to check.
When John Smith made this contract with the bank, the bank;

agreed to pay his checks on demand in legal tender to the extent of
the loan. Here was the manufacture of money in the form of a
demand bank deposit by John Smith and the bank. Thus public
and private assets were monetized by the bank.
Not only was money thus created by the bank and its depositors,

but the money supply of the country was contracted when the loan
was Paid off.
When John Smith sold his cattle for somebody else's money, he

received a check from the buyer of the cattle on a bank. He de-'
livered the check to his banker and was given credit for it. He then
paid the loans he had made, with interest, out of the demand deposit
created by the check received for the cattle he had sold. Thus John
Smith canceled the amount of money he had previously received and
also transferred to the banker the interest on his loan. This interest
was taken out of the demand deposit and transferred to the bank as
a profit. Such money, as profit, withdrawn from the demand bank
deposits, was a further cancellation of demand deposits, and a trans,-
fer of such demand deposits to the banker as an investment, and
became a part of his undivided profits or capital,

It matters not how many times you multiply this transaction.
The principles involved are the same. The bank and the borrower
create money in the form of demand bank deposits subject to check,
They destroy the demand deposits thus created when the loan is
paid. The banks, therefore, through this process expand money and
contract money.
When a bank buys $1,000 of Government bonds, it creatAe $1,000

of demand deposits to pay for the bonds, which the Government puts
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into -cirulation by spending. This is an increase of the money

When the banks sell the $1,000 'of bonds to their own depositors,
$1,000 of demand deposits is transferred from the depositors to the
banks as a cash asset which the banks can then lend to their customers
at 6 percent without expanding their deposits any further.
This means that the banks can buy a 3 percent Government bond,

sell the bond to demand bank depositors and loan the money re-
ceived at 6 percent to other customers. This asset then reappears
under the head of loans. It first appeared as an investment in bonds.
Then it retired a like amount of demand deposits by adding such
deposits to the assets of the banks iin so-called cash on hand. That
cash, when loaned, reappeared under the head of loans. Thus the
net effect is to transfer a loan to the Government into a loan to
citizens at a higher rate of interest.

It is in this manner that credit is rendered more unstable, because
when the banks become frightened, they call the loans of the citizen,
whereas, if they had kept the Government bonds, they would not
recall the loan to the Government.
When the Government sells baby bonds on a large scale to the

people it has the effect of drying up the circulating medium, in the
form of demand bank deposits, by converting such small individual
demand deposits into individual investments in a nonliquid security.
It becomes a savings account in lieu of liquid money available as a
medium of exchange.

It is of importance for students to notice the manner in which this,
is done. It illustrates the manner in which money created can be
immediately retired or canceled.

THE RELATIVE VOLUME OF CURRENCY AND CHECK MONEY

It is of importance to observe the relative volume of currency,
outside of the Treasury in circulation, and the volume of check money'
in circulation.
The total amount of currency outside of the Treasury for each year

from the years 1926 to 1936 is as follows:
Total currency in circulation

Cur Cur.
rencyIt ?YCy 1

1926-- 4. 6 1932 -5. 4
1927-------------------_I_-------- 4.6 1933--_-_-_-_ - 5.4
1928------------------ 4. 5 1934--------------5- 4
1929------------ 4.5 1935- __ 5.6
1930- 4. 2 1936--_-----------_ 6. 2
1931--------------------------_4. 5

I Indicats bIllons and decimals thereof.
Source; Board of Govemors of the Federal Reserve System.

The volume of currency, as heretofore pointed out, in actual circu-
lation by the people as pocket money, probably does not exceed
one-half of the total amount outside of the Treasury.
So that $3,000,000,000 is probably a maximum estimate at present

of the currency in actual circulation as pocket money, including
that which is hoarded. This money is largely received for wages
and salaries, being paid daily, weekly, and monthly. It has been

9.869604064

Table: Total currency in circulation
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estimated that there is an average turnover of about 26 tip
annum for currency. It is estimated, on the other hand, thit. OtE
turn-over of check money is normally much more rapid. The total
volume of such check money for the years 1926 to date, and the total
demand deposits as of June 30 for each of these years, will indicate
the relative speed of the turnover on the average:

Average turnover of demand deposits

Volume of Volume of Average Volumneof Volumeof Averte
Year demand check turn- Year demand check turn-

deposits' money 1 over deposits I money over

1926- 21.6 845 39 1933-14.4 430 29
127- 22. 2 920 41 1934- 16.6 470 29
1928- 22.3 1,074 48 1935. - 20.5 630 25
1-0- 22.6 1,230 64 193623.8 e 256
1930--------- 21.8 900 41 1937--------- 25.2 6.37 25
1931 -19.9 660 33 1938 24.3 650 28
1932- 15.6 4. 0 28

I Indicates billions and decimals thereof,
' Preliminary.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

It must be remembered, however, that in periods of depression a
large part of the demand bank deposits are hoarded for future invest.
-ment. Therefore, the turn-over of the entire demand deposits at
such a time is a theoretical fiction. It is probable that at the present
time, when the check turn-over is estimated at a total annual volume
of $530,000,000,000 that less than $11,000,000,000 is so employed, and
that this $s-1,000,000,000 has an actual turnover of 50 times per annuml
The total volume of money employed as a medium of exchange

consists of credit and currency. It was for this reason that those
who wished to increase the purchasing power of money and diminish
the price of the products and services of labor, conducted an open
campaign in 1920 by declaring their purpose to make a "persistent
attack on the high cost of living by the courageous and intelligent
deflation of overexpanded credit and currency." Their conception
was that if the dollar could buy more it would be better for the people
who had dollars to spend. They were convinced that by the contrac-
tion of credit and currency the dollar would increase in purchasing
power.

This economic theory was completely demonstrated by what took
place. The Federal Reserve banks and the member banks con-
tracted credit and currency on a large scale, with the result that the
price level, representing the volume of money employed in the`pur-
chase of commodities in the wholesale markets, fell from an index iii
May 1920 of 167 to 93 by June 1921. The index of the purchasing
power of the dollar, which is always in inverse ratio to the price level,
or all-commodity index, steadily rose from 60 in May 1920, to 107 in
June 1921. Naturally, as the volume of credit and currency contracts,
the purchasing power of the dollar would rise because of the scarcity
created in dollars. It was merely a proof of the well-established
axiom that the exchange value of anything depends upon the law of
supply and demand.

Tihe volume of currency in circulation outside of the Treasury is.
naturally, as a matter of statistics, comparatively uniform, only-

170

9.869604064

Table: Average turnover of demand deposits
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increasing to the extent of an increasing demand by a growing popula-
tion, Occasionally there arises'an extraordinary demand for cur-
rency, such as in the first quarter of 1933. With the failure of many
banks, there was a sudden expansion of Federal Reserve notes due
to the demand for currency by frightened bank depositors. At this
time the currency suddenly increased about $2,000,000,000. It
afterward returned, in large part, to the Federal Reserve banks when
the fear of depositors had ceased, because of the insurance of bank
de osits.

n 1932, as heretofore stated, the people protected themselves
against the hoarding of currency by manufacturing scrip money
which was not authorized by law, but which served as a substitute
for currency.
Check money, or bank credit in the form of demand bank deposits,

goes through great fluctuations, depending upon the condition of
credit in the banks. An illustration of these violent changes is best
demonstrated by tie/estimate of the volume of check money employed
from 1926 to 1938.

In comparison with the amount of currency in circulation outside
of the Treasury, the following table presents th9 volume of check
money employed from 1926 to 1938.

Relative volume of currency and check money

Year Checks I Currency I Year Checks I Currencyl

192 _--------8-45 4.6 1933-. 430 5.4
1927------------------- 920 4.6 1934- 470 6.4
128 --1,074 4. 5 1936-530 5.6
1929 _-----*-----1,230 4.6 1936- 611 6. 2
1930---------------900 4.2 1937-0.-.637 6.5
131.-660 4.5 1038-.630 6.8
1932 -.-. 450 6 4

Iindicates billions and decimals thereof.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

A portion of this currency in the pockets of the people also has a
turn-over amounting to possibly 26 times per annum.

CHAPTER VI

THE NECESSITY FOR STABLE MONEY

The necessity for stable money has long been recognized as of
supreme importance in giving stability to the value of labor and
property and establishing justice between debtor and creditor.

Since money is a measure of value, obviously, to change this meas-
ure (the purchasing power of the dollar) would mean that there
would be no stability in the measure of the value due to a creditor
by a debtor. The creditor is entitled to be repaid in a dollar of the
same purchasing power that he loaned and no more. And the
debtor should not be required to pay his debt in a dollar of greater
purchasing power than the dollar he borrowed.
When the Government issued its bonds for the prosecution of the

World War and the purchasing power of the dollar fell to an index
of 60 in May 1920, such bonds ought not in justice to be required to
be liquidated in dollars whose purchasing power is an index of 130,

9.869604064

Table: Relative volume of currency and check money
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as in.:December 1938. -This truth is thoroughly well understood-by
all informed economists, but the difficulty in accomplishing the
objective of a money which shall have a uniform, debt-pa ur
chasing power from onw generation to another has been a of
informed public opinion.
There has been a failure on the part of the orthodox economist,

who relies upon tradition, to realize the part played in the measuring
power of money by the modern substitute for currency, check money.
The Stable Money Association has been under the leadership of some

of the greatest leaders in finance and industry. For example, Owen
D.Young, chairman, General Electric Co.; M. C. Rorty, ice-president,
International Telephone & Telegraph Co.; Hen7 A. Wallace, Secretary
of Agriculture; Bernard M. Baruch, financier; John J. Raskob, former
chairman, Democratic National Committee; Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.,
president, General Motors; John W. Davis, former Democratic candi-
date for President; Elihu Root, former Secretary of Statd and of War;
Nicholas Murray Butler, president, Colmbia University; Otto H.
Kahn, president, Kuhn, Loeb, & Co.; Matthew Woll, president;
Union Labor Life Insurance Co.; Irving Fisher, professor emeritus of
economics, Yale; Charles Evans Hughes, Chief Justice, United States
Supreme Court; John L. Lewis, president, United Mint Workers of
America; Louis J. Taber, national master, National Grange; Gurney
E. Newlin, president, American Bar Association.
A more complete list of these men will be found in the appendix.

THE EVILS OF UNSTABLE MONEY

When a farmer borrows 100 bushels of wheat, he can repay it with
100 bushels of wheat. But if he borrows $100, he might easily find
himself compelled to sell twice as many bushels of wheat with which
to obtain the $100 for the repayment-of the debt.
There have been 27 distinct periods in the history of the United

States during which a serious change took place in the purchasing
power of money, always due to the increase or decrease of the volume
of money. The most violent example perhaps in recent years wasw
what took place in 1921 and in 1929-32.
The following table shows some of the effects on a selected group

of the more prominent farm commodities of the expansion and con-
traction of the purchasing power of money.

Index numbers of wholesale prices for cotton, corn, wheat, and composite group of all
farm products for selected periods

11928-1001

Cotton, Corn, con- Wheat No
Middling, tract 2 Rod Win: Group of

Date per grades, per ter, per a m
pound, bushel,brzshel, produceNew Ydo'rk Chicago Chicago

May1920- 235.8 262t9 192S8 1.
September1920-171.5 173.3 161.6 143.9.
January 1921---------- . 95.3 89.9 127.2 101i
May1921--- 73.8 81.2 101.7 831
July 1921----7-------------------- i------------------ 70503. 1 79,So6. 6
July 12------------------- _1_ 106.0 131. 1 88.5 197.6..
December 1929---.-------------- 98.86 118.6 84.3 101 9.
July1930- 75. 1 107.2 7.7 83. 1
Average for year 1936.8-09........ 1 111.2 71. 1 80 W
Low of 1932.-0..------------1 I30. 5 320.9 844.1

I June. I December. ' November and December.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

9.869604064

Table: Index numbers of wholesale prices for cotton, corn, wheat, and composite group of all farm products for selected periods


460406968.9
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Unider thee onditions the farmers of: the country have universally

sffeid and millions of them have been bankrupted..
The fiewuatioa mi the purchasing power of money,' however, has

been much gater in the security exchange where prices are not
only affected by the abundance and scarcity of money, but also by the
scarcity and abundance of stocks for sale. In 1929 the common and

referred stocks listed on the New York Stock exchange reached a
h market price of $89,000,000,000. By June 1932, they had fallen

to a low of $12,000,000,000. This demonstrates that the purchasing
power of the dollar in the stock market increased over 600 percent
because of the scarcity of money, or bank credit, and the super-
abundance of stocks for sale at the bottom of a depression.
The same thing is manifest in the real estate market, particularly

on real estate which has no income-producing value but which is held
merely for investment. Here the change is often very great. The
dollar will sometimes buy vacant real estate in the towns for the taxes
and will buy uncultivated lands for one-fifth to one-tenth of its
previous market price.

So, we see that the evils of a fluctuation in the way of an expansion
or a contraction manifest themselves in all of the products of human
labor and other forms of property. But the evil is far worse when
money rises in value because of scarcity, because it then results, as at
present, in 10 or 12 million people being thrown out of work and
unable to sell their labor at any price, and who are compelled to rely
upon their savings, or upon public relief and private charity and who
suffer from being underfed, underclothed, and undersheltered.
Such periods of severe change in the value of money result not only

in the unemployment of millions of people, but it has the effect of
lowering the health and morale of the people by millions and causing
them to resort to criminal acts as a means of affording themselves
temporary relief.
The consequences, broadly, of the change in the purchasing power

of money will be more clearly seen from the monetary table for the
years 1943 to 1936. (See appendix.)
For a much more detailed description of the harm that money does

to the economy of a country, read The Money Illusion by Irving Fisher
professor emeritus of economics at Yale University.

THE NATURAL INSTABILITY OF OUR PRESENT-DAY CHECK MONEY

Our present check money is by its own nature unstable, as money,
because the volume is not under any control.
Our modern check money is created by debt. When a man borrows

$1,000 from the bank, he creates a debt with the bank.
In this manner a thousand dollars of money in the form of a demand

bank deposit is created, as has been explained. Until this debt is
paid this deposit circulates as money, being transferred from one
depositor to another depositor. It is immaterial if a person receiving
a check on this deposit puts the check with another bank. That
would merely be transferring the money from one bank to another
bank.- The money, as a demand bank deposit, continues to circulate
until the debt is paid.
On June 30, 1929, the banks had $41,600,000,000 of such loans

outstanding.

20
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In addition to Private loans thus made by the bank-in h
create money when they buy the bonds of the United S$tat v
meant, or of any State, county, city, or corporation in the Unit
"States.t
When the banks contracted their! loans of $41,600"000,000 by

-June 30, 1932, to some $20,000,000,000, they contrated Ithemoney
supply correspondingly; so that the demand b deposand t
time deposits of the banks fell in 3 years, from June 30 1929, to tune
-30,1932, by approximately the same amount. Demand bank deposits
therefore fell from $24 000,000,000 td about $14,000,000,000, and
the time deposits were diminished by about $10,000,000,000, the time
deposits being transferred to the banker as demand deposits,and
then the demand deposits were employed to pay the debts to the
banks. In this manner, many thousands of banks, moved by fear
caused a shrinkage in demand bank deposits and time deposits of
$20,000,000,000. This caused the shrinkage of the volume of check
money from $1,230,000,000,00 in 1929 to $450,000,000,000 in 1932,
and caused, at the same time, the increased purchasing power of
money and the decreased exchange value of property, causing uni-
versal bankruptcy.

It should be clear, therefore, that when the money supply is based
upon loans made by privately owned banks and is subject to undue
expansion through overoptimnism, or to undue contraction through
pessimism, such money is, by its nature, unstable and dangerous to
thewelfare of all of the people-not only the poor, but also often runoius
-to the rich.
Money being also created by the Government through the sale of its

bonds, and by States counties, cities, and corporations, the volume
-of money is affected by such debts and is made by nature unstable.
This unstability will last until the powers of the Government are used
to render money stable by exercising the constitutional power and
duty of the United States exclusively to create the money which the
people need as a medium of exchange and to regulate the volume and
value.

It is known that under comparatively stable money, the national
production increases at the rate of 4 percent per annum, and except
for these depressions we should now have a normal production of over
50 percent more than it was in 1926. But the decrease which actually
took place during the last panic of 1929-32 amounts to a net loss of
$164,000,000,000 in the national income without counting the loss of
the 4-percent increase we should have had.

THE MONEY ILLUSION

People have a general illusion that money is stable and that prop-
erty is unstable because it rises and falls in price; whereas, it is money
which falls and rises in purchasing power because of scarcity or
abundance. They do not realize that when all commodities and all
forms of property fall in value, it is not because the intrinsic value of
these properties and commodities change, but because the money,
with which they are all measured, changes in volume and becomes
scarcer or more abundant.
When the commodities in the wholesale markets in 1933 required

40 percent less money to be bought than in 1929, it was because the
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-one-:snpply was-contracted. Since-money measures everything,
the scarcity ofom iMeycuses thealue of evething to fall. When
the money supply is more abundant, or doubles, and the volume of
commodities is unchanged, the exchange value in money of all com-
modiies and properties doubles.

While this truth is recognized by all informed students, neverthe-
less the illusion persists with a great body of the people that it is not
the money that changes in value but the property.
Only ban informed public opinion can change this erroneous think-

ing.- It takes time to overcome such a world-wide error. It took
many decades for the people of the world to learn that the sun did
not revolve around the world, but that the world turned on its own
axs and revolved around the sun.

CHAPTER VII

THE ORTHODOX TRADITIONAL THEORY OF MONEY

Prior to the twentieth century it was the traditional theory of
money, held by orthodox professors of political economy, that gold
was -money provided by Nature and that nothing else was money.
This opinion was expressed very clearly by the great financier, J. P.
Morgan, in December 1912, in answering a question of Samuel Unter-
myer during the Pujo investigation. Mr. Morgan said, "Gold is
money and nothing else is."

It was believed that gold, because of its stable volume, was a more
stable measure of value than anything known to the human race.
There was always a demand for it because of its beauty, malleability,
ductility, resistance to corrosion, handy size in relation to value, etc.
It was, therefore, a convenient measure of value. It was authorized
to be stamped by the Congress of the United States in 1792 as United
States money, and it continued to serve as legal tender by weight until
1934.

It was purchased by the Treasury at a fixed value by weight when
minted.. On March 14, 1900, the Gold Standard Act was passed,
declaring the dollar to be 25.8 troy grains nine-tenths fine.
Gold was used domestically by nearly all the leading nations of the

world prior to the World War and is still used as a basis of international
exchange.

It was the orthodox theory, therefore, that gold had been made by
law the standard measure of value and that currency, which was
redeemable in gold, and silver certificates convertible into gold, and
fractional coins made legal tender by statute in limited amounts,
comprised money in the United States and no substitute for money,
such as a check, could properly be called money. Upon this premise,
that money consisted of legalized currency and nothing else, the
orthodox traditional economists pointed out with justice that such
money (statutory currency) did not fluctuate in such an amount as
to account for the violent changes which took place in the market
price of commodities and of stocks on the security exchanges.

In 1933 the Congress passed an act making all currency legal tender,
later retiring the national bank notes as money and demonetizing
gold in domestic circulation.
Upon the premise that gold and legalized currency alone consti-

tuted money, the orthodox economist denied the quantitative theory
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which holds that the purchasing power of money is deterwxizae
its volume. They held that the overproduction c t1Z
violent fluctuations in the iiriktt price of commodities Theyhld
that ga-mbling on the stock markets accounted for the change in the
prices of securities. They held that the lack of public confidence
caused the changes in market prices.

There are many other theories, more or less fanciful urged by othe
economists which have been quite adequately answered byPof.
Irving Fisher in his book Booms and Depressions. It is sufficient for
this exposition to state that the orthodox theory denies the quantita-
tive theory of money on the premise that noting is money except
gold, or currency redeemable in gold.
Economists holding this view have therefore insisted on a return

to the gold standard of 1900 and have denounced the demonetization
of gold in domestic circulation, and the act of Congress making un-
lawful contracts payable in dollars of a standard weight of gold, and
providing that all such contracts can be liquidated in lawful money.

Students should remember that money is anything which by con-
ventional use is employed as a medium of exchange and measure of
value, and that a recognition of this truth completely solves the
question of what makes the value of money. A. knowledge of the
meaning of money therefore enables the student to demonstrate
that money is subject to the everlasting law of supply and demand
and that its value always depends upon the supply of money in
relation to the demand for money.

THE QUANTITATIVE THEORY OF MONEY

The quantitative theory of money is simply that the value of money
depends upon the supply of, and demand for, money.
The colossal demand for money is well known. It takes $12,000,-

000,000 per annum to pay the interest charges on borrowed money.
It takes $14,000,000,000 of money to pay the taxes of the United
States, the States, and their subdivisions, It took $845,000,000,000 of
check money to meet the requirements of the American people in 1926
and if their growth had been normal from that time to this, it would
have required approximately an increase of probably 4 percent per
annum. This increase is estimated variously as from 3 to 5 percent
in America, yet in Great Britain, under managed money, Sir Reginald
McKenna reported in February 1938 that the increase of the midus-
trial production of Great Britain had been 50 percent in 5 years, .

The supply of money in the United States, based upon debt, has
suffered violent fluctuations, as heretofore set forth. At the present
time, December 1938, the volume of check money is estimated to be
at the rate of $530 0000,000 per annum. This is far less than halt
of what it was in 19g9. f
Modern students of monetary science now know with certainty that

the value of money depends upon the supply of money in relation to
the demand for money. Gustav Cassel, professor of political economy
at the University of Stockholm, in his lectures on Post War Moneta
Stabilization before the University of Columbia and the University of
Chicago, sets forth these correct principles. His lectures are pub-
lished in book form by the Columbia University Press.
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The of:u.etba ouvrenoy is eetlay determined by the scaroity in the supplyd Ot;*WStof payxsent (p 64)..
fIt tWiA many Bytis of hard work tQ get people to understand that the only

thiit'that has ria Importance for the value of a currency Is the total supply of
the mniz of payment (p. 3).
The gold standard is nothing else than a paper standard, the value of which

Is entirely dependent upon the way in which the supply of the means of payment
in re ulated p.4).-

Ttiepurcaing power of money is exclusively dependent on the scarcity In the
supply of the means of payment (p. 42).
The value of money cannot possibly be dependent on anything but the supply

of money In relation to the demand for money (pp. 91-92).
Cassel uses the term "means of payment" to include currency and

checks.
To illustrate these truths Professor Cassel quotes the experience

of the leading European nations. France, for example, increased the
volume of the French franc five times, with the result that the purn-
chasing power of the franc fell to one-fifth of what it had been.

Italy expanded 'the lira four times, with the result that the lira
fel in purchasing power-to one-fourth of what it had been.
Our own experience in the United States has completely demonstra-

ted the truth of the quantitative theory.
The supply of money, as a medium of exchange, consists only of the

volume of money so employed, and does not consist of currency
hoarded, or currency in the tills of banks and business houses; or of
demand deposits which are hoarded and held inactive and dormant
as reserves, or for future investment. This must be remembered in
applying the quantitative theory.

CHAPTER VIII

THE DOLLAR INDEX AND THE PRICE LEVEL

For 40 Years the Department of Labor has been endeavoring to
establish the dollar index to show the relative purchasing power of
the dollar in the primary wholesale markets. To accomplish this,
they selected 784 commodities in 1926 and established the volume ofeach commodity for the years 1923 and 1925, taking the mean average
of these 2 years. This fixed volume of each commodity has remained
substantially unchanged up to this date (1938).

In 1926 the average price of each commodity was ascertained by
taking the weekly market price for 52 weeks, adding up the numbers
and dividing by 52, thus getting the average price for the year 1926
of the individual commodity. This average market price for each
commodity was multiplied by the units in the fixed volume of such
commodity on the mean average of 1923 and 1925. Thus was ascer-
tained the total amount of dollars received for the fixed volume of
such commodity when multiplied by the average price for the year
1926. Thus was ascertained the number of dollars required to buy the
fixed volume of such commodity. The products in dollars for each of
the 784 commodities were then added up. It was found, by this
process, that the total volume of dollars required to buy the total
fixed volume of the 784 commodities was 54.7 billion dollars.'
The Department then declared this volume of dollars to represent

the volume of money required to buy the volume of commodities
listed. And for purposes of comparison with future years used an

CM "
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index of 100 to represent the lpcele dl11926 and the Ide Mly
purchasing power of money in the wholieale markets 1*.
Obviously, following the same methods of calculation for 1 , win.
it was ascertained that the total volume of money required U buy
the fixed volume of commodities was 6 percent less thain 64.bOilion
dollars7 the index of the price level would fall 6 percent, and the
dollar index would rise 6 percent. This would demonstrate that the
purchasing power of money in relation to commodities sold in the
wholesale markets had increased 6 percent in relation to a fixed
volume of the commodities. --
The dollar index and the price-level index were exclusively con-

cerned with the actual purchasing power of money in the primary
wholesale markets. They did not concern themselves with the causes
of the changes in the selling price of commodities. These indexes
dealt merely with the question of price, regardless of the cause of the
price.
The dollar index and the price-level index were always in inverse

ratio to each other. When the volume of money required to buy the
fixed volume of commodities was ascertained, a comparison was made
with this volume of money and the $54,700,000,000. In that way
the index of the price level was obtained. When the index of the
puice level was obtained, such as 94 in 1927, the index of the purchasing
power of money was ascertained by driving I1 000 by 94 which gave
the purchasing power of the dollar in the wholesale markets at 106.

It was found for the year 1929 that the amount of money received
for the fixed volume of commodities was 5 percent less than the amount
of money received in 1926 for the same volume of commodities.
Therefore, the index of the price level was 95 and the dollar index was
105.

In May 1938 it was found that the amount of money required to
buy the fixed vol tume of commodities was 78 percept of $54,700,000,000
and the dollar index was 128, showing that the dollars were buying
28 percent more of the fixed volume of goods than in 1926.

Since it took only 78 percent of the money required in 1926 to buy
the same fixed volume of goods, it not only showed the increased pur.
chasing power of money in the purchase of such goods, but another
very important factor had entered into the question of the purchasing
power of money, so arrived at.

HOW PRICES ARE INFLUENCED

The prices in the wholesale primary markets are not only influenced
by the volume of mnoney but are simhlarlv influenced by the volume of
commodities. The dollar index and the price-level index pay no
attention whatever to the factor of the volume of commodities. The
volume of commodities, with the rise and fall in the volume of com-
modities, is shown by an entirely different index-the index of 'indus-
trial production, which shows the increase or decrease in the volume
of products (elsewhere explained).

If the volume of products should decrease 25 percent (the money
supply unchanging) the market price of such commodities would in.
crease by an inverse ratio of 33 percent.'

I For the Nson that since thre-ourtbs of the volume would inain one-third In price, the Inane of
one-thrd in price would rais the number of dol the same volume, of up to 100 pant of coral,
eruming the money supply available had not chaned.

as,
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*-It would retire 54.7 billion-dollars to purchase three-foirths of the
volume haVi n increased averse price of one-third. But the
actual izdex o the price level would show a of 33% percent and
the dollar index would be 75. The two multiplied together would
make 10,000.

In other words, the purchasing power of money in terms of such
commodities would fall 25 percent and the index of the average com-
modity price would rise 33% percent.

If, however,, with a decrease of 25 percent in the commodities,
there was a decrease of 25 percent in the volume of money, the pur-
chasing power of money would remain unchanged in terms of com-
modities, because the volume of commodities and the volume of
money fell in the same ratio. -If the volume of commodities increased
50 percent and the volume of money increased 50 percent, there
would be no change in the price level or the dollar index, as the dollars
would buy the same volume of commodities as before.

If, therefore, the volume of commodities increased 5, 10, or 15
percent, the volume of money should increase 5, 10, or 15 percent in
order to preserve a dollar of the same purchasing power in terms of
commodities.

In 1929 the index of industrial production rose on an average of
19 percent above the 1923-25 average, but the volume of money in
the wholesale markets did not rise 19 percent. It rose less than 19
percent. If it had risen 19 percent, the-price level and the dollar
index would have remained at 100, but the price level fell 5 percent
to 95 and the dollar index rose to 105, showing that the volume of
money did not correspond with the increase in the volume of com-
modities. Therefore, the purchasing power of money increased 5
percent for the year 1929.

In May 1938 the price-level index was 78 and the dollar index 128,
showing that the dollar was buying 28 percent more goods than in
1928, notwithstanding the vital fact that the index of industrial pro-
duction in May 1938 was 76. In other words, the dollar was buying
28 percent more goods when the goods were nearly one-fourth less in
volume. When the goo(ls were diminished in volume to 76 percent of
normal, the market price of such goods should have increased by
inverse ratio, or 31Y$ percent more than normal. Since the goods by
virtue of their scarcity were worth 31 4 percent more than normal, it is
obvious that the dollar was buying 28 percent more than normal at a
time in 1938 when the goods were theoretically worth 31% percent
more than normal. In other words, the volume of money was buying
28 percent more in volume of goods worth theoretically 131 $ in market
value.

This is a substantial physical fact and can only be accounted for by
a greater contraction in the money supply than would be super-
ficially indicated by--the price level of 78, or the dollar index of 128.
The actual volume of money available, therefore, in the wholesale

markets in proportion to the goods was approximately 31 percent less
than 78 percent of the normal, or a contraction of the money supply to
a little over 50 percent of the normal supply of money in relation to
the normal supply of commodities as fixed in the year 1926.
The dollar index, therefore, should be about 170, in terms of com-

modities to represent actual rise in purchasing power.
In 1929 the volume of check money debited was 1,230 billion dollars

but in December 1938 it was approximately at the rate of 530 billion
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dollars yearly, a contraction Of the volume of check moneyin t
United States of more tVa half. This confirms, by actual itc
facts, that there hid ben hii the United States a contraction of chc
money by over half froim 19298.
When the p power of the dlar incrad in termsstocks over 600 percent from 1929 to 1933, it did not signify thattbo

volume of money had fallen to one-sixth of what it wasI beca-use in tht
case along with the shrinkage of check money to one-third, there cane
on tie market a huge volume of stock certificates which distressed
owners of such stock parted with either from fear of further fall, -o
from necessity because such stocks had been bought with bank loans
that. could no longer be carried. The oversupply of stock certificates
therefore, in the market had the effect of cheapening such stocks at a
time when the contraction of the money supply expanded the purchaw
ing power of money and further cheapened the stocks in terms of
money.
The same principle aapplies in regard to real estate: When the

depression came on, ban rupteies ensued, hundreds of thousands of
shops were closed and offered for rental. The surplus of such shops
and stores was available on the market in the depression when they
were producing- no income and were subject to actual lows through
taxes, insurance, maintenance, etc.
The dollar index does not deal with these subjects which indicate

the purchasing power of money in the fields of real estate and stock
The dollar index concerns itself exclusively with prices in the primary
wholesale markets on 784 commodities, used up to 1 38. The number
has been expanded to 813 since January 1, 1938. It is also true that
in making up the price. level and the dollar index, in lieu of the fixed
volume of commodities established by the mean average of the years
1923-26, the Department of Labor took the mean average of the
years 1929-31 as a new basis. The new basis, however,- made no
substantial differento in the volume of money required to buy the
784 commodities (now 813) because the index of industrial production
was 119 in 1929 and 81 in 1931, making a mean average of 100, and
producing therefore an average of about 65 billion dollars which is
within a fraction of I percent of 54.7 billion dollars used in 1923-25

In considering, therefore, the subject of the dollar index and the
price level hidex, it should be obvious that they clearly make manifest
the extreme manner in which the volume of money available in come
merce and industry has been contracted, and that the remedy must
be found in expanding the money supply with intelligent care so as to
restore the price-level index to par, and keep it at par by expanding
the volume of money as the index of industrial production can be madl
to expand under a system of regulating the value of money by regulate.
ing the volume of money in circulation.

In May 1938, the-index of industrial production fell to an extreme
low point and rapidly rose to 90 by October. This index was seriously
influenced by the expastiim of money through the expenditure of the
Government and the change of policy which went into effect in June
1938. Moreover, in April 1937, when the index of industrial produe-
tion was 118. there were on hand substantial inventories which were
gradually reduced by June 1938. The inventories being low at that
time, production was stimulatel by that circumstance. This should
not be overlooked in considering this question.

1 23338-39 3
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1T WOALLUGUD CDIS3QILJRItOM"OWHOLUSALE PWIUS

The.ii,. and f1ll of the commuMItess listed is normally and generally
due to the rie and fall in the money supply. There are some com-
wfoige Xthat escape this normal rule for the rea that commodities

li copper, lead, steel, tin, and zinc are controlled. by. monopolies
that can arbitrarily fix the price. Thus the price will not go down
because of a shortage of money, nor will such commodities go up in
pnce, necessarily, because of an expansion of money. But the ex-
panmon of money lays a foundation by which commodities controlled
by monopolies not only can be raised in price correspondingly with
th rise in other commodities, but it often happens, as in the case of
copper and lead, that when business conditions substantially improve
acd the demand for building purposes requires a larger volume of
copper and lead, the managers of the monopoly take advantage of
ihe conditions to arbitrarily raise their prices far above the average
nse of other commodities. In this way they have a tendency to dis-
courage building and to slow down the processes of a more favorable
market.

As elsewhere stated, the remedy for the arbitrary raising of the
prices of commodities, such as copper, lead,-tin steel, and zinc, does
not lie within the scope of monetary control, but the regulation of
supb unfair prices fixed upon the public must be left to the Congress
whvn passing laws to regulate the monopolies and unfair practices by
them, or practices against the public interest.

It has been urged by some economists that the depression of
1937-38 was due to the arbitrary raising of the price of copper and
other monopoly products. But copper and the products of copper,
token as a whole, only comprise about 1 percent of the average values
of the listed commodities on which the price level is based. The
effect of an arbitrary rise in such commodities would be to arbitrarily
increase, by an extremely small percentage, the price level without
such an increase being based on an increase in the money-supply.
If the increase were due to an increase of the money supply, it would
mean that the increase would be-accompanied by an increase in the
volume of production and employment, whereas the arbitrary in-
crease has no such foundation. When the price of copper was raised
business was active and continued to be active during January,
February, March, April, and May and the index of industrial produc-
tion rose until March and only began to fall as the marketing of
securities progressed and the hoarding of the money received from the
sale of such securities was carried on on a-Fradually increasing scale,
until the crash occurred in September. This has been elsewhere fully
explained. -

In short, the so-called disequilibrium of prices is not a monetary
problem, and even regardless of arbitrary fixed prices by monopoly,
the disqulibrium (s called) of wholesale prices is necessarily due
to the larger or smaller supply of individual commodities in relation
to the demand for such individual commodities. It is only the value
of all of the listed commodities that indicates the changes in the
purchasing power and in the supply of money.
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Under the law of supply and de&ma'nd the demand for X6 t
pay for the 784 listed commodities maiactud in this country
depend upon the upply of mone availb in tihe h e co
modity markets. The demand for money in the wh'Acale commit
markets is by no means the only demand for monet. Money may;
expanded in speculation in the security markets without n slt
affecting the money employed in normal trade mI the Comom t
markets.

This took place in the years 1924 to 1930, inclusive, when there wXi
a great expansion in the number of stock certificates sold to adAmerican people. There were sold, and listed on the stock exchanges
over a billion shares in less than 10 years. The sales from 1922 4
1932 amounted to over $50,000,000,000. About $3,000,000,000 came
from abroad for the purpose of buying stocks on the American sem;
curity exchanges.
The total loans made to brokers on the New York Stock Exchange

alone amounted to $8,600,000,000 by September 1929. The loath
made in other security exchange markets amounted to about $3,000$4
000,000 more.

It had the effect on the New York Stock Exchange of raisg t
prices of common and preferred stock to a rose of $89,000,000,000,
When the credit was withdrawn, a violent shrinkage in the value of
these stocks took place. They were quoted for approximately $12,
000,000,000 in 1932, at the low.
Check debits fell from $1,230,000,000,000 in 1929 to $430,000,00O,-

000 in 1933. The effect of this contraction reflected itself naturally
in the increased purchasing power of the money in terms of stocks
that remained, so that dollars bought about seven times as much stock
at the low in 1932 as at the high in 1929.
The effect on the price of commodities, however, was very mue.4less because commodities comprise the actual necessities, comforts,

and conveniences of life which the people employ day by day. There
was no speculation in the commodity markets during this period.
Therefore, the purchasing power of money in terms of commodities
fell only to 60 at the low point from 95 in 1929.

While this contraction in the money supply was taking place
and the demand bank deposits and convertible time deposits fell
from $34,000,000,000 in 1929 to $14,000,000,000 in 1932 the volume of
commodities also fell, due to unemployment. This made commodities
scarcer and, therefore, worth more in terms of money, and helped
to prevent the money rising higher in its purchasing power of. om-
modities.
Money, therefore, is affected in its purchasing power not only by

the expansion and contraction of the volume of money but also by the
general expansion and contraction of the volume of commodities
bought and the volume of securities for sale.
The price level, or all-commodity index might be affected by ag

oral drought that would make scarce all agricultural products and
influence the products of animal industry. in regulating the value of
money by regulating the volume of money account must be taken:
therefore, of any national drought or state of war that would-interfei*
with the normal flow of commodities.
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There are four factor which enter into the,1ot of an individual
commodity. If the supp-y of wheat i in gat excess of what the
American people rquie m wheat (or the substitutes available- for
wheat) then wheat will fall in price under the law of supply and
doemad because of it superabundance. The same thing is true with
cotton or potatoes, regardless of the volume of money; But, if the
volume of money is expanded and the potato crop is only half the

normal supply, the price of potatoes would rise very much higher
because of the two factors of scarcity of potatoes and unusual abun-
dance of money. If on the other hand, the money supply was
greatly contracted and the potato crop was two or three times as much
as normal, in many places the potatoes would remain in the ground,
tiot worth digging up-.

It is extremely difficult to forecast whether a potato crop will be
superabundant or extraordinarily scarce, because it depends upon
many factors, particularly climatic conditions.
The United States Government, however, through the employment

of its present facilities and its present laws, can regulate the value of
money in regard to commodities and all forms of property, leaving the
individual commodity. to be controlled by other factors which may or
may not be controlled by the Government.
The following table shows the annual supply of check money and

the rise and fall of the price level from the years 1929 to 1938.

Rise and fall of checks cashed and the price level

Checks_ Price -- Checks||level e l

192 ---------------1,230 95.2 1934-------------- 470 -74.6
i-o-900 86.8 1935---- 0 79.8
1l-666M0 72.1 1936- 611 80.6
1922--------------- 450 63.9 1937-------------- 637 81.7
19-3- 430 65. 0 December19385---...---6 30 77. 0

"Indicates billions and decimals thereof.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

CHAPTER IX

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRICE LEVEL TO FACTORY EMPLOYMENT
AND WAGES

It is of importance to understand the relationship of the price level,
or money supply, to factoryy employment and factory wages.

Naturally, when the money supply is severely contracted, there
will be a shortage of money with which to buy the products of labor.
And, therefore, the products of labor must be diminished because the
factories cannot afford to create products which cannot be sold.
When there is a great scarcity of money, therefore, the result is a
shortage of the means of paying wages, salaries, and carrying inven-
tories, as well as the means with which to buy the products of labor.
When consumption of the products of labor is cut down it results in
cutting down the production, which means cutting down the number
of those employed in production.

Necessarily, a shortage of money means a lesser consumption,
lesser production, lesser employment.

9.869604064

Table: Rise and fall of checks cashed and the price level
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This reasoning. is, borne out, by statistical evidec collee-ted
the Department 'of Labor for: long proof time. -it is, o-fipor-
tance to understand. this. vital fact: That factory employment
factor wage falwen'ter is a contraction of the-money

supply.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iex an io o th m ne

The following table graphically sets forth these companions for th4
years 1920 through 1935.

The effect of the rise and fall of ~the price level on factory employment* and wages

I
Prices mentoy Pay roll Prices Me Ive~y ronl

1920:

154.4--------

153.9------------
15)6.0------------
161.9-----------

165.0------------
160.7-----------

169.4------------
153.9------------
I15).0------------
140.6------------
1.30.0 -- -- - ---. - -

118.7------------
1921:

112.4------------
100.)------------
102.9------------
99.0------------

96.3------------
93.b------------

93.3------------

93.8------------
93.8 ------------

93.8------------

93.2------------

92.6------------

1922:

91.6----------

93.6 ------------

95.5--------
95,6------------

98.8-----------

99.0------------

1012.5------------
102.6------------
101.2------------
102.0------------
103.0-----------

10.3.4-----------

1923:

103.1------------
103.8.------------
105.0------------
105.0------------
103.5 -------

99,8------------

99.4-... -- - - - -

101,8.------------

101.4------------
100.7------------
100.0.--- - - - - - - -

1924:

100.0------------

99.3------------

98.3------------

97.3.------------
95.7-------

97.3-... . . .. . . . . .

99.1------------

98.5------------
100.6------------

101.1.--- - - - - - - -

103.9------------

114.9

113. 7

116,0

114.5&
112.0

11II 1

108. 5

108. 8

107.

103. 7

97. 4

89. 7

81.0

82.06
83.2

82. 1

81. 9

81.0

79.8

81,2

83. 4

84.1

84.2

83.3

82. 5

84. 6

85.9

85. 8

87.9

89. 8

88.2

91.4

94.

97.0

99.0

100.

100.7

102. 6

104. 6

105.0

105. 3

106.0

104.9

105.2

105 7

104.15

103.2

101 4

100.2~

101. f
101.1

99. t

96. E
93.15

91. (

92.1

94.A
95.

94.1

96.1I

1i17.2
115,5
123. 7
120.9
122. 4
124.2
119. 3
121.416
llb.8
107. 0
9W.0

81. 3
81. 7

7677. 3

71. 7
73.9
73. 4
72.'6
73.3

69. 6
72.4
74.9
73.8
77.2
80.6
78.56
83.0
87.0
89.65
93. 4
95.7

94.6
97.9
102.5
103.8
107. 3
107.5
103. 3
103. 8
104. 3
106.6
104. 5
102.9

98.8
104.1
104. 1
101.8B
97.65
92.4
85.7
89.3
92.5
96.1
93. 7
97. 6

1925:
106.0............
106.4.---- - - - -- - - -

106.6------------
103.4------------
102.6.--- - - - - -

104.2------------
106,3-----------
106.61.~.

104:3 -- - - - - - - - - -

103.4------------
1926:

103.2---7102.6.--- - - - - - -

100.5.--- - - - - - -

100.0...---------
100.5.--- - - -

100.8--------99.7--------
98.7------------
99.6------------
99.1.- - - - - - -

98.0.--- - - -- - - - -

97.4------------
1927:

95.9------------
94.5 - - - -

93.7------------
93.7------------
93.8-~----------

94.1------------

96.5------------
97.0.--- - - -- - - - - -

96.7------------

1928:
96.3------------
96.4------------
96.0------------
97,4 ------------
98.6.--- - - -- - - - - -

97.6------------
98.3..----------
98.9-... -- - - - - -

100.1.-... . . .. .. .

97.8..------------
96.7------------
06.7..-... . .. . . . .

192:
97.2.----- - --- --

96.7------------
97.5------------
96.8-.........
95.8-.........
96.4---------
98.0.. . . . . . . . . . .

97.7---------
97.5-.........
96.3............
94.4 .............
94.2............

96.3

98. 1

98.8

98. 7

98. 1

98.0

97.8

W9.
IOL1..
102. 2

101.8

101.5

100.6

101.5

102.1

101,4

100.4

100.3

99.4

101.4

103.4

10311
101.4

100.0

98.2

99.7

100.2

99.6

99.1

99. 1

98. 1

99.3

100

99.8

97.4

96.1

95.0

96.5

97.6
1

97.0

97.8

97.7

100.1

102.2

102.6

101.7

101.2

100.8
102.9

104.1

106.3

106.3a
105.6,
106.1

107.9

109.0

107.7

103.6

99.8

9& 4
100.8
102.4
100.0
100.7
98.7
96.8
99.3
Ms.8

104.6
104.6
106.2
100.
106.:0
106.6

103.1
103.3
99.0
103.4
104.4
107.6
104.1

104.4
106.7
104.6
104.0
102.4
98,5
101,v101.4
1021

96.0
101.~2
102.5
100.5
101.3a
101.7

9.08.

103.0

112.9
111$,
107,1

104.1

9.869604064

Table: The effect of the rise and fall of the price level on factory employment and wages
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1'A elc4f Lh. rise andjag of the price Leve on fadmor enii~etadwages-Co6n.

'Priew~ Employ Pay roll mmrEploy Pay roll
ment~~~~~~~~mn

9------------- 97.3 95.9 62.060...........2 39.5
91 . 4 ... 97.3 9&8. 698 5 9.8---------- 61.1 40.2

9 0 . 2 . 96~~ ~~~~.9 98.8 60.268.8 37.1
90.0....... -... 96.3a 97.7 60.:. 4 99 3.
88.8--------:----- 94.8 95.4 62.7-8...........2.6 42.7
86,8.8 ............. 92.9 92.3 65.0-............ 66.9 47.2
84.4 --8...........9.,5 84.3 68.9-....... ---- 71.5 50.8
84.3 --.........88.8 83.3 69.5-............ 76, 4 56.8
84.4 --.........89.6 84.1 70.8-.......----- 80.0 59.1
83o.........0- ----- 87.7 82.2 71.2------------- 79.6 59.4
91.3 --............ 84.6 76.8 71.1-............ 76. 2 56,8
7916..6 .. ......... 82.3 75.2 70.8-............ 74. 4 54. a

1931: 1934:
78.2 --............ 79.6 70.0 72.2-............ 73.3 54.0
76.8------------- 80.3 74.3 73.6------------- 77. 7 60.6
76.0.. -........... 80.7 76.6 73.7------------- 80.8 64.8
78.4 --............ 80.7 74.4 73,3....---------- 82. 3 67.3
73,2-........... . 80. 73.4 73.7-............ 82.4 67. 1
72.1-- 78.4 69.7 74.6-------------81. 1 64.9
72.0 --:77.0 68.2 74.8------------ 78.6 60.4
72.1 --............ 77. 1 65.9 76.4-............ 79.4 62. 3
712.2 ............ 77.4 63. 4 77.6------------- 75.8 59. 1
70.3 --............ 74.4 61. 3 76.5------------- 78.4 61.0
70.2 --............ 71.8 58, 1 76.5------------- 76.8 69.5
68,6 --......... 71.0 57.6 76.9-............ 78. 1 63.2

190: 1936:
67.8 --............ 68. 7 53. 5 78.8------------- 78,6 64. 1
66.8-............. 69.5 64.6 79.5------------- 81. 2 69.1
66.0 --5...........8.4 53. 1 79.4------------- 82. 4 70.8
65.5 -- 66.f 1 49.5 80.1------------I 82.4 70.7
6444. .-

-..-.".- . 63.4 40.8 80.2-............ 81.1 68.5
63.9 --............ 61,2 43. 4 79.8------------ 79. 7 00. 5
64.5 --............ 58.9 39.8 79.4-............ 79. 5 65.3
65.2-............ 60. 1 40.6 80,5------------ ----------

65.3 --............ 63.3 42.9 80.7------------- 83.6 72.1
64k.4 --.......... 64.4 44.7 8015............5-8.3a 75.1
6319.9.......63....t4 42,9 80.6------------- 84.8 74.5
02.6------------- 62.1 41. 5 80.9------------- 84.6o 72. 2

Source: Hearings before the House Banking Committee on HI. R. 7230, March 1938.

It will be observed that as the price level, which represents the
volume of money employed in buying all of 784 listed commodities
in the wholesale markets, rises or falls, within from 30 to 60 (lays, as
a rule, factory wages and factory employment rise and fall correspond-

.ie following table gives the high and low points for the same period
of time:

Table showing index price level, factory employment, and factory wages
employmentt and wages have a short lag, the figre In italics below have their dates a month or two

Factory FatrCommodity index employ- wagesrment was

.. ... ..... ......... .. ... . . ....0-...... 166.7 111.1 124.2
janr M9 down to-............................ 91.6 82.5 69.6
-1';It.7 9.&05.0105.0 107.0

.A~u~tlO9Su to-.............................106.5 105.5 lot 6
to................... ...... ... .. .....00..1.9. 9105.6.1 0.-93...........................7.98.1lo. 6 0.5

~m 1-..............................100.1 100.0 112.9
l93downto-5..........................06.8 J& 8 38.8

mmm 1er9a upto-........................... 70.8 80.0 50.1I
Isl9S6 upto-............................. 79.6 84.2 75.7

Saure: -Hearings before the Committee on AMrioulture and Forestry, United States Senate, 75th Cong.,
0 hr. oommodity priols, June 7,68, and 9, 19U

9.869604064

Table: Table showing index price level, factory employment, and factory wages
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It is of importance to remember that for ever man and womae
ployed in the factories there is a onstant ratio of about two -and oi
half persons employed in other lines of business. In order, therefore,
to restore factory employment and - other lines of employment to a
maximum it is necessary to expand the money supply and to rai the
price leve1 to at least normal, until a sEfficient amount of money is
supplied to pay annual living wages to all of those who are able and
willing to labor in the factory, the field, the mine, and in the services.

THE PRICE LEVEL IN RELATION- TO CAR LOADINGS

The price level, representing as it does the relative volume of money
employed in the wholesale markets, should be compared also with the
index of car loadings as further proof that changes in the money supply
employed in the wholesale markets is accompanied by corresponding
changes in the index of car loadings.
The index of car loadings is based upon absolute knowledge of day

to day figures and, therefore, is very dependable.
The price level and freight car loadings

Year L vPri Freight Price F
Year 00le el arload- 'Yeara l&

1925------------ 103.0 103 1932-63.9 M5
1928 ---------------- 100.4 107 1933-.-*- * 65.0 58
1927?--------------------- 94.1 104 1934-. 74.6 62
1928------------------- 96.7 104 1935.. 79.8 04
1929 ---. *- 95.2 107 1936-..80. 6 75
1930 ..---------- 86.8 92 1937-.-.-..-. 81.7 78
1931----- .----- 72.1 74

I Average per working day.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

These carloadings, it should be remembered, indicate the greatest
factor in the revenues of railroads. Their falling off during these
years plainly points out that the most important reason for the distress
of the railroads is the contraction of the money supply in the wholesale
markets. The money employed in the wholesale markets represents
the diminished purchasing power of the consumers due to a contract.
tion of the money supply.

THE EFFECT OF THE VOLUME OF MONEY ON THE VOLUME OF COX-
8TRUCTION CONTRACTS I

It will be noted that the index of construction contracts varied in
the same manner, substantially, as carloadings and industrial produce
tion. The index of construction contracts, as compared with the

9.869604064

Table: The price level and freight car loadings
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price lel or allcn odity index, or volume of money employed in
the wholesale markets, for the years 1926 to 1936, inclusive, follows:

The price level and construction contracts awarded (value)

Construc- Construc-
tion con- tion con-

Year ~Price tracts Year level tactsdelevel awarded level awarded
(value) (value)

m I . 4 12 - 13 ----- ---- --- - - ---- 28121990*.*li.4l 9 19s2-6f3.9 28
1927-941 .1W. 1933- 65.0 25

--------- - .7 135 1934- 74 6 32
WA9--------------- 95. 2 117 1935 *79.8 37a
1m-86.8 92 1930 -- 80 6 M
--1--72.1 63

source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,,

THE EFFECT ON EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF THE CONTRACTION OF CREDIT
AND THE MONEY SUPPLY

It seems desirable to call attention to the contemporaneous effect
upon our imports and exports as compared with the volume of checks
debited-money supply.
The following table shows these relationships:

Check money and exports and imports
[In billions and decimals thereof]

You ChearcnkeyExports Imports Year Chey Exports Imports

1-- 1,230 5.2 4;A 1933- 430 1.7 1.4
1930. ----9W 3.8 3.1 1934- 470 2.1 1.7
1931- . M 2. 4 2.1 1935-530 2{.3 2.0

------- 450 1.6 1.3

Soiree: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

THE EFFECT ON OUR BUSINESS ENTERPRISES OF THE CONTRACTION OF
CREDIT AND THE MONEY SUPPLY

During the World War, when credit was greatly expanded, from 1914
to 1920, the normal number of business failures which occur from the
incapacity of individuals was diminished. When the contraction of
credit and currency took place in 1921,in the summer of 1920 and 1921,
these failures increased in number and in the amount of money involved.
The effect of the depression of 1921 on the banks of the country was

very serious, since it diminished the solvency of individual borrowers
and the value of investments held by the banks. When the depression
of 1929-32 came, these effects again reappeared increasing the number
of failures and the amount involved.
The effect which follows such a depression is not always immedi-

ately felt by the business houses or by the banks because men do not
fail until they are forced into failure. This takes a certain element of
time.
There is here inserted a table showing the number of failures and

the amounts involved in business houses with the decline in the number
of banks in the United States from 1914 to 1935.

9.869604064

Table: The price level and construction contracts awarded (value)
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Decline in the nutiber of base and commercial failures Wih amw ;_8:

Number of Number ofnlTO. 1-
national Sstite inuerof Numbei 9ibanks banks hafiNka. obor-miwoYear - (June 30or (June-30or (Junef 8or etal(tl,
nearest nearest nearest luresA d ops<
date) date) (late).

1914 9 . 7,614 18,760 26,274 18,280 -67.9
1915-------.----- 7,97 19,008 26,605 22,1As4,$f
1- 16- -.. 7,671 19,470 27,041 1o,993 196.3
1917. - -------- - -------------- 7,60 19, 896 27,496 . 13,856 182.4
1918 7.699 20,635 28334 V9, 16a 0
19w.9--. 7,779 20,821 28,00 8,451 113,3
820 - - 8,024 21,805 29,829 8,81 1:29 1

1921 -- 8,150 22,410 30, 660 19,652 627.4
1922-5. 8, 244 21,914 30,158 23,876 62,9
1923-.. 8, 236 21,697 29,8n3 18,718 539.4
1924- 8, O8 20,.1o8 2899 20,615 54X2
1i92 ..-- 8,006 20,413 28,479 21 214 44& 7
I--t-.-.. . 7, 972 19,882 27,864 21,77 409,-3
1927--- 7,790 18.976 28,766 23,140 620,1
1928--- 7,686 18, 266 26,941 23,842 489.6
1929- 7 630 17,680 25,10 2290 483 3
1930 -- 7,247 18 605 23,862 26, 3M66 v 3
1931-..B 6,800 16,103 21,903 28,285 736.3
1932- . 6,146 12,901 19,048 31,822 928a
193-- 4,897 9,622 14,619 20,307 502 8
1934----------- 5,417 10,418 15,835 12,185 264. 2a
1935.---6-6 425 10,69 .15,994 11,879 230.1

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Students will recall where the contraction of money took place in
1921 and in 1929-32 it was reflected in the items above set -forth
immediately.

CHAPTER X

THE INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

The index of industrial production is based upon the volume of a
number of industries, under some 60 classifications, representing about
80 percent of the total of the national industrial production.

This index was bused upon the years 1923-25 in order to give a
more stable basis of comparative calculation in succeeding years.
These calculations are made from a vast amount. of data and are
worked out by mathematical and economic calculations. A full
explanation of these calculations and the methods by which they are
made will be found in the Federal Reserve Bulletin of February and
March 1927, and reprinted in a pamphlet in November 1937.
The index of industrial production represents the percentage of the

volume of industrial production of 1 year as compared to the basic
average of 1923-25, which was put at the arbitrary figure of 100 for
purposes of comparison.
The kinds of industries used as a basis and their relative importance

are as follows:
Data used in index of industrial production

Manufactures--------------- --- 85. 71

Iron and steel and their products--19. 77
Textiles and their products- . 17 72
Food products-9.19
Paper andprinting- 10. 76

(lowpuntd from average annual data for the 3-bose period Sew% 1923-26, wlth revisions to 1937.

9.869604064
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,~~~~tXa in,tdr.;;.Data uwt. idez offidtWt produCion-Continued

~imbier adillaled products & 27
Trsport-- -Oqui-pm--ent- 5. 36
Ls.$berand its. anufaetures- 3.37
Stoemclay, and glass products 2. 66
-Mldetf and metal product, other than iron and steel-1.75
C.emical. and alliedproducts- 1.96
R:uibber products 1.87
Tobacco manufactures- 1. 0

Minerals---- 14.29

IndustriaL production-100. 0&
Soeo: Board of Governo of the Federal Reserve System.

The index of industrial production should normally expand at the
rfte of 4 percent annually because of the increase of population, of
horsepower, and of 'electric energy used for light, heat, and power.
AA an example, power-producing machinery in the United States

has increased from 704,266,000 horsepower in 1924 to 1,198,000,000
in 1935. The increase of electric energy has been much greater than
4 percent per annum and the expansion of this power in process of
production may be expected to continue this increase for years to come.

In the Federal Power Commission's pamphlet "Electric Power Sta-
tistics" the following table appears, giving the expansion of kilowatt-
hours since 1920 through 1937:

Production of electric energy in the United States
Tof I Total I

1920-42,664,014 1929-95,165,462
1921-40,584,040 1930-93,855,381
1922-47,071,804 1931------- - 90,089,852
1923 54,857,797 1932-81,827, 806
1924-58,137,300 1933-84,175,704
1925- 65,011,833 1934-90,219,957
1926-- 73,055,002 1935-97,811,305
1927 78,579,669 1936-111,431,357
1928-85,769,014 1937-121,049,630

1 Thousands of kilowatt-houn.

It will be observed that the total of kilowatt-hours has increased
from 42.6 billions in 1920 to 121 billions in 1937, nearly 200 percent
in 18 years or over 10 percent per annum; whereas our money supply
since 1926 has decreased at least 23 percent, as shown by the volume
of money employed in the wholesale primary markets, the all-com-
modity index having gone from 100 down to 77. And our total check
money having gone from $845,000,000,000 in 1926 to an estimate for
the year 1938 of approximately $530,000,000,000, a contraction of
$300,000,000,000 in 12 years, or about 35 percent.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION TO THE
PRICE LEVEL

The price level, or the volume of money employed in the purchase
of the 784 commodities in the wholesale markets, has a very important
relationship to the index of industrial production, as well as to factory
employment.
then'the price level, or volume of money, rises in the wholesale

markets, the index of industrial production rises. When the volume

9.869604064
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4iOZAL SZION ZND ltfl RAUNtNG STmWI A
of moneysepployd it tb e ma o fall, thefidei t'
dntrial produotion -1sCC.
For exMaple: In 192 the prioe level was 96, and th Id

industrial pIouctipnwa119, theaa r of 192. lterJ
1933 the index of the volue of money l d ii theiwoslf
markets or the price level, wm 860: and t n of industal o.
ductionLsd fallen from 119 to 64, In July 1938 theex id i
production was 81 while the price level was 78.8.

It thus appears clearly that the volume of money employed it*
wholesale markets not only indicates the purchasing power mf
but it demonstrates that with the fall of the volume of oney in th
wholesale markets, industrial production falls in correspond deg
We have elsewhere shown that the price level, or volume of mone

employed in the wholesale markets, midiates factory employment$
and that factory employment rises as the volume of money in thi
wholesale markets rses. Of course as factory emplo t mi.
industrial production would necessarily rise. So that bot
and the statistical fact should be perfectly clear that the volume of;
money employed in the wholesale markets indicates factory employ.
ment and industrial production.

In dealing with factory employment and industrial production
the money employed in the wholesale markets is thee a tai
determining influence.

Since the rise and fall of the price level, or the money supply,
indicates the rise and fall of employment and factory production, it
is of importance to note the relationship between the price level and
the index of industrial production. The following table shows this
relationship:

The price level and the index of industrial Production

Year Index of YearYear rleve industrial YevrPrIlmawilevel production' le prodelsi

1929.. ..... 100.4 Joe 19 .. .... ,.
1I2. - -- --. 94.1 108 1 93_.._._... . 60 76
1928 - 96.7 lI 1 9 1..934.. * .* .. 7t.6
1929. . 96.2 119 19 36....... n.
1930-87--86. 8LI1a 10i1931..---------- -- 721 1 81 lia7............... 81. 7 Ito

' Average per working day.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

CHAPTER XI
THE INADEQUACY OF THE PRESENT TERMS "THE PRICERLEVE' Al

"THE PURCHASING POWER OP MONEY"

The present term, "the price level," based on the volume of money
employed in 1926, does not take into account any change in ti;
volume of conunodities on which the price level is based. And, of
course, the term "the index of the purchasing power of money" alo
ignores the change in the volume of the designated commodity.

It should be obvious that if for any reason the volume of such com-
modities should increase 4 percent per almum, the volume of money
employed should re 4 percent, otherwise the money employed would!
buy 4 percent more of the commodities and products of labor, whet

I

9.869604064

Table: The price level and the index of industrial production
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*tdcof wm;fonu purohplsg power As d buy tsme volume of
c odities from one r to nothr if labor i to receive a fair
i'ewrd'in dollars for what it c at, and if the debtor is to be allowed
toyay $be creditor in doll of the e phasing power.To increa indtrWil production requires an increase in the mony
supply up to the point that maximum employment of men and macbin-
ty is achieved. Beyond this point no expansion of money seems to
be desirable, and any serious expansion beyond this point might be
btjily disadvantageous as it would have the effect of unduly increasing
th value of property and decreasing the purchasing power of money
i he forms of property in which money is invested, such as stocks,
bonds, real estate, etc.
Many people have objected to any rise in the all-commodity index

because it has been designated loosely as "the price level." Many
people think, therefore, that raising the price level means only raising
-h price of individual commodities which they wish to buy, for-
pttng that increasing the money supply would end unemployment,
would create a ring individual income, individual wages, and in-
car" the market price of the products of labor. --This is not true.
If the money supply were to rise 50 percent while the volume of
commodities rose 50 percent, the market price of the individual com-
moities on the average would not be changed, since the 50 percent
increase of such commodities would diminish the market price of indi-
vidual commodities in proportion, and the increase of the money sup-
ply would merely offset what otherwise would be a contraction in
the selling price of what, the people produce. Giving them a fair
price for what they produce, enables them to have the consuming
power with which to buy what they produce.
At last, the producers of the United States and the consumers of

the United States represent all of the people.
Individual commodity prices may be raised by the scarcity of

individual commodities or may be raised by artificial means through
monopolies fixing the price of their products such as copper, lead, or
rzipAproducts. The question of artificially raising pnces unfairly

iuh monopoly lies outside of the field of monetary science, except
to cal attention to it as a factor of prices.

It has been complained that prices are artificially raised in construc-
tion by bricklayers, plumbers, and carpenters through labor unions
charging aa- excessive price for their labor, as compared to the labor
of other people engaged in services to each other. This may be true,
but that question is a question which is no part of monetary science,
beyond pointing out the fact that stability in our industrial life, when
established through public monetary control, will enable the Govern-
ment to better control monopoly; and will enable labor, by virtue of
stability in continuous employment, to make contracts involving an
annual living wage, rather than the present precarious employment
of bricklayers, plumbers, carpenters, etc.

CHAPTER XII
THE METHODS BY WHICH MONEY IS EXPANDED AND CONTRACTED

The money of the country, consisting of currency and demand bank
depoeb, is expanded as follows:
The currency of the United States, which is required for pocket

money arid to pay for the purchases daily of products and services,
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is td andpn,ted by i a t and diatribnt
banks of the pythr h Fedi Reusve bas. T

for tanhis e frothtteitetnnwire.to t TheynOdvitil
and-|immedielat B j'y'deri'

for6o,.,b~tan-l" l'ueneq fm-t a c AA' o
createsall t thu money. The -Sae a b M toW aa
it, and it is aCrime to counterfeit. This wisc.t*s
medium of exchange. When a niront rei hi matc
more currency than he needs i his till, he deposit. it witht
When the banks receive more currency they uire, t

send it back to the Federal Reserve bank of their dtsnt and none
credit for it. The currency may be returned to the Federal Reee
agent by the Federal Reserve bank if it has an excess. It not 0111
is employed as a medium of exchange by the people, butmany peo
who have no bank account keep their little supply of money insome
safe place as a hoard from which they can obtain money. for any
unusual demand, such as sickness, a birth or a death, or a marriage
in the family. Sometimes this hoarding becomes excessive d
cMUieS a dearth of the currency supply. So that this currency m
be contracted bv the citizens wholhave it as pocket money. Thi
occurs during a depresion when money becomes scarce.
Demand bank deposits, upon, which check money is drawn, are

created by loans and investments as described in a previous chapten
It is of special importance that students should observe the manner

in which the reservoir of demand bank deposits can be contracted
as a medium of exchange.

If tM loan of a businessman is paid upon the demand of the banki
or because the businessman wishes to pay it, it is paid with a check
on a demand deposit, and the demand deposit ceases to exit to
the extent of the amount of the check. From 1929 to 1933 such
business loans were contracted from 41.6 billion to about 21.2 billion
dollars, thereby contracting the volume of demand deposits and
of time deposits (which had been exchanged previously for demand
bank deposits), leaving the deposits of the banks 20 billion dollar
less than they had been in 1929. This was a contraction of the
demand deposits by the contraction of loans. The amount in which
demand deposits were contracted from 1929 to 1938 is shown by the
following table:

Contraction of demand deposits and decline of bank loan.

Estimated Utmt
debits to de

Total loans, Individual Total lowslawm=nSall banks I acoonUts for al be mrall commer- a Molcial baks'I bolNUb I

1---------- 41.6 1,230 I4-I....... i.
1930 ..... . 40.6 w 16. 28
1931-.,6M.4 tO 1U . -a..
1U32 . .27.8 450 1937..__.__......... _ __90w1
1933----22.2 4301 iI..1.13

I ID billions of dolls; June 30 or noe t date.
' In billions of dollar.; annual fAir.
Source: Board of Governors of the Tidem) rafle ym.

9.869604064

Table: Contraction of demand deposits and decline of bank loans
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<sItVUbwes by this table that wbn the United Sttes began in
tWS.S increase the moey supply by thi sak of bonds, the depoita
r¶usogl;tIi''greatesmporncthat students should understand
tht a dsmand deposit, which ia hoarded by the depositor and -kept
saesnployed awaiting futureuse or investment, does not function as a
ediu.m of exchange. A hoarded deposit is not used for the employ.

t of huan labor, for the pa ut of wages and salaries or for
invtoriesnof the products of labor. A hoarded demand

depost is temp usel in the national economy of production
S If it did not et. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
in October 1934 located many billions of demand deposits that were-Id as-reserves. They were called dormant accounts.
Such inactive, unemployed demand deposits contract the volume

of the medium of exchange existing in the form of demand bank

the Treasury sells baby bonds to small demand bank deposi-
toer it withdraws such demand deposits. The proceeds of the sale
of the baby bonds become dormant accounts until expended by the
Government. When the Government sells its bonds through the
banks to the citizens it has the same effect of temporary contraction.
When it sells its bonds to the banks and the banks retain the bonds

the volume of demand deposits is increased until the bonds are paid
off. When the bonds are paid off they are paid off through taxes
collected by the Government from demand deposits. And, therefore,
the payment of the national debt by taxation, without any further
expansion of the demand bank deposits, would reduce demand bank
-depolits to zero and cause universal bankruptcy.

Whenever the Government collects money by taxes it contracts
temporarily the demand deposits, or the money supply. About
4,000000 000 of the present demand deposits are held by the Gov-
erment, the States, and their subdivisions, as heretofore pointed out.
When corporations, States, cities, or counties sell their bonds to

the banks they create new money because the banks create and give
them demand deposits in exchange for their bonds. The banks
therefore create money by their investment in these bonds. When
the bank takes the bonds, it, in effect, makes a loan to the State,
city county, or corporation. When such bonds are paid off, they are
paul off with demand deposits as to the proceeds of taxes, or as divi-
dends arising from profits to the corporations.
When a corporation sells its goods to the public and receives there-

for a net profit, it withdraws the net profit in the form of demand
depo'ts.

-,'hen an insurance corporation receives its premiums and makes a
net profit, it does so by withdrawing from the countr demand
depot;- This is a contraction of credit process. When these
moneys are paid out in dividends they are paid out in demand deposits
ad expand. demand deposits again, as a circulating medium.
When any creditor receives latest on bonds or on loans-or debts
_iL igdinj- 4_dist. *T~he demand deposits may then and

there be withdrawn from circulation as a reserve for future investment.
During the last few years $5,000,000,000 or $6,000,000,000 of old

ha come into the United States for the purchase of American dollars.
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of ~~bondsinoare inoXdcriiae h~hv
or pledgedto the FederaR Wiat
bought this oJ J c rtd ts
represented by.the d, and *hen'thy tIblu pa
they exne the money tuly de 4 t.
resul tofthewatsto preventny il o n
credit by the flow to the United State ts pd.

It was a contraction pr then th $ 0,00,000 sta
fund was established, as it ithdrew from ulait that amount o
gold or its monetary equivalent. When the Go s id
$1,500,000,000 of gold, it was a credit contraction process.
A member bank may contract demand deposit. b selling its bond

to the demand bank depositor, or by selling the depositor time deposit
in exchange for; his demand deposit, or a saving account in exchange
for his demand deposit. A member bank, when it collects int
on its loans and passes such interest to ihe account of un i
profits, contracts demand deposits to that extent because the bank

paid out of demand deposits by the borrower who owes the interoel
When the Federal Reserve banks buy the bond of the Unitd

States, it will be an expansion of the money supply. If bought frm
the citizen who holds such bond, the citizen would sell bond
through his local bank, receiving demand deposits for the bond Iad
the bank would transmit the bond to the Reserve bank'as an addil
tion to the bank's reserves. Such a transaction would increase the
reserves of the member banks and increase the volume of demand
bank deposits in the bank through which the sale was made.

If the Reserve bank were to buy a million dollars of bonds from a
member bank, it would increase the reserves of such member btnk
by $110000000 in the Reserve bank but would not add to the demand
deposits of citizens engaged in industry. It would, however, facilitate
the opportunity of the bank to lend such money to the citizen.

If the Reserve banks were to buy from citizens on the open ma*rt
State bonds, county bonds, city bonds, or corporation bonds,, it
would have the- effect' of increasing the reserves of the banks which
sold them to the Reserve bank. If they were bought from citizens
it would increase the demand deposits of the citizens and also increase
the reserves of the member bank through which the transaction was
made.
The Federal Reserve banks,-therefore, have, the power to expand

the money supply to whatever extent is necessary to achieve mw-
mum employment, maxinum production, maximum consu.ption,
and to restore the dollar index to the predepression normal o 1Q.
They have the power to contract the money supply by selling the same
securities back to the citizens who have demand deposits.
The Government, therefore, has the power, through the Fedtai

Reserve System, of expanding and contracting the money supoy to
whatever extent the public good requires. They can correct the
present scarcity of money and they can end the indefensible 0o*-
traction of the money supply which has taken place since 1929.
They can prevent any mndelsible expansion of the money supply
(demand deposits or bank credit) by selling the bonds and soind
bankable assets previously bought.
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:It h. )ea habt of those di:cuing the turn-over of demand
hakt dopodits by checks to speak of th turnover as the velocity of
Am$. Thepy the velocity by the xuuber of times the
tWtal of demand bank deposits is contained in th hlukof ches
d&bitod on the books of all the banks.
This conception ignores the fact that the total volume of demand

bank deposits represents the holdings of millions of depositors,
represent deposits which -turn over 100 times per annum, and other
d&osits that turn over once or twice, or perhaps not at all during a
given year.

In recent years it has been learned that in periods of active business
nd full confidence, a very large part of- those deposits turn over at

the high speed, and a comparatively small percentage are inactive
And dormant.

In times of depression, it has been found that inactive and dormant
amounts comprise a yery substantial portion of the demand bank
deposits. Therefore, it has become necessary to clearly appreciate
and to ascertain by a proper inquiry the extent to which demand
deposits are dormant, inactive, and not vigorously functioning as a
medium of exchange, economically employed in the rapid transaction
'of daily business.
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, in 1934, found that

*6,000,000,000 of demand deposits were held as reserves by corpora-
tions and individuals for future investment.

In 1929 the total turn-over of demand deposits reached approxi-
inately 50 times the volume of demand deposits; The demand
deposits were $24,000,000,000 and the volume of checks debited was
$1,230,000,000,000. But there were $10,000,000,000 of time deposits,
quickly convertible into demand deposits, in that year. A sub-
stantial part of these time deposits were functioning as demand
deposits for the reason that the reserves required by law to be held
by the banks against time deposits were small and the amount required
to be held against demand deposits was large. In 1938, after the
panic of 1937, about $4,000,000,000 of $26,000,000,000 was held by
the Federal Government, State governments, and their subdivisions
received from taxes and in process of expenditure, and that the
expenditures were being constantly replaced by taxes collected from
demand deposits of those who pay taxes.
The estimate made by the Government that the average turn-over

for 1938 would be $530,000,000,000, would indicate that only
$11,000,000,000 of demand deposits were turning over at a pre-
depression normal of 50 times per anum.

Thoughtful students will therefore beware of treating all demand
deposits as moving with the same velocity, for this is by no means
true.

NOW DEMAND BANK DEPOSITS CREATED BY THE GOVERNMENT FLOW
INTO USE

The question has been raised that perhaps new demand bank
deposits, created by the purchase of Government bonds by the
Reserve banks, would remain unemployed and idle.
Those who sell interest-bearing securities for the purpose of obtaining

liquid money do so because they wish to invest such money more
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profitably. Sean of them miht hod itdo ntc t *
favorabl- o tuit7fr iestet,m Bu thisLld beecB!mmaterial Awe to no lit to which thee depoe culd beme , ,vftveessr c ousean additional d at o g
function. It shoildbe obvious, wavorthat whoaaH
famishing for ready money, thedsodfor it wil cuse t new
liquid money to flow into commerce, indusy, and investment.
What is of the greatest importance to obse is that the pr t

money, in the form of demand deposits held by those whom ndise
in money and stocks, will cease to be dormant whenever the Governk
ment declares its purpose to expand the money supply with' a view
to expanding employment. This is exactly what the dormant ac-
counts are waiting for. They are waiting for evidence of a dependable
rising market.
When, therefore, the Congres declares a national monetary policy

and instructs the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
the Treasury Department, and the Reserve banks to make effective
such a national monetary policy, those who have been speculating ini
money, those who have been hoarding money, those who have been
holding money as reserve, and those who have thus contributed to. a
cornering of the money supply, will make haste, because of the profit
motive, to invest money, which threatens to fall in exchange value, for
property, which promises to rise in market price.
Those who are merchandising in money with a view to speculative

profits are well advised by trained monetary experts, who tell them
when it is desirable to accumulate money, and when it is desirable
to invest money in stocks and other forms of property. There need
be no fear that those who merchandise in money will fail to act with
intelligent self-interest in search of profit.
Thoughtful students will perceive the great importance of this

suggestion.
THE MONEY CREATED BY THE PEOPLE

It has been pointed out that the failure of the Government to furnish
the growing nation with a sufficient amount of money to transact a
vast expansion of commercial business resulted in the people creating
money for themselves through National banks and State banks. How
this was done, through private and public loans has been described.
But it is of importance to understand the volume which the people

have thus created for their own convenience.
Taking the figures of 1929, before the panic the people had created

$55,000,000,000 of deposits in the banks. -IThew deposits consisted
of savings accounts, tune deposits, and demand bank deposits. .bTh
savings accounts and the time deposits had been obtained from demand
bank deposits previously existing which were sold or transferred to
the banks in exchange for time deposits and savings accounts. These
savings accounts and time deposits of course could be converted Vito
demand deposits by the depositors, at their will, after an agreed nume
ber of days' notice.
The savings accounts had great stability because they represented

money which prudent people kept-in reserve for use in case of sno'
unexpected exigency. The demand deposits were about $24,000,-
000,000; the time deposits, about $10,000,000,000; and the savings

I2:338-39---4
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acceits, abot $.,vO¢,O i'000. This `did not include the postal
*i~irs, nor thefurorr He: -iliondbllas of inter-bank deposits.

So,-0 it may~be rouhlisadidtht people of the United States
Had manufactured theirown money, holding at that time about
$24,000,000,000 of demand deposits as ahi avaiable medium of ex-
Awage and $31 000,000,000 of time and savings deposits, while the
banks had an additional $5,000,000,000 of interbank deposits created
b loans to or deposits with, each other. In addition to this money,
there owas abut $7,000,000,000 of bank capital, including their surplus
and iided profits.
The savings accounts and the time deposits were, as heretofore

stated, money in storage and not employs as a medium of exchange
:in the transaction of monetary business. The people of the United
States, through the system of corporations and the security exchanges,
where the stocks and bonds of such corporations and of governments
are traded in, lead set up a vast machinery by which over
$100,000,000,000 of such securities could be converted. immediately
into liquid money. These stocks and bonds, going into colossal
figures were investments of the American people, out of which they
not oniy received dividends, but upon which they could rely in case
of need to obtain liquid money by immediate sale in the security
markets. On -the New York Stock Exchange alone at present are
1,400,000,000 shares of common and preferred stock.
There are many other exchanges and there are over 300,000 corpora-

tion whose stocks and bonds are not listed, but whose book values, as
shown by the records of the Collector of Internal Revenue, exceed
$155000,000,000 as of December 31, 1929.

Reference is made to these organizations and to the national wealth
to show that the volume of money created by the people for their
own use has been greatly in excess of what they require in the form
of liquid money, or demand bank deposits circulating as a medium
of exchange. It is because of these great values and investments of
the people that they have required so large an amount of money as a
medium of exchange and as a storage of value.
Students will thus realize that the volume of checks debited on the

books of the banks in 1926 ($845000,000,000) is not surprising in
view of the active dealings of the people with each other in the prop-
erties involved.
But since money is not only a medium of exchange but is a measure

of value, it becomes of supreme importance that the Government
should control and manage the volume of money required as a medium
of exchange and measure of value. If the medium of exchange were
expanded beyond the actual needs of the people for exchanging
their products and services, it would result in inflation without
adding anything to the convenience and necessity of the people for an

adequate medium of exchange.
For this reason it becomes vitally important that the Government

should not only regulate the volume of money in order to regulate
the value of money, but should accomplish this through a statute
setting up a sound national monetary policy that would always
furnish fthe people with an adequate supply of money without
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inflation, which would uiduly e nd themarket price ofp
Such a system -would be fortified equally against any inflat ad
any indefensible contraction, of the y supply. It shou be
implemented through- competent executve office al-diretekd by law
to carry out the national monetary policy declard by Conge
(The quantity of money currently required has been here
explained.)

CREDIT EXPANSION THROUGH THE SALE OF STOCKS

In 1900 the stock certificates on the New York Stock Exchange
amounted to 56,090,180. These certificates increased by less than
1,000,000 shares per annum until 1920, when they amounted to
220,753,423. But by the end of 1931 they had increased to 1,298,-

of .s"s 0GK I SumLiW8iRD, 1900-151 to".
1400.1--
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preferredstock comb, ed). A chart, taken fro the New Yogr
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Source: New York Stwkl Exchlange Bulletln

794 480 (these figures are for January of each year, cmmon alid
preferred stocks combined). A chart, taken from thee New York
Stock Exchange Bulletin for August 1931, showing this trend, follows:
The number of issues increased from 377 in 1900 to 691 in 1920

and then to 1,308 in 1931.
Students will observe that beginning with 1921, the number of

shares increased over 1,000,000,000 by 1931 which were sold to the
general public and paid for by checks drawn on demand bank depot.

During the 10 years from 1921 to 1930, inclusive, these stocks solid
for $50,000,000,000 to the public and were paid for through the use
demand bank deposits. There was thus an expansion of' credit Om
the form of salable stock certificates of about $50,000,000,000.

In addition there was a sale of corporation bonds to the publi.
The New York Stock Exchange gives these figures from 1926 t
August 1931, in the following table:

Source: New York Stock Exchange Bulletin
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Dat -o aU Uskd bmsd.-.N~uber Number Avatage Par value of Total narketM. 1of of issues price listed bonds value*4

isl991w,,,,,_....__________,,_._ ... 1 332 F94.79 35,457,811,674 -33,011,817,348.
1o. 1, 1------------------.---. 1,367 95.98 36,995,09,5 33 35,509,21 ,458

J li,1, 27---------..----.....--- ---------- 1,420 98.00 37,900,053,W 37 107607, 468
Jan 1, 1928------------... 1,491 99.98 6 881,320,122 38,874,717,45H
Jan 1 192-------------- 824 1,534 97.51 48, 88 549.854 47, 379,028,O50
Jan. 1 1 90.4 1,543 95.59 49,05,099,434 46,892,458.780
Aug. i, 1930 0. 1, 573 97.47 50,375,127,717 49, 101,898,301
Sept; 1,1930-------------- 842 1,578 97.09 50,457,382,317 49,293,7M8,598.
Oct 1-1900--, M840 1,607 97.38 0,027,12, 653 48,715,222,900
Nov.o,1-930-8-.----.-.--------- 40 1, 615 98.47 50,191,572,803 48,417,892, 161
Deff1 -1930 --.._.-... b37 1,609 95.74 5Ow0,9 647,694 47,959,730, 628
Jan. 1,1931- 838 1,607 94.63 50,072,879,897 47,384,805,889
Feb. 1 1931 .36 1,602 .95.32 49,881,922,059 47, 546, 190,092
MU.r , 193 -837 1,605 95,53 50, 108,a76,488 47,869,817,165
Apr. 1,131----------.35 1,610 95.42 50,788,56, 210 48,43,021, 490
gay 1,1931-835 1,605 94. 84 60, 911, 76S, 944 48,282,336,086
June 1, 1931------ 836 1,60 93.67 50,848,575,244 47,629,698,234
July1,191- 7- 839 1,60 94. 77 51,846, 247, 978 49, 132,895,753
Aug. "11931-842 1,608 93.14 61, 38,698,878 48,375,745,828

Source: New York Stock Exchange Bulletins.

The sale of these securities was affected by discreet advertising
campaigs and by bodies of salesmen trained to dispose of such
Securities to individuals.

It resulted in a bull market which began to recede in 1929, when
the loans of the banks contracted from $41,600,000,000 by $20,000,-
000,000 at the end of 1932.
The effect of this expansion of credit and contraction of credit in.

the value of the securities sold will be seen from the following table:.

Expansion and contraction of the average market price of securities

N mber Number of A veri-e D Number Number of AvergeDate ofUe shr market Date 0~~r sae" marketIfIsuessares price oIsues shrs price

July 1, 19 . . 968 462,596,000 64.19 July 1, 1932. 1,253 1,315,172,000 $11, 89
July, 1926 -. 1,065 542,866,000 65.59 July 1,1933- 1,207 1,285,081,000 28.29
Juy 1, 1927-. 1,075 623,764,000 67.27 July- 1, 1934-. 1,203 1, 294,762, 000 26.20
July1, 1928-... 1,118 6, 360,000 76.89 July 1, 1935 1,184 1,304,146.000 27.78
Jnly 1, I. -..... 1,238 945,341,000 81. 73 July 1, 1936 .....- 1194 1,339, 680. ) 38.00'
July 1. 1930- 1,319 1, 231, 273,000 51,89 July 1, 1937-. 1,236 1, 39, 0,000 39.21
July 1, 1931.1,296 1,303,489,000 36.38 July 1, 1938. 1,256 1,426,893,000 29.41

Source: New York Stock Exchange Yearbook and monthly biilletin%.

Students will observe that the average market price per share for
1929 was $81.73, and was only $11.89 in 1932, showing an increase in
the average purchasing power of the dollar of over 600 percent in 3
years.
The expansions of credit through these processes were man made,

were uncontrolled by the Federal Government, and were incapable of'
control by individual bankers, who were, nevertheless, exercising the
legal right to manufacture money in the firm of demand bank de-
posits, and contTacting money so made through the simple process of'
requiring the loans they had made to be pnaid off. The legal right of
privately owned banks, State and national corporations to expand and
contract the money supply of the county without governmental reg--
ulation, fully explains the financial and commercial disaster which
began in 1929 and has not yet ceased (December 1938).

9.869604064
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CE1 APT'R XIII

MONEY IN CIRCULATION AS AN INDEX OF NATIONAL INCOMEO

The National Bureau of Economic Research, inl New- York,eti:
-mated the income of the people of the United States for Ithe yar
1919 to 1933 in terms of the current purchasing power of the dollar-
for each year and also in terms of the purchasing power of the dollar
for 1929. A table comparing these figures with the price level, or the
volume of money employed in buying.784 commodities in the -whole.
sale markets follows:

The price level and the value and volume of national production

National production National production
Price PriceYulevel Volume of out- Yerlevel uretvueVolume of out.

ofrroutpvaut put valued at C uretpvaue put valued atofoutpu 1929 prices of29output

1919 . 135.6 $62,022,00,000 $50,383,000,00 1927----- 94.1 $", 118,000,000 $85,922,000,000
1920 166.5 74,494,000,000 2,069,000,000 1928 96.7 69,294000,000 68,600,000,000
1921 93.4 47,292,OsO00 45,345,0W 000 1929. 95.2 71,290,000,000 71, 290,0 00,0
1922- 96.3 51,219,00,000 52,125,000,000 1930 . 80.8 59,899,000,000 64,8O4,000,000
1923 -. 100.3 63,121,(00,000 60,727,000,000 1931 72.1 44,302,000,000 54,487,000,000
1924 94.9 60,047,000,000 i,6,0(A,0 1932.... 63.9 28,287,000,000 40,426,0 000
1925 103.0 65, 047, 000, 000 62,860, 0 0 1933 65.0 2 35,442,000,000 49,857,000,000
1926- 100.4 68,610,000,000 66; 58,8 000, 000

I Includes production of raw and finished commodities, construction and output of services directly related
to production, transportation, and distribution of commodities.

3 Preliminary,
Source: National Bureau of Economic Research. Not published currently. Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System.

In 1919 and 1920 there was a great scarcity of commodities due to
the World War and the withdrawal of many millions of men from works
of destruction to works of production. There was great speculation
in such commodities and therefore the volume of money employed in
the wholesale markets rose to an excess compared to normal. This
speculation was suppressed by the contraction of credit and currency
of 1921, whereupon anew speculation took place in the sale and market.
ing and trading of securities as heretofore explained.
The variation in the estimate of national production, above shown,

is accounted for by the fact that the index of industrial production for
1929, for example, was 119; and for 1933 was 76. this made an
important difference in the actual purchasing power of money because
in 1929 the volume of commodities was 19 percent above normal and
in 1933 it was 24 percent below normal. (See chapter on The Dollar
Index and the Price Level.)
The figures used by the National Bureau of Economic Research are

-not as extensive as are the figures employed in the more recent work
by the statisticians of the Department of Commerce, who found that
the national income was $81,000,000,000 in 1929 instead of $71,000,-
000,000 having employed a broader basis in their estimate.: For
purposes of comparison with the Amount of money employed, these
differences are comparatively unimportant. The national income,
however, as estimated b7y the Department of Commerce from 1929 to
date, is here included with a comparison of the price level for each of-

9.869604064
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towE years that ii, a comproof the amount of money employed
in the whoeale com dity markets for the purchase of 784 com-
n~oditi~s. Must alwayF e obered that the price level, from
1926 to date, represents only a percentage of the $54,700,00o,000
employed in 1926 for the purchase of a ixedvolume of 784 designated
ciomoiti in the wholesale markets.

?h. price level and national income

National Nationalyear ~Prdce neya Prims Income
lel produced I level produced I

-------------------- 95.2 81,128 1984- 14.6 50,052
Ao - - 86.8 68,302 1985s-:- .. 8 55, 186
ml .72.1 53,822 1936-80.6 63,468

12 -,
,

63.9 40,014 1937-81.7 69,817
m--865. 0 42,256 1938(July) ---------------- 79.0 a 30,00

InId Dlions of dollars. X
J tthl for the first half of 1938.
Sowroo Survey of Current Busines, June 1938. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Since the income of the people of the United States determines their
taxpaying power, we show a comparison of the check money employed
anuuay and the annual Government income.

Comparison of check money employed annually and Government income

Fiscal year ending June Coecyk I Fiscal ye ending Jun Coeyk Treasurymoney'~~~lpt~~s' money' ~~remeipts'I

J.IS-450 2.1 1036- 611 4.1
iS-430 2.2 1937 -837..37 5.2
19.4 . - . 470 3.3 1938-- - 630 6.2
1 . . . . .830 4.0

I In billions of dollars.
In millions of dollars.

I Estimated
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve SyUtem.

According to the estimates of the Department of Commerce of the
national income of the people, beginning in 1929 with $81,000,000,000
and endinwith $67,000000,000 in 1937, it is obvious that the people
of the Umited States, by virtue of the depression of 1929 and the
collapse of bank credit, have failed to increase their national income
by the normal increase of 4 percent. Not only have they failed to
increase their income by this amount, but have actually suffered a
loss. In 1930 the loss was $13,000,000,000; 1931, $17,000,000,000;
1932, $41,000,000,000; 1933, $39,000,000,000; 1934, $31,000,000,000;
1935, $26,000,000,000; 1936, $18,000,000,000; 1937, $12,000,000,000;
making a total loss of $197,000,000,000 besides failing to gain 4
percent per annum on $81,000,000,000, or 32 percent of $81,000,000,000

byl37.
The loss of 4 percent per annum for 1930 on $81,000),000,000;

the loss of 8 percent for 1931; the loss of 12 percent for 1932; the loss
of 16 percent for 1933; the loss of 20 percent for 1934; the loss of 24
percent for 1935; the loss of 28 percent for 1936; the loss of 32 percent
for 1937; and the loss of 36 percent for 1938 would make a total loss

9.869604064
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of 180 percent on$8A,000,0%000oqusl to a4lo of,$148O AS
which could have-been ahieved unDder a r monetary_gove t wi e money,

This makes a total ls zof $197,000,090,000plu ,$145,80,00
or $342,800,000,006. We failed to gin$146,$QOO00 ;0
actually lost $197,000,000,000. This demostrate.swhatthe fut
holds for America under a wiser system of stable money tabl
business, stable capital, and stable labor.
These figures emphasize the fatal effects of leaving the volume Sand

value of money in private hands that are moved by optimism and
fear, instead of carrying out the constitutional mandate,; which
gave exclusive power to Congress to create money and the sefio
d t' "to regulate the value thereof."

therefore under Government controlofeat" money- supply an,
adequate supply of money should be provided for maxium epIoy-
ment and industrial production, it is perfectly manifest that the
people of the United States will soon be-enjoy great abundance
ending unemployment, public relief and private cbtit , balance
the Budget, lowering taxes, and putting an end to undeserved poverty
in the United States. This can be accomplished only byan informed
public opinion which reflects itself in suitable legislation theCon.
gress of the United States.
THE VOLUME OF MONEY EMPLOYED IN ALL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIE

The prce level deals only with the volume of money employed ii
the wholesale commodity markets, which comprises only a small
art of the volume of money employed in other fields of our economicEfe. r
Money is employed on a colossal scale in trading between individual

and individual and corporation and corporation in the may ste
through which raw materials go in the process of production until
they are finally prepared for consumption. Money is used on a vast
scale in the purchase and sale of real estate, and in the purchase and
sale of all sorts of property and equ~ties. Money is employed not
only in the payment of wages and Waries, in carrying iventones
and in producing commodities for the markets but is used on a vast
scale in the transportation business, and in thetran of inteilk
gence by mail, telephone, telegram, raio, and cable. It is ued on a
large scale for the payment of interests on debts and for the payment'e
of taxes to the Nation, the States, counties, and cities. It is usod on
a large scale to pay for the public-utility service, water, gas, elec
lights, and power. It is used on a vast scale in the buying and selling
of securities on the various security exchanges throughout the United
states.

Fortunately, we have not only a knowledge of the amount of money:
employed in the wholesale commodity markets for the purchase of
784 different commodities but we have positivve anda6lu kiowlute
edge of the volume of money iisid in thetof ln
business when the money is paid by check. Th check money-in
been carefully calculated with dependable accuracy by the Feieral
Reserve Board. The figures have heretofore been given.

In addition to this use of money, as recorded by the chek debit.
on the books of the banks, the people have as pocket money probably



lJdflott e(~izrruk~in ofreuti~ouut!sidof tho United 8at.sTr
UtT t;t*1 osuiw ouadiR fiction has been given. It
is paioba~le that the people hae pockeamoeyappro tely
sk3,oooo;000; some6f which is kit hoarded'a a sanngs account
bypeopae who have no bank depoits.
t: Theindividual turn-over of money may be daily. Where check
money is employed in transactin an active line of business, the daily
lceome may be daily used to liquidate the debts of the merchant.
The average annual turn-over of demand bank deposits, on which
checks are drawn, was 50 times in 1929. A small unknown .portion
of these deposits had no turn-over, being held as reserves and for
investment.

So that the actual turnover of those deposits, which were in active
employment for the transaction of business, was higher than 50 times
per annum.

In 1932 when the demand deposits reached a low point of about
$14?000,000,000, the total check money turnover was $450,000,000,-
000,k or about 32. times per annum. Assuming that the demand de-
posits which were actually employed inactive business were turning
over at 50 times per annum, it would have taken only $9,000,000,000
of demand deposits in active circulation to have produced $450,000,-
000 000 of check turn-over, indicating that there was at that time
probably $5,000,000,000 of demand deposits held as reserves or for
future investment, and thus withdrawn as an active circulating
medium.
At present, July 1938, the total demand deposits amount to about

;$26,00,Q00,000, of which about $4,000,000,000 are held by the Federal
Government, the States, and their subdivisions as money withdrawn
for taxation and in process of expenditure. Therefore, the total
amount of money at this time in demand deposits is $22,000,000,000,
producing an actual turnover at the rate of $530,000,000,000 per
annum, indicating that less than $11,000,000,000 is actively employed
at the normal rate of fifty times per annum.
When the money supply contracts, the people invent credit methods

a.8 a substitute for the shortage of money. Under this practice the
merchants and manufacturers-sell their goods on a partiala payment
pl1n. Finance companies ure established to facilitate this substitute
for an adequate money supply. The installment plan hus grown to
frlat proportions because of this shortage of money. This system
bioolves a risk and is very expensive upon customers who pay for
what they get, with abnormal interest.

THE ORIGIN OF BUYING POWER

The origin of buying power is the income received by individuals
from wages, salaries, pensions, and investments of all sorts. Unless
those who are consumers receive enough income from these several
sources to enable them to buy they could not- sell what they would be
able to produce. Therefore, it is of importance in the national
economy to consider the income of consumers as vitally necessary to
maximum production.
When people are unemployed in large numbers it necessarily cuts

down production, because their labor is not utilized in the production
of products and services. The problem is to achieve maximum em-
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ployment at wages and uajairsi eint toi enble Al tbsp
who are also consumers, to buy the thing produced, otherwse
tion' based upon the profit system cannot-acieve of

abundance.

In this connection the following table shows the lasuificatian of Xtb
39,450,300 individuals who received incomes for the fiscal yeart ending
June 30, 1936:

Distribution of netionliconm.
Distribution of

D o om*national income Dsrbto ficm
)listribution, by income groups -- -- -| e

PersonasReoRvvedi-income vidualsR.,...

Percent Percent
$1,000 a year orlees--.5..-. 4.64 18.23 18,558940 $10, 8 060,000
$1,000 to $2,000 ayear-- . 35.28 33.02 13,920 349 19,573,219,000 1, 6
$2,000to 000a yearw- 11.24 17.85 4,A34,0S5 10 5676,00,7PD'000to V6,000 a --------------- 4.60 11.21 1,818,69 .,I964:, 0
$5,000 to $10,000 ayear-1.. 56.91 998 A4 0on22000
25,000 to .,10..a.year-.-.. .13 2.96 81,8 1 71,Thl, °° .4 70
$50,000 to $100,000 a year-... .03 1.53 13 041 908,,000 0,04
Over $100,000 a year-...-.-..-.- . .01 1.86 5,367 1,:-O OD,00 flgoS
Total--------------------- 100.00 100. 00 so,4&,300 5%2x S No2 I, Sol.L

SUMMARY

$2,000 a year orless..--

$2,000 to $10,000 a year .-.-.
Over $10,000 a year ... .

81.82 51.45 32,279,296 31 37,879,00017.35 36.97 6,848,262 21,312, 266000 5,13*.83 12.78 330,740 7,6,493,000 g,7
Total-.- 100.X0I00.00 39j484300j._SG_. 0.0 tOL

Source: Consumer Incomes in the United States, compiled by the National Resources Committee-
Washington, D. C.

It should be obvious that the amount of money required for food,
clothing, and shelter per individual could not be very high where'
limited to the ordinary comforts and conveniences of it decent standard
of living.
The problem of maximum production so as to provide an abundance

of the comforts anti conveniences of a decent American standard of
living is the real problem. The above table shows that a high per-
centage of the American people are in truth underfed, underciothed
and undersheltered. The percentage of the people who- receive
more than is required for the highest standard of living, and even
luxu7, is very small. Those receiving less than $2,000 a year per
individual amount to 81.82 percent of the persons receiving income.
and averaged only $941 per year, out of which the family must be
supported.

Individuals receiving over $10,000 a year represent only 0.81 percent
of the persons receiving incomes. Persons receiving over $100,000 a
year represent 0,01 percent, or 1 out of 10,000 workers, or 1 out of
about 30,000 people.

It should be obvious that the remedy for the disparity in income i
not to be found merely in super taxes on the hiohest incomes but in
raising the incomes of the lower krtckets through the employment of
all the people and through raiisingthe compensation of the workSrs.
in the lower brackets by increased wages and salaries. If- they srt
employed to a maximum, the wealth which they would create would
be more than sufficient to raise the consumers buying power to a high.

9.869604064
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steaded of dling withoutrAelying upon punitiveupe tae on capil

TheAmeriazncapitait system ing based on the profit motive
the great leaders in our economic life who produce throu their genius
And mngement need not be denied the accumulation of great wealth,
thi mof necessity passes on to the ervie of the race at the death of
the ambitious individual. The poliy should not be to excessively
tax the great industrial leaders but to expand the income of those who
are engaged in production in the lower brackets.

This objective can best be achieved through congressional control
of the volume of money and rdating the value of money so as to
give it the same purchasing, debt-paying power from one generation
to another.

CHAPTER XIV
THE PROBLEM OP UNEMPLOYMENT

The contraction of the money supply not only increases business
failures and decreases individual and Government income but results,
in throwing millions of people out of employment compelling the
Government to resort to various measures of relief and the expendi-
ture of public funds on a colossal scale in order to protect the people
from actual starvation and physical deterioration.
The National Industrial Conference Board of New York, repre-

senting the leading industrial organizations of the United States, has
collected information with regard to unemployment. We insert
their table showing the number of unemployed for the years 1929 to
date.
CUnemployment figures Unemployment flisres-Continued.
Annual average: Annual average:
1929- 49,000 1934-10,523,000
1930- 3,849,000 1935-9,843,000
1931-8,148,000 1936- 8,159,000
1932-12,516,000 1937-7,028,000
193-12,773,000 1938 (June') - - 10,981,000

Sour: National Indutral Contnos Board, In.

In estimating the need for an additional supply of money to prevent
unemployment, these figures are of great significance, for they show
that unemployment expands as the money supply contracts. The
problem of unemployment is made worse by the fact that many who
are listed as employed are employed on short hours in a limited num-
ber of days instead of working a maximum number of normal days and
hours.

These figures on unemployment should be compared with the price
lvel, representing the volume of money employed in the wholesale
markets. There should also be a comparison between the check
money actually employed in these years. Students will observe that
as eheck money went down and as the volume of money went down
m the wholesale markets employment went down. A table showing
this comparison is here inserted for the years 1929 to June 1938:

.,52,

9.869604064
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learlevel Icpcheek tsW uTes lyev
I..9 .. .2 $I, AnON 4ft am IS."74.0 $47w mow
19N. 80..$ MOKOMOOO %S.~ 1*& 79.5 an M%we

lgj 72. 0 00 ,14XOO i .. Om a Maw19gst.......... . , ..,. Si. -1.

Estimated for 196
Soure: Board of Govdson of the Federal RElve Sstem.

It is thus perfectly obvious that these figures demonstrate that as
the money supply is contracted employment is contracted and as the
money supply is increased employment increases.
The remedy, therefore, for unemployment is to frankly recomi

the shortage of the money supply and to expand the money supply
through the Federal Reserve banks by authority of the Govere,
without penalizing those who ignorantly or innocently contract our
money supply.

THE UNEVEN DITRIBUTION O MONET

Naturally, in a great industrial nation where immense corporal
tions are built up and financed in great financial centers, thee would
be a tendency to attract the accumulation of wealth and a larger
supply of the money of the country to such centers became thepro&
arising from factory production flows back to the cents wher thes
corporations have their central offices.

It results therefore in an uneven distribution of the money su~ply
and diminishes the purchasing power of those communities from whom
the purchasing power is thus withdrawn by profits, interest, insur-
ance premiums, etc. The United States Government has, through
its departments and its various bureaus of research, ascertained the
substantial facts in regard to this matter.
The profit of a corporation is an actual withdrawal from the u1i.

mate consumers of money held by the consumers, and such profit
leaves the domicile of the consumer and goes to the ead office of thX
manufacturing corporation. This profit means a transfer of l
demand deposits to the industrial center at the expense of the money
supply of the consumers. Unless the farmers receive from consumed
of agricultural products a profit sufficient to supply the local monly
needs, the buying power of the farmer is cut off to that extent, to the
injury of the city factory, depriving it of a needed market for mask
production.

In 1920 agricultural products reached a high rice because of tht
scarcity of agricultural products produced by tho World War imdl
the superabundance of money created by the World War thru
bond issues. When the contraction of credit and currency took p
in 1921, it removed the factor of money abundance while the ty
of agricultural products had been substantially corrected
resulted in the market price of agricultural prouet falling to l1*
than half of what they had been.

9.869604064

Table: The price level, check money, and unemployment
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In 1932 thed Sio of ricultral prie was extremely- severe
due to the contract of dx mony Supply accompa led by an
abundanc Of acltual products.
The fanner aSways suffers in the selling price of his products more

than the manufacturers because the manufacturer can control the
price of hi, own products and hold them in storage awaiting a fair
prie and can regulate the volume of his products. The manufac-
turers are highly organized and well financed. The farmers ate not
organized, are not capable of being easily organized, are not well
financed and their products go upon the domestic market and upon
the foreign market in keen competition with the products of the farm-
er of the whole world.
Due to these causes the farmers always suffer more in a depression

than other producers.
It is for the above reasons that the farmers should be more deeply-

itterested in stabilizing the value of money through the regulation
by the Governmeht of the volume-of money.
The farmers of the country, who represent approximately 21 percent

of the labor of the country, have not been receiving 21 percent of the
national income, although it is notorious that the farmer must give
almost his entire time, from morning until night, in the cultivation of'
his fields and in the conduct of animal industry. It is of interest to
note what the income of the agricultural classes has been in com-
parison with the national income. For that reason there is here
submitted a table showing the income of the farmers and stockmen,
as compared with the income of the Nation for the years 1929 through
1934.
The national income and the income of the farmers from 1929 to

1934, inclusive, were as follows:

HOW THE FARMERS HAVE SUFFERED

Yur
National Agricultural Percent- National Agricultural Percent-income income age Income income age

i w. .. $75,b6,7000,000 88,167,000,000 7.8 1932- $47, 964,000,000 $3, 192,000,000 6.7
1*.-. 72,973,000,000 4,695, 000,000 6.3 1933._- on44,431,000,000 2,993,000,000 6.7
$61. 61,433,000,000 4, 271,00, . 9 I 1934 49,440000,000 3,299,000,000 6.6

When the contraction of credit and currency took place in 1921 it had
the effect of depressing the price of farm commodities and the value of
farm lands and also making it more difficult for the farmers to meet
their debts in the form of mortgages.
The depression of 1921 reduced the market value of the lands of the

agricultural class $29,000,000,000. An index of the wholesale prices
of a few of the principal farm commodities is here submitted to show
fte manner in which all farm prices were affected by the contraction of
lteit and currency (see p. 36).
The extent to which those engaged in agriculture have been com-

pelled to mortgage the farms upon which they live is shown for the
various States in the following table:

9.869604064
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Fe""

State

Oklahoma. .
0 o-r -----------

Alabaa-------------

IN.ortfSbakota......
1A -ins ----- --

South Dakota -------
Iowa -- -- ----
Nebraska -
Arkansas ---------
South Carolina .
Tex as.-
Kansas----------
Colorado .

Minnesota es
Idaho
Illinois ...-....
Missouri .
Wisponsin -
Montan a.

North Carolina
Wyoming i--n-.-----
Indiana..-----------
Tennessee .

Farm

W1,000
160, 000

oooooio00064,000

160 000
186000
1g, 000
121,000
377,000
119,000
40,000
125,000
27,000
141,000
1B0,000
119,000
wo000

176,000
10,000

111,010
147,000

hmnt

80.4

78.9
78.2

782

77.6
77.4
77.3
77.2
77.0
76.7
76.1
71.9
67.9
67.8
67.1
66.2
66.1

65.9
04.1
63.2
f625
61.4
60.2

StaO

or-
Dlaare. ..
Caiffofl.a..

Whington...
New Jersey
Vermont..------
Michigan.
Utah..--.--
Maryland
Mameachusetts
Connecticut.
Ohio
New York
Kentucky--------------
Nevada-- -------
Florida.
Virginia---- ---

Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island
Ari-o--a

New Hampshire
New Mexico..
Maine .....

West Viginia.

In the above table was a very largumber o harms of 3 Aaes or ls, which w nott.
lot thisfat the percentage of eargor farms under mortgage would have been subtly
The total value of the farms In 186 was about $32,000,000O The value In 1920 ws $67,

The estimated debt on these farms In 1934 as $,00,000000, and because off do
4ranrs to other purchasers of I i billions, the debt remaining Is about $6,000,000,000 for 1315.

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, U. S.te, 7th Cang., 4e FYu=
Commodity Prices, June 7, 8, and 9, 1937.

As an evidence of the uneven distribution of bank deposits we

submit the following table, showing how much poorer some State
are than others in the way of an adequate money supply to carry on

their local business:

Check money, by States, October 1934

Peent Percent- Dollars per Dofl ePecn.capita of capitA ofe of
age of insured and Inured

States Itinsured uninsured bank d4.depositss deposits, demand posits of
nrnum- in value bank de- $000 anD

posits

.Alabama.
Arizona.-- ------------- - - ----
Arkansas.-------------------------------------------

California.---
Colorado.-- ....--------------------------------------
Connecticut.-------
Delaware.-..--------------------------.-.---
District of Columbia..................-.-.--.-.---.--

Florida.--..----------------- -- -----------
Georgia.--- - - - -- - - - - -

Idaho.----------------------
Illinois....... .----....

Indiana.-- ------------------------ -------------------
Iowa.------------ --- -.-.- --------------
Kansas.-.--- ---- --------.-.-.---
Kentucky..-.-------------------------------------
Louisiana ................ ----------------------
Maine.--- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Maryland--.----.---------------------
Massachusetts.----------------------------------

Michigan-................... .........

MiabsspPi.,............. ............missisrl . . ....* -- -- -- ------ --- -- ----~--------

99.3
98.6

99.0
97.9
98.7
98.4

- 97.4

96.7
98.9

99.1
98
98.4
60.1
99.1
99.1
60.1

98.9
9&

t7. 9
98.8
98.8
99.0
96.7

69.7
89.0

63.5

62.6
62.8
aI.
40.7

55.6

U). 8
60,6
66.2

37.2
60.3
64.9
61.4
63.9

45.5

46.8
51.6

66.0

44.1

$26 61
40.71

-232
123.41
9610

107.10
2Do. 02
210.93
56.14

46.14
-152.30

79.067't-47,"

6a.,
90.96

170.3
n7.n-
m.10

135.12

27.A
A1¢^
64.70

Ii

10.

II

an

a.

14%,0
15.0*
98,000
1wooo

amLZn

1Zn

75m9,000

1,000

1 000

12,000
b 000

.."'-"''

. i6.. t

I
I'

aLt

A4
t4

ILa'

9.869604064
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check xston, by 48W.., Oceber1984-Continued

pirmt~~~ Dollars per Dollars per
soo maiot- capita of' caito

au" injured =OMp(? nsredan bansure-
,n
dposit,, demandjutao
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N wlrZs y- 9&. 63.7 92.85 69.01
N e w~~~--------- e-------------o --- 99.0 63.8 31.38 2D.00

-Uw York---------------------- --- 97.2 23. 406.600 96.36ferthaoua ---------------------- 99.0 61. 1 28.75 14.69hDkoa---------------- ---------------- 99.2 78.7 31.33 24.65
------b--------- --- -- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- 9g .9 58. 1 71.68 40. 21

O k---l --a --h o ma.------------- '99.0 147.6 59.50 38.32
-------------- -- --- -- --- --- -- --- -- 99.0 63.6 68.55 42.26
--------------- --- --- --- --- --- --- - .6 46.7 134. 20 82.67l aud.--------------------- 1 2 64.0 112.39 60.69

tenee--~------------------------- 99.i 63.6 42.14 22. 54
------------------------------98.7 48.6 81.27 39.41

Utah--------------------------- 99.7 58.2 55.03 30.92
Vemn--------------: ---- ----- 99.0 84.1 48.94 41.15
lgul------------------------ 99. 1 81.9 55.99 34.64
Wahntn------------------------ 98.8 53.6 67.30 86.00
WtVignia-99.................g.3a 65.7 47. 80 31.40
Wsbsz--------------------99.1 66.6 55.97 36.71
Wyn------------------------- 99.0 68.3 60.67 41.43

5Eludes figures of I State bank member of Federal Reserve System.
Sourc: Hearings before. the Committee on Agriculture and Foretry, U. S. Senate, 75th Cong., on farm

esamuodity price, June 7, 8, 9, 193.

The total amount of insured demand bank deposits in small ac-
counts of $5,000 and under in December 1936 was only 5.5 billion
dollars. There were, roughly, 14.5 billion dollars in large accounts
(insured only up to the first $5,000). The 14.5 billion doIlars in large
accounts is held by only 2 pebrcenmtof the bank deposits in number.
The other 98 percent in number must get along on only 5.5 billion
dollars to transact their business.

It must be remembered, however, that the great corporations repre-
sent. a large number of stockholders, and that these corporations do
employ their uninsured demand deposits in transacting their own
business,

Students will observe from these tables that there is an uneven
distribution of the money supply and that this accounts in sub-
stantial degree, for the inability of some sections and classes to buy
freely of factoryprduction, and therefore prevents maximum pro-
duction by the fact des-of the country.

If the, Governmnent, through Coges a euaigthe volume
Of 'money,, the new money annual eurd-t etteincrease in
industrial production could be sodsrbtdaong underprivileged
cl16ase and sections, where buying power leaking, as to build up
gradually a buying poehtwould be-most beneficial to theex
pension of our industrial production in the cities. It 'is now generally
reoguizod that the welfare of those who produce in the cities 'is Mint-
mately bound up- wiith the welfare of those who produce outside of
the cities; and that the success of the one 'is vital to the success of the,
Other.
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i OW IN UULAYONtO DUST

The indebtedness of -the of the United Stat.s,go t
corporate, and indivuel1, is estimated vadouhl Z u0$25O,
000,0%00ooO. It, ore folows that indeb% th .
emient, incurred during the World War-ihen credit wor i
and the dollar index went down to 60, has become a greater:burden
on the taxpayers as this dollar has risen to its present A n
power of 130. The same thing is true for the debts of all theS
counties, and cities. The same thing is true for the debts of corporal,
tions and individuals.
-The most grievous burden which afflicts the economy life of the

people of the United States is this enormous burden of debt of the
people to each other. It paralyzes the Nation and prevents the full
expansion of economic life.
The increased purchasig power of money is therefore an affiction

to people who have loans on their farms, or city property or homes;
and upon all people and corporations who have borrowed money on
bonds. It makes more difficult the payment of debt, and it hasbeen
proven to be grossly unfair and ruinous to the debtors.

It has made it more difficult for the European nations to pay the
debts to the United States. They have been compelled to huiliate
themselves by advising the United States Government that t were
not able to meet the indebtednes incurred during the World War, to
the great injury of the American people who had relied with con-
fidence upon the payment of the European debts to the United States.

It has compelled the foreclosure of hundreds of thousands of mort-
gag"s.:-

It has bankrupted millions of people and contributed to the unem-
ployment of the Nation.
the demand to restore the purchasing power of money back to

the 1926 price level has been justified by the relation of money to debt,
because 1926 had a dollar whose index of purchasing power was sub-
stantially the same as the average dollar jpdex of 192 1-29, inclusive,
and also the same, approximately, as the average for the years 1914-30,
inclusive.
The relation of money to debt must be considered in establishing

justice between debtor and creditor. It is an error to think that the
creditor always profits at the expense of the debtor through the sale
of the debtor's property, for the bankruptcy of the debtor, the destruc-
tion of his earning power, and the destruction of the value of the prop-
erty of the debtor often injures the creditor in the most serious manner.
The interest of debtor and creditor alike will be served by restoring
the money supply to a normal, predepression basis and thereby
increasing the production and the income of all the people.

THE INTEREST ON DEBTr

Under the capitalist system all of the States of the Union, and th.
United States as well, have passed laws legalizing rates of interest,
running from 6 to 10 percent.
These rates have been made greater on the debtor in many cases by

applying the rate discounts. They have been made greater often by
charging commissions, directly or indirectly, upon the borrowers
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They:have been mde raterb requing therborower to keep on
4~eppit a substantial part of the loan:he makes.
There 'ae-other devices andipractic Ito the disadvant? of the

borrower4 This is one of the penalties which naturally ow from
turning over t privately owned corporations and banks thereactionn
of our money and a practical monopoly of our money supply; and the
power of the banks to contract the money supply and thereby increase
the burden on the debtor, whose income and whose property is
diminished in value by the process of contracting the volume of-money.

. We see the term "easy money" employed. This term is employed
even by our highest officials on the Federal Reserve Board. What is
meant byt"easy money" is merely the low rate of interest which is
charged in. New York City and elsewhere by the banks in lending
money to the United States on the purchase of bonds and notes of
the United States by the banks, or from other borrowers whose credit
is beyond question; it does not mean the average borrower throughout
tlhe United States, who has borrowed monev on the farm, for instance,
As means of financing production on the farm, nor in the local

factory.
It is, therefore, of the greatest importance to observe a change

taking place throughout the world as one of the results of the depres-
sion2 pandas one of the results of increasing intelligence with regard to
the importance of promoting production and employment by means of
money supplied at low interest rates.

In this connection attention: is called to the fact that Great Britain
for over 6 years has been furnishing money for industry and commerce
at an unbroken rate of 2 percent per annum, while the normal rate
throughout the United States is probably three times this amount.

Attention is called to the present current rates in Europe. The
Federal Reserve Bulletin of November, 1938, page 1025, has a table
on money rates -in--foreign countries. The private discount rate in
Switzerland has been 1 percent since August 1937; in the Netherlands
it has been 0.14 percent; in Belgium it has been about 1.50 percent;
in France it has been 2% to-3 percent; and it has been 2.88 percent
in Germany.

Against these interest rates the IUnited States must compete.
In Canada the Canadian Government has taken over the National

Bank of Canada and has authorized 2-percent loans to be made to the
municipalities of Canada by the national batik.
On page 998 of the November Federal Reserve Bulletin appears the

following rates in New York for the past year:
Prime commercial paperhas been 1 percent and three-fourths to-A--

percent; prime bankers acceptances have been at seven-sixteenths
percent; stock exchange time loans have been 1 Y4 percent; stock ex-
change call loan renewals have been 1 percent; and United States
Treasury bills (short-term loans) had a rate of only 0.03 percent for
the week of October 22, 1938.
These rates merely signify that the enornious accumulation of cash

capital unemployed is being loaned in this manner at an extremely low
rate. It does not mean that the ordinary man employed in agricul-
ture in stock raising, or in local manufacturing can brow money for
production and the carrying of inventories at these rates, or have any
assurance that such loins will be carried from year to year while he is
engaged in the process of production. It is another evidence of the
maldistribution of money.
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It points out that theinotabilityi the, cost of the use ofm"nqM
one of the most serious elects indicating the instabiy ofth oX
tary system of tho United State. Itdemotritane o
the Congress of the United States reviel the. whole question of: th
laws 6'xmK the rates of interest in the United State sad d ri
the question as to fixing a rate which will make possible the ultiate
accomplishment of the abolition of debt and'the payment of interet
by those who are engaged in producing the commodities and services
which are necessary to the enjoyment of life by the American people.

LABOR AND MONEY

Without money, the compensation for labor and services would
necessarily be by barter. The labor of many people is compensated
by barter in very large part, such as the labor on the farm wheir
shelter and food is furnished in exchange for labor. Millions of
housewives and dependents in the household receive food and shelter
in exchange for domestic services.
The wages paid to labor by industrial enterprises are paid invery,

large part in money, and labor is organized in labor unions with -th
right of collective bargaining as a means of surfing a more just
compensation. These labor unions are organized into the Amencan
Federation of Labor, the Comnmittee on Industrial Organization, and
in other organizations. There are many farm organizations such as
the National Grange, the American Federation of Farm Bureaus, the
National Educational and Cooperative Union of Farmir,- and the-
National Cooperative Council (representing about 4,000 farm' orai-
zations and 1,200,000 dues-paying members). Many other organiza-
tions exist having in view the protection of their members who labor,

In our industrial life those who manage the capital invested natu-
rally try to keep down the cost of the articles manufactured and,-
therefore, often drive hard bargains with those who labor, making it
necessary for the Government to pass laws for collective bargaining,
and other processes, through which labor may be better protected-in
the matter of wages and salaries} and safety in employment. Labor
suffers severely from booms and depressions which result in millions
of men and women being suddenly thrown out of employment and
kept out of employment month after month and year after year. In
1932 the unemployed rose to 14 millions and was about 11 millions in
1938.-- One million two hundred thousand adults are added annually
to the columns of those who are qualified for labor and who need em-
ployment.

It, therefore, is of supreme importance that the Congress of the
United States should have a wise monetary policy that would He
stability to the volume of money employed in our industrial *i
and by which wages and salaries are paid, and by which those who
produce receive the money with which to buy, as consumers, the'
products of the labor of others, The volume of this money must
constantly rise iin order to supply an adequate volume to provide a
medium of exchange for the products and services of 1,200,000 adults
annually entering the fields of labor. It is of importance not only to
furnish an adequate supply of mione through the powers of Governs
ment but to prevent the indefenible expansion and contraction of
money which results in depression and unemployment. It is of import'

123338-39---5
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tance to have stability of employment so that those who labor shall
receive a reasonable annual living wage, and so that those who employ
labor may make contracts which will run, not day by day or week by
week or month by month, but from year to year with as little in-
stability as possible.
The lack of stable, permanent employment compels laborers to

demand higher prices for their labor when their employment is for
comparatively short periods of time. This accounts for the complaint
often lodged against labor when the labor unions fix wages at a price
deemed too high. Such arbitrary high figures have a necessary
tendency to prevent the building of houses for the shelter of labor.
The national policy of Government should be directed to stabilizing

employment. Stability of employment depends upon stability in
the medium of exchange. There must be an adequate supply of
money, neither too little nor too much, and only the Government
with its financial power and legal authority can accomplish this end.
By brain or by brawn, practically all of the people of the United

States labor and are producers and consumers. A man of wealth
directs the employment of his wealth, but as a consumer he draws no
more in food or clothing than millions who are not wealthy. The
accumulated wealth is distributed by law as the men of wealth die.

ABUNDANCE OR SCARCITY?

It is a grave fallacy to believe that scarcity is unavoidable or that
abundance for all is unattainable because scarcity afflicts millions of
people in a land of unlimited natural opportunities. Many men
believe and have been taught to believe by suffering that scarcity is
unavoidable; that there is a necessary limitation on the demand for
labor; that many must of necessity go unemployed; that, therefore,
the demand for employment should be distributed by a fewer number
of working days and by a shorter number of working hours. A fewer
number of working days and shorter hours will be justified when the
American people shall have fully developed and fully employ the
machines their inventive genius has developed, and the power pro-
duced through coal, petroleum, water power, and electricity. This
objective has not been achieved.
But until abundance for all is produced and full employment is

provided through an adequate supply of the medium of exchange,
the energy and intelligence of statesmen should be directed toward
furnishing an adequate medium of exchange for the transfer of
maximum products and services of the people to each other.
Labor leaders have had the artful appeal made to them that a rise

in the index of the price level means a rise in the cost of living. This
means this argument opposes a rise in the volume of the money re-
uired to create abundance and to create a larger volume of products.

Thlhis argument has been shown heretofore to be entirely fallacious
because as the money supply rises employment and wages increase
and of course the products increase in volume as labor increases in
the number employed. When the volume of monev and the volume
of commodities rise together, as they do, the purchasing power of
money remains unchanged and the average price of commodities re-
mains unchanged as far as money is concerned.

60
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In Loeb's "Chart of plenty," which had its origin in the Departmeat
of Commerce and the labor of a number of experts, it has been demon-
strated beyond the possibility of successful contradiction that with the
existing machinery, technological processes, manpower, organization,
increase of electrical energy, and our natural resources the people of
the United States could easily produce $130,000,000,000 annually, if
they were fully employed. This chart should be studied by patriotic
men who desire our country to reach the highest standard of living for
all of the people. It should be studied by those who desire to end
human misery in the United States. It should be studied by those
who desire equality of opportunity for the children who are daily born
into the world. It should be studied by those who desire the farmers
of the United States to have a fair reward for the hard labor they
perform. It should appeal to those who have been disturbed by the
growth of organizations based on discontent and which not only has
caused a widespread demand for the protection of the weajk and de-
fenseless by the Federal Government, but has also caused the growth
in this country of subversive organizations which regard democracy
as incapable of giving all of the people sufficient food to live on.
There was a great leader who proclaimed his purpose in entering

the world that He came to bring life, and life more abundantly. He
told His disciples the first means by which to accomplish it. As I
remember it, He said, "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness and all these things shall be added unto you."

National prosperity and abundance cannot be founded on blind
selfishness. It must be founded upon the doctrine which declared,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

MONOPOLY AND MONEY

For many decades the people of the United States have been en-
deavoring bhy law to control the unfair exactions of monopolies in our
i(Iustrial life. The Sherman Antitrust law imposed severe penal-
ties for the restraint of tra(le by our powerful industrial organizations.
But in the test cases brought the Supreme Court held that Congress
only intended to forbid and penalize unreasonable restraints of trade.
This decision imposed upon the complainant the responsibility and
necessity of proving that the restraint complained of was unreasonable
and left the question of reasonableness to be determined by the judic-
iary. This made the law ineffective. Naturally, great and powerful
combinations, with enornoumss capital and great resources, can monop-
olize the supply of raw materials needed in mass production and can
obtain special advantages in many ways which makes successful
competition almost impossible.
Such monopolies can fix the price of their products so that when

depressions- come find the dollars become very scarce, the products of
monopoly are more costly to the consumers in terms ottheir own
products, which are subjected to a severe lowering of price in the
markets dlue to money scarcity. This profoundly afflicts the farming
population of the country as well as the dwellers in the cities.
Recently in the beginning of 1937 we witnessed the price of copper

rise from 9 to 17 cents a pound because the supply of copper was con-
trolle(l by monopoly. In this manner the increase of such products in
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price arbitrarily had the immediate effect of obstructing the natural
reaction from depression which otherwise was taking place.
No mere monetary policy can prevent the copper producing com-

anies from charging what they please. It is true that they operate
public charter, that they employ the public mails and trans-

portation system, and all the facilities for marketing prodded by the
public and the services of other citizens. It is also true that as yet
no public control has been established to adequately control the
abuses of monopoly, or to establish a completely fair competitive
system. The correction of such practices and abuses lies outside of
the question of monetary science. Monetary science must confine
itself to the public control of the volume of money and the regulation
of the value thereof. This duty has been imposed by the Constitu-
tion of the United States on the Congress of the United States.

,ONE HUNDRED PERCENT RESERVES

-It has heretofore been pointed out that the power of the privately
owned banks, State and national, to expand the money supply by
loans and contract the money supply by liquidating the loans, or
requiring the loans paid has been the means of repeated booms and
depressions in the United States. -

In order to put an end to this destabilizing influence and power,
many economists now believe with Pr-of. Irving Fisher of Yale that
the national and State banks should be required to have 100 percent
reserves with the Federal Reserve banks against their demand bank
deposits. The effect of this would be:

1. The inability of the banks to cause booms and depressions by
the indefensible expansion and contraction of credit.

2. The absolute stability in the security of the demniand bank
deposits all of which could be liquidated instantly on the demand of
the demand bank depositors.

3. By this inetlod the banks would have perfect security against
the possibility of any sudden demand.

4. The banks woull still have the money arising from savings
accounts and tine deposits which they could invest, or could loan
for business purposes.

6. The banks would still hai-ve the right to obtain loans from the
Federal Reserve banks or sell to the Federal Reserve banks commercial
bills and real estate loans on long time.

6. The banks of course would have the -earnings fromn handling
deposit accounts, both as to number and in the volume of such
accounts.

7. 'Tlhe banks would have stability in the solvency of their borrow-
ers and stability in the value of their investments, and would auto-
matically cease to finance speculative operations on the security and
commodity exchanges lnder a properly ordered system.

In addition to these advantages to the banks the United States
'Mould have the advantage of ac(quiring through the Reserve banks
the United States bonds, which the 1)anks and p)tblic hold, by the
payment of these bonds when they fall (due or are sold to the Reserve
banks in credit of the Federal Reserve banks. Under this system the
Federal Reserve banks would gradually acquire the public debt, save
the interest on such bonds and the anmortization1 charges, an(l there-
fore greatly facilitate the balancing of the Budget.
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The 100-pereent reserves required against the demand; b#Ak de-
posits would make it impossible for the banks to create an inftiol
of the money supply of the United States with its destabilizing
influence. The banks at present have in cash and bonds a 100-percent
reserve against their demand deposits.

CHAPTER XV

THE CALL RATE ON THE SECURITY EXCHANGES

The call rate on the New York Stock Exchange was exempted by
statute of the State of New York from the rule forbidding an interest
rate above a fixed rate in cases where the loans were $5,000 and up,
and secured by stock market collateral. Thus, generally, there was
no limitation on the rates of interest charged for call money.
One of the most potent causes of the instability of credit and

money was the uncontrolled call rate on the New York Stock Exchange.
In the fall of 1907 this rate went up to 100 percent. In the fall of

1919 it went up to 30 percent, after the Federal Reserve Board called
upon the banks m New York to liquidate their loans from the Federal
Reserve banks.
The effect of this high call rate was to create the general impression

throughout the country that money could not be obtained, even on
call where it could be liquidated m 1 day, except at a high rate.
This naturally and necessarily disturbed the confidence of the whole
country in the stability of our credit structure.
The Brookings Institution published a work by Owens and Hardy

"Interest Rates and Stock Speculation" on the effect of the cal
money rate on deterring peculation, or encouraging reaction from
depression. Tris work demonstrated, citing six major and minor
depressions, that a high rate of interest did not deter speculation on
the stock market and did not restore credit to normal during a
depression.
The effect of a 6 perceOt rediscount rate of interest imposed by

the Reserve banks in 1929 was to notify the businessmen of the
United States through the media of the banks, that the banks could
not obtain money from the Reserve banks and lend it to their cus-
tomers, except at a loss, because the banks were forbidden by law to
lend money at above 6 percent. It was estimated that it cost the
banks 1.3 percent on the average, for making and collecting loans,
So, unless they could charge at least 7.3 percent on their loans, they
would be losing money.
The attention of students is invited to the call rate on the New

York Stock Exchange for the years 1926 to 1937, inclusive.

Call rates on Neu) York Stock Exchange
Percenterent

1926- 4.50 1932_------ 2,.05
1927--- 4.06 1933 1. 16
1928- 6.04 1934-- .. 1.00
1929-. 7.61 1935-_--- .56
1930-_- 2. 93 1936-1-------------------
1931-1. 74 1937-.- 1.00
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

9.869604064

Table: Call rates on New York Stock Exchange
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While the average for 1929 was only 7.61 percent for the entire year,

the rate actually went up to 20 percent at critical periods during the
year, greatly destabilizing the credit structure of thelUnited States and
creating the impression that even on the finest security, which could be
sold within 24 hours, the use of money was worth 20 percent per annum,
and that money under any conditions was extremely difficult to get.
The truth was, and is, that the United States and the Federal Reserve
banks have had the power at any time to expand the money supply to
meet the necessities of the country by converting nonliquid securities
into money through purchase.
The effect of a high call rate on the New York Stock Exchange-was

to invite money from every bank in the United States, because such
loans were abundantly protected by margin. They were easily made
through correspondent banks in New York City innd they were p)rofit-
able and safe. The result, however, of sluch loans wa1s to expand
credit indefensibly, unjustifiably, and unwisely in tile security exchange
and to make inoriey scnrce in the home lbank, where production and
local industry had to Fet their money. The effect also was to inflate
the value of the securities being marketedlby the great industrial cor-
porations between 1921 and 1929. Tlle inflation of stock p)ricos thuls
created naturally resulted in a crash ill thle stock imtarket wlheni thle big
operators in stocks determined to sell their stocks fanl the p)llblic
filftly discovered it.

It is an open secret that in July 1929 certain great houses mnafrketed
their securities ad( lonIIIed the money freely onl caill to le-Ss'-tsgaciolIs
operators who did not realize the threatened reaction which was in
sight to those who hind greatter vision.

Thuis the high calll rate, followe(l by thle rising of the rediscount
rate l)y the Federal Reserve Board nild( tthe Federal Reserve allks,
contributed to thle collapse w-ich took 1l)-1Wo in 1929 11mid the vicious
downward spiral which followe(l.

Whieni the collaJese ill thle stock ]market took pblacC anld the violent
contraction of credlit occurred, at wVlave of pessisii swe)t the couldtI.r
ConsumuptiouI diminiShe(l within less than 12 months l)y 25 pOerei't.
The monthly Fe(deral Reserve 1)lilletins show all the figures as to

thEe expansion anid contraction of the money slup)ly al)i economic
effects thereof. Students are referred to these bulletins for confirniu-
tioJI and (detail.

THlE CONTritOL OF THN' SECURITY EXCIHANGES

It was the recognition of these. truths which caused thle, C5ongress of
the United States to regrulate tHe security exchanges by la1w, and to
ut the Federfil Reserve banks md(ler moreo rigil control b)y thle FelerllReserve Board, in or(ler to eiialle the Clovelriimlent to (leterlulille tile

inargins req uire(l in stock ol)erntions, to forbidlIenil)ebr banks fromn
acting as agents in mtkinig loimis Onl call for other b)anlks, nlid to req lire
the strict stJ)ervisioti of thfe security exclialiges.

Thie 01(1 IlluiXirn 'Jet thie l)uyer lV"u1lre' was illo(lifieol l)y, i lnew
rule, ''Let the seller also b)ewareo."
The control of thle security exchanges is tel(Iing to abatte thle

recurrenwce of stoek-nmarket boonms and crashes, llld to partly stabilize
the cre(lit aind business structure of the United States, )but is by 110
ofennis stiflicietiit to give complJhete stability.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE INFLATION BOGGY

It would be a grave error for students of modern monetary science
to ignore, or to overlook, the fact that the establishment of the
principles of modern monetary science is skillfully opposed by the
advocates of the old system under which we have suffered. We have
not all suffered. Some of our people have become enormously wealthy
under the old system, during which monopoly has flourished and
bull movements and bear movements have been caused in security
exchanges by skillful propaganda.

It would be unintelligent to ignore the fact that there are some
people who know how to make money on a large scale, through bull
markets and bear markets, and that this money is made not by creating
wealth, but by acquiring wealth under operations in the security
exchanges where the sagacious few know how to make money at the
expense of others. The general public, through propaganda, is
induced in bull markets to make the attempt to acquire wealth by
speculation without creating it by labor and services.

In depressions, which follow inflations, the sagacious few who have
acquired available credit can profit by buying property below its
normal value.
The old system is vigorously defended. Its advocates and defenders

fill the American press with articles dealing with the question of our
(eConomiC life in which they attribute the evils arising under the
existing system to many other causes than the real fundamental
caused. Modern monetary science exposes the real cause beyond the
p)ossibility of doubt or successful contradiction. But the advocates
of the o0l order, minimize or denounce monetary causes as being
responsilble for our national distress. The purport of these various
articles seems to be to warn the Members of the Senate and House of
Representatives and the people against "tinkering with the currency,"
against "fiat" money, against "printing press money," and against
the dangers of "inflation." The experience of Germany following
the WA.orld War is pointed ouit as a terrifying example, in which
inflation resulted in the destruction of the value of bank deposits,
bonds, insurance policies, mortgages, and other evidences of debt,
by redlhcing the Gertman mark to zero value-through the inflation
of the German mark billions of times.

Trle term "inflation" has thus been built up as a bogey warning
the people against any necessary expansion by using the term as
e(luivalent to a defensible and necessary expansion of the money
supply.

These advocates of the old system (which has continuously repro-
(lucedl one depression after another) seem to rely upon the lack of an
informed public opinion. They frighten the people by the bogey of
"inflation" as if the advocates of modern monetary science proposed
"inflation." Modern monetary science vigorously opposes "infla-
tion." It vigorously opposes the "inflation" which has been employed
l)y the sagacious few to profit and to ac(juire the wealth of the ignorant
many.
Modern monetary science proposes an adequate plan by which to

prevent inflation for all time.
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Inflation is the indefensible expaion of credit and currency.
Inflation produces an sound currency and destroys the 'uniform,
permanent, debt-paying purchasing power of money, which is the
chief objective of modern monetary science.
Both of the great political parties in the United States have ex-

tressly promised in their national platforms and have demanded a
sound currency at all hazards."
Democratic national platform in 1932:
We maintain that the depression of 1920 and the depression of 1929 were due

to the indefensible contraction of credit for private profit at public expense and
we pledge the Democratic Party to preserve a sound currency at all hazards.
The Democratic candidates pledge their endorsement of this platform 100 percent.
We promise to restore property values and to endeavor to establish a dollar of
uniform permanent debt-paying power.
Democratic national platform in 1936:
We approve the object of a permanent sound currency stabilized so as to

prevent the former wide fluctuations in value, injuring in turn,-the producers,
debtors, and property owners, on the one hand, and wage earners and creditors,
on the other-a currency which will permit full utilization of the country's
resources.

Republican national platform, 1932:
We pledge a sound currency at all hazards. We will restore to the Congress

the authority lodged with it by the Constitution to coin all money and regulate
the value thereof.

Republican platform for 1936:
We advocate a sound currency to be preserved at all hazards.

* * * * * * *

We will restore to the Congress the authority lodged with it by the Constitu-
tion to coin money and regulate the value thereof * *

Progressive Party platform, 1938:
The ownership and control of money and credit, without qualification or

reservation, must be under public and not private control.
Farmer Labor Party platform, 1934:
Congress shall exercise the constitutional power to coin money and to regulate

the value thereof.
Modern monetary science proposes a plan to establish this sound

currency. The only sound currency is a currency whose debt-paying,
purchasing power shall remain the same from one generation to
another. It is a currency which shall be equally fair to the creditor
and the debtor. It can only be obtained by the exercise of the con-
stitutional power of the Congress of the United States to regulate the
value of money by regulating the volume of money.
The advocates of the old system, which fed upon inflation and un-

sound money, have made many people believe that nobody under-
stands what makes the value of money. Modern monetary science
has demonstrated that this theory has no foundation of fact, but is a
part of the propaganda which has served to prevent the establishment
of the principles of modern monetary science, by which sound currency
can be established and through which the indefensible expansion and
contraction of credit shall be ended by Government power through a
legislative mandate of Congress. Modern monetary science proposes
a legislative mandate establishing a sound modern monetary policy
of government, by Congress, witfl the machinery necessary to make
it effective.
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CHAPTER XVh

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES ON MONEY

One of the contributing causes of the Declaration of Independence
was the action of Great Britain in forbidding the Colonies to issue
mon--ey and compelling the people to buy English money with their
products in order to have a legal medium of exchange.
When the Colonies fought the Revolutionary War they emitted

colonial paper money not supported by adequate law. This money
ultimately proved to be worthless because not backed by the power
of taxation. Nevertheless the money issued by the Colonies com-
prised a vital force to enable the Colonies to succesfully carry on the
War of the Revolution.
When the Constitution of the United States was established the

members of the Constitutional Convention were perfectly well aware
of the importance of establishing the right to create money as a sover-
eign right of government. They, therefore, in the Constitution
forbade the States to create money and, broadly, through the powers
of the Constitution, gave the right to create money exclusively to
the Congress of the United States. And they gave explicit directions
to Congress in article I, section 8, paragraph 5 "*' * to coin
money and to regulate the value thereof * * *" (Legal Tender
cases).
The Government of the United States in the beginning was weak.

The Members of the Senate and House did not realize the great
powers given by the Constitution. The Congress contented Itself
with passing an act declaring the dollar and its decimal parts to be
the monetary unit of account in the United States, and authorized
the coinage of gold and silver of a given weight and fineness as dollars.
Those who understood the power of a privately owned bank to

create money, and were familiar with the Bank of England and its
power of creating money, obtained a charter from the Congress to
establish the Bank of the United States. But the bank fell into
disfavor and renewal of its charter was denied. A second Bank of the
Uniited States was established and the renewal of its charter denied
by the Congress.

Individual small banks grew up out of the need of the people for a
larger supply of mnoney than was afforded by the currency issued by
the Congress of the united States These banks created money in
the form of demand bank deposits by loans and they also issued paper
money. But Congress during the Civil War imposed a tax of 10 per-
cont annually upon this paper money issued by the privately owned
banks. In 1861, under Abraham Lincoln, Congress issued legal
tender paper money as a means of carrying on the Civil War. This
legal tender money was a means of saving the Union.

Lincoln thoroughly understood the constitutional right of Congress
to exclusively create money and to regulate the value thereof. An
abstract of his views is given by McGeer in Conquest of Poverty.
The views of Lincoln are of surpassing importance. McGeer's
abstract will be found in the appendix.

This power was vigorously resisted by the privately owned banks,
and the opposition to President Lincoln were able, due to the stress
of the war, to put through a national banking system, by which a
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national batik, privately owned, was authorized to issue paper cur-
rency secured by United States Government bonds. These banks
were put under the supervisory control of the Government
These privately owned banks, and banks chartered by the various

States, also privaltely owned, became the chief source-by which money
was create(l in the United States. These banks serve(l the country
well, notwithstanoling periodic depressions due to an inhlierent weakness
in the system. T1h11is weakness was thoe uncOntrolle( power of thle
banks aind their I)orrowers to expand and contract the volume of
money, as heretofore described.

In 1913 the Federal Rleserve System was established, which req uired
all merul)er banks of the Sys3tem to keel) their p)rincij.)al reserves with
the district reserve b)ank, taius concentrating the' reserves in it banking
tystenm supervised l)y thle Government through thwe e(lderal Reserve
b~oar(l.

Great powers,were given to the F'eoleral Reserve Boar(d and( to the
Federal Reserve lbanks.
The powers to expand credit were employedl through these banlks in

such a manner as to finlanllce the World War without, serious (liflic(ulty.
Since that -time,) by amendments, thle. Systenm has been greatly

strengtlene(l, giving the Board of Governors of thne Fllerndl Reserve
System the power to control the interest rate, to control the expansion
and contraction of credit, an11d to dominate thle so-called 01)en Mlarket
Committee.

All money has I)een iade le-gal ten(ler, gol(l htas been removed from
our domestic circulation, and the Board of Governors have thle power
to buy andl to sell bonds through thle ledleral Reserve banks. Thle
Congress, notwit standing these important iml)rovements, lhas failed
to regulate thne value of money as required l)y thle specific ternis of thle
Constitution. Tile Congress has not passe(l any act instructing thle
Board of Governors of the 1Fed(eral Reserve Systenm or tile Federal
Reserve btilnks as to thle duty of regulating the value of money, or
laying down any standar(I or plan by which it could be acconmplislled,
beyond imposing thle (luty of using the powerIs of tihe System to serve
the interests of commerce, an(l idustry.

IPresident Wilson, like Lincoln, un(lerstoo(l the1 constitutional pOWer
of Congress to (cratete andl regulatte the value of money. It was (due
to 1him and to his administration that thle Federal Reserve Act was
passe(l with this broad objective.

Thle Congress lhas given at great oleal of attention to the l)roblem.
When thle Federal Reserve Act was un(ler discussion, 3,000 pages of
testimony wa1s taken from the leading financiers and( businessmen of
America. In 1,924, 1926, aid 19:32 special investigations were imde
by the House of Representatives with rogatd-to regulating thle value
ol nioney. Oln May 2, 19:32, thle House of Representatives l)asse(l
a bill which (leclare(l thle monetary policy of the United States atnd tile
meant of its excul6tion.

Thiis act (leclareci it to be thoe monetary policy of the United States
to restore and maintain tle, purelhasing power o? money as it had b)een
ascertained by tle I)epartnment of Labor for the average of the years
1921-29. Tho act further required the Secretary of the Treasury,
the FJederal Reserve Board, anid tle IFcdcral Roserve l)bnks to make
effective this policy.
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It failed in the Senate, but the study of this question by the House
has continued. There are at present pending in the Congress a
number of bills proposing to perfect the Federal Reserve Act which
contemplate it national monetary policy declared by Congress in
ptuisuance of the Constitution.

Tlhe irosenit administration, under Franklin Delano Roosevelt, has
recognized the soundness of the views of Lincoln and Wilson and
(leclare(l thle great ol)jectives of establishing a dollarr whose debt-paying,
pirehliasing power should remain the siffne from one generation to
another, an(l to restore the predlepression price level. These objec-
tives Clll iolly b)e acllieve(l by clearly recognizing thle constitutional
power nd(l (llty of Congress to exclusively create and regulate the
value of money.

TIIE P'OWEHS OF THE BOARD OF (GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM

Tl i Fe(leral Reserve Act, approve(i December 23, 1913, intended
to give to thle Board of Governors (then. the Federal Reserve Board
thie iiaine was cliailge( to the Boarrd of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in 1935) supervisory power over the member banks
of thle System so as to control tile flow of credit, or the creation of
m1o1ney in the form of (ldenan( (dep)osits by public and private loans
nm(le l)y the banks, inlsuc a liner as to serve the interests of indus-

try land commerce, an(l to prevent tile indefensible expansion and
Contraction of credit.

It was the intention of tihe, act, to prevent the indefensible expansion
ind contraction of cre(hit by tile banks through which booms and
(del)ressions arose.

Tlito powers to exl)an(l credit uimlner the System were exemplified
(luring thle WTorl(l War whien the Government expanded its loans to
thte extent of $40,000,000,000 for the financing of the war, without
(listtIl)ing tile cre(lit structure of the banks.

'Tlie power to contract credit by the Board of Governors was set
forthin an letter of the (Governor of thie Board, W. P. G. HIarding, of
May 25, 1 920, nil al)stract of wlhichi follows:

1 .Discount rates should 1)0 raised.
2. Member banks should call loans onl agricultural products, thus

forcing tile sale of suceht products.
3. MNfember bank credits should be restricted.
4. Existing loans should be liqui(lated.
5. Expansion of loans should be checked.
6. Thua t member banks siloulduise their power to limiit tile volume

anild cbs ract'er of loalls.
7. 'T'hle Federal Reserve banks should establish normal discountt or

credit, lities for each nemlll er banka1nd should impose graduated
(liscolnt rates on1 loans in excess, of the normal line.

8. Served notice thlat tie 1e(leFral Reserve banks have power to
refuse to discountt any formi or class of paper.

9. Suggested notice to tle, pul)lic that thle Federal Reserve banks
linve thle power to control indl regulate cre(lit.

10. erved( notice to thle puhlhc tiht they must economize, must
limit demands for banking credit., andimist begin to pay existing
(lCe)ts.
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11. Suggested that the member banks educate and impress the

public with notice of the Federal Reserve's announced policy. (These
11 points are taken from S. Rept. No. 1328, 75tb Cong.)
The present powers of the Board were briefly stated by the chair-

man of the Board, Hon. Marriner Eccles, as follows:
The primary function of the Federal Reserve System is to influence the flow of

money and to contribute to the soundness of the banking situation.
* * * * * * *

Complete authority over all matters of major national policy, such as the deter-
mination of discount rates, reserve requirements, margin requirements on security
loans, and maximum rates of interest to be paid on time deposits, is vested in the
Board of Governors. Authority over open-market operations is vested in an
open-market committee, consisting of the seven members of the Board of Gover-
nors and five members elected by the Reserve banks.

* * * * * * *

The banks can create and destroy money. Bank credit is money. It is
the money we do most of our business with, not with that currency whieh we
usually think of as hioney.
t The Board of Governors and the Reserve banks have the power to
extend credits to the member banks, to furnish them with currency,
and by their influence can cause the member banks to contract or ex-
pand credit.
The Federal Reserve Act as amended, however, had, up to the

close of the Seventy-fifth Congress, failed to give a specific legislative
mandate establishing a national monetary policy providing for the
creation of money adequate to conveniently serve as a medium of
exchange in transferring the products and services of the people to
and from each other, or to achieve maximum employment and maxi-
mum industrial production.

These latter objectives were submitted to the Seventy-fifth Congress
by various bills, such as Il. R. 7230 (the Patman bill), HI. R. 9800
(the Binderup bill), S. 3800 (the Logan bill), and others.
One of the powers of the Federal Reserve Board in the creation

of money is the power to buy bonds and bankable assets through a
committee called the open-market committee. This committee
consists of seven members of the Board and five members chosen by
the Reserve banks. The bills pending in Congress propose to remove
private persons from the open-market committee on the ground that
the question of controlling the expansion of money should be exclu-
sively in the hands of the Board of Governors.

These bills also propose to discontinue the so-called Federal Reserve
Advisory Council, consisting of oIie member from each Federal
Reserve bank, and having the power to advise the Board on the
exercise of its powers, for the same reason.

CHAPTER XVIII

THE IMPORTANCE OF A NATIONAL MONETARY POLICY

In order to carry out the constitutional duty of Congress to regu-
late the value of money, it is absolutely essential that Congress should
declare by legislative mandate the policy of the Government, as follows:
That Congress shall by law exclusively create money and regulate

the value thereof; that Congress does, by statute, set forth-the manner
in which the expansion and contraction of bank credit should be accom-
plished; that Congress shall, by statute, establish the Board of Gov-
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ernors of the Federal Reserve Systemt or some monetary authoiity,
and charge them with the duty of using the Reserve banks for the
expansion and contraction-of the supply of money; that Congress
shall retain adequate control over its monetary agents; that the
Reserve banks shall be required to function as they were originally
intended to function, as banks established in the interest of the
public creation and regulation of the value of money and for the
accommodation of industry and commerce.

In the original act, introduced in the Senate on June 26, 1913, by
the chairman of the Committee on Banking and Currency, there was
an express provision that the powers of the System should be em-
ployed "to promote a-stable price level." The language "to promote
a stable price level" meant precisely the same as if it had been written
'to promote a stable dollar of uniform, debt-paying, purchasing

power.
This language was stricken from the bill, leaving no specific legis-

lative mandate in the bill requiring the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors, or the Federal Reserve banks, to pursue a policy by which
to regulate the value of money or "to promote % stable price level."
The omission of this language led to the unhappy results which

produced the panic of 1921 and contributed to the more serious
catastrophe of 1929--32. It, therefore, is now of supreme importance
for Congress to declare a national monetary policy which shall be
specific and shall give the Congress an agency through which it may
be accomplished.

If a monetary policy clearly defining the above objective was
merely (leclare(d by the. Chief Executive, or by the Secretary of the
Tretislury, or by the Boardl of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tel, it wouldlonot be enough, since a change in the Presidency, or in
the Secretary of the Treastury, or in the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System would subject the policy to change and would
not be so dependablee as an. act of Congress. Not only might the
executive officers of the Governmnent be entirely changed in personnel,
but they might change their opinions under the influences which
heretofore have been so powerful a factor in the conduct of these offices.
What the country needs is that those who are engaged in production,
tralls)ortatioll, and distribution should be enabled to make their con-
tracts with dependable security upon a fixed policy of the Government
having the greatest possible stability.

It is in vain to expect a law to be effective if it is not administered
by those who untderstand it and are in sympathy with it. For that
reason, it is of the greatest imnl)ortance that the members of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Secretary
of the Treasuiry, and those in charge of the 12 Federal Reserve banks
should thoroughlyunyilderstand( the monetary policy and have anintel-
ligent comprehension as to thle manner in which it may be carried
ouit. It is of importance that they should not be, by virtue of their
previous environment and training, at heart oppose to the creation
and regulation of the value of money by the Government. As a
condition of their service, proof of their fitness should be required and
anl adequate means should be provided for their removal from office,
Without stigna anid without technical difficulties, in the event that
the Congress Ias its confidence ini their efficiency impaired.

71
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- That these principles are well understood in Congress will appear
from the language of bills that are now pending in Congress, such as
the Binderup bill (H. R. 9800); in the proposed amendments to the
Patman bill (H. R. 7230); and in the bill introduced by Se)nator M. M.
Logan of Kentucky, former attorney general and cluef justice of the
State Supreme Court of Kentucky. The language of part of the
Logan bill (S. 3800) is as follows:
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System is hereby declared to

be the agency of the CQngress to create money and regulate the value thereof, as
authorized by the Constitution of the United States; and the individual members
of such Board shall hold office subject to the will of the Congress of the United
States; and either the Senate or the House by resolution may authorize and
request the Presidenlt of the United States to nominate a successor to a member
of the Board from any Federal Reserve district regardless of the terin for which
he was appointed, whereupon, the office of such memnher upon the passage of such
resolution shall be vautcated.
The Binderup bill afnd amendments to the Patman bill have lan-

guage of similar ptirport.
The Patman blill, en(lorsed by 1-60 Congressmen, also required the

Treasury to plurclase thle stock ini the Federal Reserve banks. Tr1e
Binderup bill also l)ro)ose(1 the l)urchlase of the stock.
The testimony fallen onl the Patillan bill colntaille(l ill the evi(lelnce

necessatiyto justify these priicilples of thle Patinal. and(l thle Bindterup
bills.
The 3Bitderupbl)ill makes the State blanks subject to tile samie coli(li-

tions as the member, bankls of tile Federalll Reei've, Systenm, wvhlich is
obviously a inece-sarY prillncil~e to 111ak1se the SvstemliuImlifOrI111.
The iij)Ortapice 01 tl legislative inundate that cainnot be overilookedl,

avoided, or (lefeate( lhas l)een11aillr(ly siificiently ilhlstrat.e(l by- the
a(llninistration of the Fe(leral {esele Actt slice 19119. It shloildl be
perfectly Ol)vious that the iji-a(lndate iii the, act that thle p)o\-els of the
System shoul(l )eCel)loye(l to accollillto(ate comllillmerce a111(1 il(hIlstry
has--been en timely ignore(1 by the Fede(lral R(eserve 1Board, ad thle
Boar(l of GovernorS of the Fed(eral Reserve SystemI, for tilhey hl
pursued policies resultinig in a1mi p)erillittillng the albsollute (destiuction
of both commerce ad(l ndl(lustry in the past, a-s pointed out in the
evi(ience take onl the Pa tmlain bill ill the testimony of thle an thor of
this book, ais well its l)br tile testilliolny of Others.
Another provision of valuli(e, is thlat thleolrrlleny of the coliuntrlyA Shoultxd

Con1siSt of OneO folIl aof 1V3Jl-te(l'IIt111011paoey ill ol(Ier to I)reNellt
the public b)einlg (lOlfilsem(l ,by the vr1iouls kill(ls of J)J)eP 1110113ne which
have b)eell l)erIllittedl to prevail in the l)ast. 1For instance, w\Ce have1
had )lot only thle original greellbacks of Presi(delnt Lillcolui, bult the
so-calle(l TreIaIsur notes of 1890, fln(l thlousail's of (hiflereelt kin(ls of
National blank notes, Fed(eral Reserlve notes, Flederal Reserve l)ank
notes, Silver certificlltes, etc. Simlnp)licity, econoimIy, keeping of
recor(ls, an(l management wN'ould be sinij)lifiied blr One formH of legail-
tenl(ler paper inoniey.
A desirable )ill s51o1l0(1 Olso provi(le n mnetliod l)Y Which thle emitire.

powers of the System shoutl(l be miadle available for the 1)rotection
of the individual b)ank against anyla un1towrardl ilnci(lelnts that might
happen to it, andi all banks should be lna(le subject to the same
conditions as far as their reserves are concerned. Such a bill should
provide for one form of examination, without cost to the banks, as a
part of the e:xl)5se of the System ill stabilizing the banking structure.
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The distribution of new money required annuall to keep up with
the increase of the index of industrial production should be provided
throtigh the Soeial Security organization. A proposal to this end will
be found in lihe Binderup bill,

In considering stich a bill the Congress should make a thorough
review of the question of legalize(l interest rates by the member banks
with a view to giving the American businessmen a rate of interest at
least as low as that enjoyed by the businessmen of nations engaged in
competitive commerce (see (e'. XTV).

In regulating the flow of money to meet thle expansion of industrial
production and the increase of population, it must be remembered-
that there is at present a very large volume of demand bank deposits
which are held by the depositors as corporate reserves, or as reserves
for ifi'estinents by individuals. These funds may become active
again when a. fixed policy of Government is established.
To prevent such funds expanding the medium of exchange beyond

the point necessary to restore the predepression price level, the Gov-
ermient must be prepared to contract thle money supply when neces-
sary. This ctill be done, by reselling the bonds and bankable assets
previously bought. It inust be remembered, however, that to achieve
maximum production wotild readily absorb a large part of these
reserves when they aire restored to active use as a circulating medium
anid or tlhat reason this potential expansion is entirely within the
control of the Govermnen t.

CHAPTER XIX

THE NECESSITY FOR GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT AND STABILIZATION
OF MONE111Y

It should be ol)vious from the terrifying panics fromn which thls
country hl.as repeatedly suffered, eslpecially those of thle last 30 years
(1907, 1921, 1929-.32, and 1937) that the whole system of creating
and contracting money has been uncontrolled and exceedingly in-
julriouis to the people of the United States.
The Congress alone has the legal authority and the legislative and

financial power to regulate the value of money. The Constitution
l)roally gave the Congress the exclusive power to create money.
Tle Constituition specifically (lirectedl Congress to regulate the value
of Iloney. Tiscldirection of the Constituition requiring Congress to
regulate the value of money is n constitutional mnanda-to which re-
(quires intelligent obedience by thlose¢, who take the oath of office to
slu)port thle Constituition.

Wheni thle panic of 1,921 occurred, we had 30,000 banks. Over
16,000 of these, banlks have since been compelled to go out of business
l)ecause of thle impairment of the solvency of their borrowers and the
destruction of the valuic of their loans anld investments.-l

While thle banks have beeii of great use to thle people of the United
States int the creation of money annd in the management of the banking
business, their inability to cooperate with each other-even if they
land the constitutional right to create mioney-justifies and makes
necessary the re tilation of the value of money by the Congress, where
siilch (luty is bylaw imposed.
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When the Congress shall declare a national monetary policy which
shall give the Nation a dollar whose debt-paying, purchasing power
shall remain the same from one generation to another, the people of
the United States, for the first time in their history, will have an honest
dollar.
The only honest dollar is a dollar of stable, debtpaying, purchasing

power. The only honest dollar is a dollar which repays the creditor
the value he lent and no more, and requires the debtor to pay the
value he borrowed and no more.
The people of the United States are entitled to a sound currency.

The only sound currency is a currency whose exchange value is the
same from one generation to another. The failure of the Govern-
ment to create and stabilize the value of money has not only resulted
in the unemployment of millions of people through no fault of their
own, but it has seriously changed the- relationship between debtors
and creditors, affecting contracts of over $200,000,000,000, repre-
senting the public and private debts of the country. It has mate-
rially changed the market price and exchange value, not only of money,
but of all commodities and services measured by money. It has
changed the exchange value of securities on the most colossal scale.
It has changed the value of real estate, buildings, and equities of all
kinds. It has rendered human labor unstable when the greatest need
of the Nation is complete stability in the employment of all the
people, with an annual living wage for the least of them.
The desirability of governmental control is demonstrated by the

fact that the control of the value of money requires the control of the
volume of money. The control of the volume of money by expansion
immediately produces an increased industrial production, employment,
wages, and corporate, individual, and governmental incomes. The
regulation of the volume of money by the Government, with the intel-
ligent purpose of giving money a stable purchasing power, will not
only benefit the day laborer, who is entitled to an annual living wage,
but it will benefit all workers in field, factory, and mine, and in the
offices of the various businessmen of America.
When the national industrial production is doubled it will result in

many important benefits. It will enable taxes to be greatly reduced
in percentages because the income of the country will be twice as
much as it is now and would justify thea rate of taxation being cut to
one-half. It would put an end to public relief and charity for the
unemployed, in large measure. Since to expand the volume of credit
and currency should be accomplished by the purchase of Government
bonds, it would have the effect of cutting down the interest and amor-
tization charges on Government bonds, thereby reducing the demandd
on the Budget by approximately $1,000,000,000 a year.
The elimination of the work for public relief and the interest an(l

amortization of the bonds would make an annual saving at present of
approximately $4,000,000,000.

Moreover, when the Government regulates the value of money on at
basis of stability, it would be justified in creating approximately
$2,000,000,000 annually of new money, in the form of demand deposits,
to be distributed where it is most needed under-the Social Security Act.
The regulation of the value of money by creating money through the

Government authority, and for the benefit of all the people, would,
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result as it has in Great Britain, which in 5 years has increased its
industrial production 50 percent and given to the country a rate of
interest for 6 years at 2 percent per annum without a break. When the
Government of the United States seriously undertakes the problem
of creating the money the people require for maximum industrial
production, it will abolish poverty in the United States by creating a
demand for labor at an annual living wage that will give a satisfactory
standard of living to all the people.
The treasure house of natural resources of the United States, the

enormous power which now goes to waste from streams which could
produce many times the amount of power the people now enjoy, is
evidence that there is no limit to what the people can create and enjoy.
The United States has suffered excruciatingly from underconsump-

tion because of the stringency of the supply of a medium of exchange,
by which alone the people can exchange their products and services
ad(equately with each other.
The experience of the last 31 years of four serious panics and

depressions is proof positive that the banks cannot control the volume
of money, and that their failure to do so has not only destroyed
thousands of banks, but has inflicted the people with great suffering.
The Governiment alone can give relief. The Government alone

has the legal authority and duty to establish and regulate the value
of money, and to create it ill sufficient quantity to serve the national
use. It alone has the power and the duty to prevent either injurious
expansion or destructive contraction.
The creation of the money required by the people to achieve maxi-

mum industrial production is now provided for by the Federal Reserve
Act, as amended. Some additional amendments are necessary and
desirable. The Federal Reserve banks, are, ill effect, public banks
under the stlipeT:visory control of the Congress of the lJnite(d States,
which has delegated the supervision of these banks to the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Under the present statute,
the money which is now required to restore maximum employment
call be obtained by the Reserve banks Iluying Government bonds and
other bankable assets to the extent. required. When maximum-
employment a.nd industrial production is accomplished, the Govern-
ment caln prevent ally excessive expainsioln of credit, and can reduce
any excessiveCexpansion of credit by the simple process of selling the
bonds and(l lbankal)le assets previously bought by the Fc(deral Reserve
banks.

Since the country requires approximately $2,000,000,000 annually
of increased money to imeet the natural exlansion of p)rodlletion, this
increase can bee Create(l by giving the United States credit with the
Reserve banks and spending such money under the Social Secuirity
Act for the benefit of people who are (disabled by age, sickness, or
other incomnlet.ency.

It is well known that the supply of money in the United States is
most unevenly distributed among the citizens and among the States
as well. ThIerefore, in creating new money, provision should be made
for the annual distribution of a abortion of it among the consumers
who otherwise may not be able to buy.

1 2i338^- -39-
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CHAPTER XX

THIE EFFECTS OF STABLE MONEY
ON THE BANKS

The bankers of the Uni Ccdl States, iii spite, of thle weakness of thle
banking system, have be-en of great service in creating credit for
legitimate p)ro(du c tion. They have suffered greatly because of tile
instal)ility of thle credit structure. Over 16,000 banks have failed
l)ecause of the imp.airmment of the solvency of their borrowers alld
of thle security which they lmd taken from their borrowers. No
class Nvill b)e more greatly l)enefited l)y the stabilizing of mnolley
through a soun(l national rionetary p)olicy thain the bankers. rTlhey
will be coml)Jetbly p)roteted(l, not only by thle insurance of their
deposits, but by tihe insurance of stability in b)uSineSS ald at stead(ly
rising in the national p)ro(luction end income.
Under t1e1' neCW SyStem th1e bankers could eairn as good( or al better

income on their cal)ital and( services tlhan they have heretofore (lone.
At the last; known estimate of thle Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration there -were about 50,000,000 deposits in thle l)anks of the
tJUlited States. If these deposits p)aid a (llar at month onl anl average,
(lep)endinlg onl the sizeTT tihe deposit alnd thle activity of thle depositt,
it woIdp( llprodce n incoI11C of ap-) roximaitely $600,000,000. These
depositss sllouI(l (Oubl)le uln(ler thle new system. If the l)ankers received
p)ay1ll1eft. for the volume, of checks, onilwill they guarlanltee thle signa-
thre of the maker andl of thle payee, at thle rate3 of a (loller ai thousanyid
it would net then, o0n thle volumine of checks debited ill 1 926, for
exari)lpe, $845,000,000 a year. They would have the right to charge
for other services to celints. Besidesi the-s revellnus the banks; wpuld
l)ave the ol)l)ortunity of lenliding or investing the mflonecy rep)reSented
by stavin1gs AecouIlts a(1d timlse (lhlosits which should, undr(l these ciir-
cumnistlan(es, greatly increase. riliey could also lenld their capital
an(l SIu plus With iIlilillity.

Moreover, the banks could(l lake llong-time loans with. (lep)eni( ble
security ol real estate, homes, apartment, and business buildings.
TIOey WouIl(l have the n(l(litiOIanl advantage of stability iln thle, value
of their b)on(1s and mortgages. Th'leir own iinvestmen-ts-'would( increase
ill value.

So, even if thle hinite(l States should, ats a part of its monetary
policy, exercise its right to exclusively .create inoniey, thle bamiks would
he benefited by Sulch at System.

Un(ler thle new conditions of Gloveriinemet creation of the money
require(l for thle transaetioll of thle I)uilless of tile country, there should
be an increase iii industrial plrO(lluctiOi tuldl coflSllnlj)tioi, sulchl as ha1ls
taken place, ill Gireat Britain where thle Goverminlelt an1(1 baliks a're
pursuing the policy of mnamiged mioey..
The volume of (lod)osits ai)(l tle lbuSiiness of the banks should go

through an expansion corresp)on(ling with thle expllansioll of industrial
pro(lduction.
Uider the new system, governed by the )rinciples of modern olio-

etary science, the banks would receive com )Iete protection from the
Governilmeit against the terrifying evils of future depressions. Thus
the solvency of borrowers anild the value of the investments of tile
banks woul(l be given a stability which they have not, enjoyed in tele
post.

76
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ON MANUFACTURERS

Stable money, with stability in business, and a steadily rising vol-uime of production, manufacturers would enjoy an increasing pros-
perity without fear of collapse from depression, and could, therefore,
forecast tlheir future and get the benefit of the savings due to maximum
employment of their existing machinery and facilities, with other
economies (clue to stability of production. They could afford to make
their contracts with labor onl the basis of an annual living wage, with
benefits bothl to thle manufacturer and the laborer.

Tlicy would be assure(l of a stable consuming power and a steadily
ileCreasing demand. Their sources of supply of raw material would be,
stabilized anied made more (leJ)enldable. Thiey would be benefited by
the lowering of the interest rate on credits required in tile transaction
of their business. Tihcy woul(1 he able to obtain credits to an extent
on (goods in process of manufacture and distributionn which they do
not at present enjoy.

Trlle wholesaler's accounts payable, which are his income from the
merchants auld th1e collection of hliclih enal)les himli to pay thle mn'anu-
factlrer, would be staIilizel, andl establish tlereby a, volume of de-
pendlale credit not now available under the operation of the Federal
Reserve System.

ON MERCHANTS

Tile stabilization and the steady expansion of business under stable
money w'oulld b)e of service to the wholesale 1)herchaflts and, retail
merchants, and woul(l enal)le the retail merchants to employ the
cre(lits they extent to customers to be used(as at basis of bank credit,
if tley need it in the transaction of their business.

ON CONTHACTORS

Contractors could make tfheiir contracts for the future with dlepend-
able security, knowing thIti thle dollarr would lnot suffer any substantial
chilnlge ill debt-paying, purchlasing 1)OWe1. contractss could thus be
mnade for l)uil(lilns and( structures running over longer periods of time
without (dnuger to the contractors or to those whio employ the
contractors.

ON ('01OPORIATE ANI) 1NDI)VIDUATL INCOhIES

Under conditions of stability in the purchasing power of mooney
and in b)lsiles's the incomes of the 400,000 corporations ill the United
Stattes would be steadily increasing or made more stable. Thleir divi-
dend.s would be nullde more, dependable. Individual incomes would be
increased, not only through the payment of (lividendis by the corpora-
tions, but l)y the earilnig power of individuals ulnder these more
fNvortl1)le conditions.
There are over 500 (distinct avocations in the lrofessionfll and

b)usineSs world that would be interested in the stabilization of business
confditionls in the United States. There are two and one-half times as
mlany people, adults earning their livelihood by social services, as
there are people emnploye(l in the factories.
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ON AGRICULTUIRE

The record proves clearly that those who are engaged in agriculture
and animal in ustry suffer more severely than any other class of people
from depression.
When all of the people are employed and maximum industrial pro--

duction is achieved, the people of the cities, towns, and villages will
have the means through their wages, salaries, and dividends of buying
an increased volume of the products of agriculture and animal in-
dustry. This increased consumption will increase the market for-
such products and enable the farmers to receive a return commensurate
with the products of the farms.
The income of agriculture and animal industry will thus be stabilized

and the farmers will receive an adequate return for their labor, with a
reasonable profit on the capital which they employ. It should result
in individual ownership of farms, the liquidation of their mortgages,
the end of tenait farming, and the establishment of liberty-loving
people in dependable homes in every State in the Union.

ON WAGE EARNERS

Under stable conditions of business, increased production and
consumption, and under conditions which will afford a good market
for the employment of the labor of wage earners and those who receive
salaries, these classes will be able to receive a reasonable annual living
wage and reasonable salary.

ON TEACHERS

It is notorious that. iii some parts of the United States those who
teach the youth of Amnericn are not plaid a reasonable tinnuial living
wage. Under conditions where the Glovernment of the United States
creates the money required to stabilize business, the uneven distribu-
tion of money, employed in consumption and production, can be so
modified as gradually to substantially increase the income of the
pInderpai(l teachers.

It should be remembered that the income of the States, counties,
and cities is profoundly affected by the money supply in the various
States an(l that, therefore, State employees an(l social workers, and
even ministers of the gospel, are deeply affected by the wealth or*
poverty of the State in which they live.

ON GOVERNMENTAL INCOME

The income of the United States Government is derived directly
from taxes which are imposed oIL the people. These taxes are neces-
sarily limited by the capacity of the people to pay. Therefore, in
States, counties, and cities where there is an unequal distribution of
money, the Governments atre themselves limited in paying employees.
During the depressionn of 1932, the United States Government

income ell to less thain one-half of what it was before. But under
conditions of stability, when industrial production can be increased to
twice what it is at present, the Government income would be expanded
correspondingly, and with the cutting off of the expense of public
relief, of interest and amortization onl the public debt (proposed by
the new system), thetaxes on all classes of people could be greatly
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Reduced and the services of the Government, the States, counties,
and cities could be employed in the matter of protection, education,
health services, and other public facilities.

ON THE CREDITOR CLASS

Under stabilized conditions, where the national industrial produc-
tion is increased or doubled, the creditor class would be benefited by
the assurance of the ability of the debtor to meet his obligations.
Therefore, the investments of the creditor class would be increased in
the matter of stability and certainty of payment of interest and
principal.

ON THE SUBMERGED THIRD

The effect of the new system would be to put an end to unwilling
unemployment and to furnish the opportunity to all who are able and
willing to work to make a reasonable living by their own efforts, and
put an end to the tragic conditions where one-third of the people are
underfed, underclothed, and undersheltered and compelled to rely
upon public or private relief to avoid starvation and destructive
exposure of health. .

ON THE WEALTHY CLASS

The 2 percent of the people who might be classified as very wealthy
would have the advantage of stability in their incomes and a very
substantial lowering of taxes, for the simple reason that higher
taxes would be unnecessary. The danger to the disturbance of the
social order by a growing class of unemployed and unhappy people
would cease. The crime which is engendered by extreme poverty and
suffering and which often threatens the rich and their property would
be abated and would probably almost entirely cease to exist. The
growth of political organizations seeking violent remedies for the
existing distress of the country would cease, and the danger from
such sources would be ended by a better understanding and better
conditions of life. The real estate and securities of the wealthy class
would increase in value.
One of the objectives of modern monetary science is not to take

from those who have and give to those who have not, but to create
conditions under which those who have not shall be able to create
for themselves the things which they need for the comforts and con-
vendiences of life, and the opportunity to enjoy the products and serv-
ices which they themselves create. The great objective is to facilitate
the creation of abundant wealth for all the people to enjoy.

CHAPTER XXI

THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM

The capitalist system is based upon the sound theory that those
who create wealth by labor,-inventive genius, organization, and thrift
should be.-entitled to enjoy fully the proceeds of their labor, sacrifice,
and talents.
This theory is based upon merit and reason, and yet it is also true

that the capital acquired in this way is the offspring and directly
derived from labor itself and that labor, which creates capital should
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not be oppressed aid(l exploited, or re(duce(l to severe p)overtylby the
processes of orgaiiized capital; which is itself the ofisprilng of lalior.

It has been the failure to recog1ri7ze this trutlh which Ihs resulted in
the etiormous (listulihlcees of tlei world. Whele ti le (vil i ttlist, syStan111
in Rmssia, inder 1111d1 becit use of the Rt110111aiolfs, Iid(1 i'vi(lire(I life
Un0end(1libi)le to those who IaIlored ill the fields aiid fhictoines, it resi lL(l
ill the violent revoliltionl of Lelli1l f1l(1 the('0ol1l)(et oveltlrow of tIhe
calittalistf system, for tile time l)bvilg, thliroughout( J1'ssiall, iiivol vi g
nearly 165,000,000 people. This I)0licy hilsl X tl e.t('l(lelde to Somie
extent ilnto Ch11ina.

Inl our ownvi cotiittry ('omm -1m11111 lilas; b)eenal V()at('(l)d groups of
people Nwllo see lo better relliely.
Modern monett'a science I)points out with prec1011o a1 ilieth1d(1 h)v

which the beiiefits of illtallfigen t capihtalisli e be conserved, an11(1 at
thle salre tile ablaita0 the 1a11no111 wicll 'oiliies froml it ilmIrfec'ac t syste(i
that pewrimits ex(,essivye al)lSes of ollol)mly thult li ve resuIltdI(( fiom
all iipll)erfect. cre(lit ndbil tikilg sItriuet uure ill thle Un ite(NI Sfateas.

It is 1111wise anld u11j ust to broad ly i1(1ic tha miot i yes of ot lier C0ol)1
that miiay arise from self-int.erest lid 1wi(eli)ciol)prbh)ly tl Fe tithoun,11aly
illnimuca l oF iilljiist. I)i1Fl)-ose towa rdI ot hers.

U.II(lde the kiowle(lge acquired ill mi1 t, jyealis, m11d(leiii 1)1011t(4arly
SCiCieCO Calll 11oW clearly 1)01t the way to a ieta1ls of torublimti thle;
national pro(lducti4- of wveltlh )y ereantilig allogli niolley to give food,
clothllng, pe'1111-11iei lt family hiol('vs, tlie comforts aml(0ol vnliellees,
anl(l eveln thle luxuries of life, to 1ll of the PeoIple who are willing to
do their fll 1)11rt inl the rerationi a1r(1 (Iistlrilmiti01 of thle aiwllitIll care t(l.
Modern imoetary sciel twa 1)oits, the w*ty by which the ( lovei'1'itnent,
rep)resentitig all of the j)eol)lI, shial I prevo'eifeither inlflitio0 (wh ill is
thle iftiefelsil)le exiplisioll of (r(d(lit or m1on1ey) o0 tdie corres(mi)oi(litig
Und(Ie iild itdefetisible (iiti'.CtiO1 of credVlit t.I)Iroghl which tile people
have suffered.

Mo(ler monetary science, 1) Ii.1)o,;es1)1, (ll whi(lh tlh' Su1J)leillel (C5our't
of the Uniited S`tatevs has j justified ill its op)iiioii ill the Ieg(al Tlenmler
cases. The plani is eoiistitnutiomtll. It, is )lse(d tl1)011 tlie excl usive right
of thle (Overlmlni tOto Create IlioiOy aid the(leX )li('it; dilt y 'to I'eriglate
the value, thereof." It does n-ot l)OI)OS(C to tal;ke awaly from the riclh
that which they have acquird(l b)y law, but to enable the ulleli)love(l
millions to be employed nnd to create the wealth needed for feedill,
clothing, aid sheltering themselves out of thle J)rocee(ls of their owni
labor. The plai proposes to eild tile suffering of Oe-tliri(l of thle
Amnerican people because of deserve( poverty. 'The plant is founded
UpOn ben(evolenIce, justice, atnld righteousness. It is aIs(l onl reason,
oil thoroughly well-established facts, alId o01 souii l)h'c('lei)llts that
CalIlnot be (diSim)ute(l l)y ilitelligent mell of good( will a11d(1 hloiiest l)III'I)oSIo.

CHAPTER XXII

INTERNATIONAIL STAI3TIZA'rION IMPRACTICA BLE

In 1934 tue Uniited Sitate's established at stobili/ltioli fulnid of
$2,000,00,0)00 in gol(l. This nl was lpla(e(l within the (liscretion
of the Secretary of tile Treaisury ats a, means of stabilizi? g thleo American
dollar in reltation to tile 1)ound1(1 sterling, thle Frenceh frantc, ati(l other
foreign currencies.
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Great Britain had a similar fund for the purpose of protecting the

pound( from speculative changes. France lhad a similar fund.
Tile i(ea. wis advOCate(l in thle United States that tihe stabilization

fund sl1o11(1 1)0 ellyplyed to stab)lize thle poun(l sterling and French
franl(c anll(d keep them In a Constatt relationslhipl to each other. This
conlcI)citol p)ro(1cd(1e 1UI)oll the theory tdat it fixe(l relationship
b)etweeln te l)poun(l, tle francs, hIli( thme dollar Woull(l stabilize the
)(p1oud aind thle fralc (dolliestielIlly, whRell, as at matter of fact, nlobo(ldEiu t thle French people colul(l stal;ifize the Fronch franc, or tile Engjlish
peole"I tlie ~oillid.

Tlielhle elwole couldl4, of course, repeat whlat thfey (li(I during
thle World WVar; r'(ltice the franc to one-fifth of its pre-war purchasing
o)werN'0 . Th'elyv explndle(l tell fralnlc ill volumlle five times and (diminished

its',11iellasilig p)o\\'VI to olle-fifth of whatlt it, lhad been.
After thie United States 11i1(1 changed thm value of gold to $35 an

ounce, tell franc went up) above 6 cents but is now worthl only 2.8
celnts in terms of thle dollar, less than half its rollerr valui previously.
T17e pound sterling, hiowever, un(ler a inaglre(l currency for tlhe 6
years since 1932 hias lihad atl index complillirtiv'ely stable but rising
substantially to corresl)on(I in sonIm (ldegree wiuith thle increase in

(GCrmnany lhas stabilized its own11 currency aindlhlls hialld no change
in thle domestic puirchlasilng power of t01Ilme irk (during thle last 2 years.

Non1e but, thle Britishi l)eol)le call regulte thel ut(t111e of thle p)ound
sterling, llnd nol)o(ly but tle people. of thie Unlited States can regulate
the value of tlhe (ollar.

Notwitlstand(ing thle (limiinislced anmounit of gold in the American
dollar (59 I)ercent of its previous amount), tie purchasilig power of
thle! American dollar ini its (domest ic markets has- increased above the
stnidar(d for 1926.

Ainy country can destroyy thle value of its currency by violent
inflation and can (loul)le time purclhsing power of its currency by
colntractinmr credit anl(l currency to onei-lhalf of whlat it had beemi.

Wlhe thlle United States restores its dollar to the normal, pre-
(lepression price level of 1926 antd ianintnins its p)urelasing power at
thiat point, and l)rovi(les for its, expans-ion to correspon(l with the
expansion of industrial l)ro(Iuction, it will lhave established aldollar of
uniforin, (debt-paylng, p)urchlasing p)owvter from onegenerationn to
another. \\Wlhei this shall hlae been accomplished, an ounce of gold,
WhichI is 35 timens the stabilized (loller value, will lhave a, stable inter-
national eXChanI11ge va11lue, an(1 other nations may lls(3 sluch stabilized
ounce of goldlby fixing thle value of gold in sterns of tleir own currency,
whlich they wish to maintainait a stanclard stabilized value.

France, for instance, could fix the franc at 2.8 cents, by declaring
an ounce of gold worth in francs thoe quotient of $35 Iivil(led by 2.8
cenl ts.

Thius there would be established it temporary international stabilized
currency between France and thle U'ite(l States.
But thie continuatnce of the arbitrary price of $35 an ounce for gold

is subject to change hy will of the Congress of the United States. It
might be changed if all other nations demonetized gold internationally.
It might be change(l l)y modern processes of gold extraction and the
discovery of new andn large deposits of gold mwhiich would cheapen
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gold and make it impossible for America to maintain its international
value at $35 an ounce.
Those considerations mnake it perfectlY clear that there is no such

thing as a dependlal)le initerrntationtal stal)ilizationi of gol(tat the present
stage of the world's hiistory.

THiE INADIEQU'ACY OF 'T1W 1"oRMJh(FoliM)GOLDNS)ARL)

For a long p)eriod of time the gold stanl(lard was regaiaded as giving
to money stability inl purellasing powered, Onl thle theory that gold ill its
vollume wits not capable of rapi(l changes fid the Uworld COul(1 a(lj ust
itself to the slight variations of tele, annual pr-oduction of gol(l not
required in the commodity markets blut emip)loyel for monetary pur-
poses.
For tlhat theoretical reason, onl MNIarch 14, 1900, thle United States

established the gold stan(lard, (leclaring the dollar of the United States
to consist of 25.85 grains troy weight of gold, nine tentlhs fine. Thle,
law provi(le(l for unlimited collage of gold onl this basis. I t wNas
supposed that this wtls a dependal)le safe stand(lr(l; thlat it comprised
Wfonest money; an(l that nothing else, was really money except gold, or
promises to p~ay in dollars re(ldeeila)le ill gold. Thtisx was tile folklore
of the students aind teachers. of political economy, witll a few ery
important exceptions. It was the orthodox traditional belief that
gold and nothing else is inoioey excel)t gold, or p)al)per money as a promlise
to p ay in gold dollars .

The ortlhodox students of nionetary science laid not yet (liscoverel
that this gold dollar was pegged to the Amierican (1011a ulsed(I Is
currency and as check ioncy, a(l thldat the I)IrclI'CSilig power of the
gol (lollar went up arn(l wenlt (lowl withl thle Ameorican dlollar; and
that, therefore, thle whole world culrrellcy w1ich del)e1n(le1l on1 thle
purchasing lower of gold was really depending upon tihe pt)urchasimlg,
del)t-payinig, power of tile Anierican dollar.
The orthodox traditional tlecory did not contemplate tihe3 rise anld

fall of the purchasing power of the dollar due to contraction or expan*
sion, or (le to the expansion or con traction of commodities.

In May 1913 the (dollar inldlex, representing thle gold dollar, lhad an
index of purchasing power of 145. Under the exxpansion of credit, due
to the World War, and the relative contraction of cojimo(lities follow-
ing the war, the index-of the purchasing power of the gold dollar fell to
60 in 1920. It rose to 167 inl February 1933. Since aill of thle notions
whose currencies are based on thle gold standard were violently affected
by this change in the purchasing power of gold, they were all *onl)olled
to go off tile gold stan(lar(l in their domesticc circulation. This violent
increase in the purchasingg power of gold simJ)ly meant that the curren-
dies based oIn gold suddenly" lhad ann increased purchasing power in
terms of comlllmo(lities (the products of labor) aind property, resulting
in bankruptcies in many national aind interfering With tihe power of
nations to liquidate their bonded indebtedness, at homne as well as
abroad.

This change ill the purchasing power of gold was (111e directly to thle
expansion of credit in 1920 and the contraction of credit in 1921 and
1933. It thus has been demonstrated to the whole world that gold,
as a monetary unit, had no stability whatever but slavishly followed
the American dollar, and when the United States arbitrarily fixed the
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price of gold at $35 an ounce, the world followed and accepted inter-
nationally the price fixed upon gold.

All countries are now off the domestic gold standard.

THE MODERN USE OF GOLD AND ITS POSSIBILITIES

In the vast exchange of conimiodhties from nation to nation thoue h
exports and imports, it should be taken as a fixed principle that in tle
long run the exports and services of a nation, which establish credits
al)road, are paid for by imports and services from such nations, the
credits so established being usually employed in the purchase of goods
anid services from the im)orting nation. If such be not fully emn
ployed in the purchases of commodities and services then the trade
balances must be liqui(lated either by the sil )mnent of securities or the
shipnment of gold. Gold has been abandoned as a circulating medium
of exchange in the, domestic business of nations, although it is still
actively employed as a means of liquidating trade l)alances. For this
purpose gold continues to l)e Useful.
The United States has, now accumulated over $14,000,000,000 of

gold in the liquidation of trade balances, financial balances, and trans-
ers of capital .
Thore is another very important use to which gold may be put, as a

means of promoting the stability of money in other nations of the
world.

When. the Americant dollar shall have become stable, it would stabi-
lize the purchasing power in the United States of an ounce of gold,
which by statute is worth 35 times $1.

Wlhen an ounce of gold has a stable purchasing power in the United
States, other nations throughout the world, by regulating the volume
of currency in their domestic circulation in relation to the volume of
their industrial Jroduction, could elnl)Joy the ounce of gold for the
purpose of stl l)izwing their domesticc currency internationally.

It, should be remembered that the American people do not use the
money of any other country in their domestic circulation. The only
use they have for such money is to pay in. those countries for amounts
due, for goods imported, for investments, or for the payment of
traveling expenses.
There will always be, of necessity, daily fluctuations in the value

of the currency of the various countries in terms of American money,
because of the fluctuating daily needs for Such foreign currency for
the purposes cited. This would be true even if all nations attempted
to stabilize the purchasing power of their domestic currency.

Nevertheless, the United States would greatly serve tile welfare of
international commerce if it stabilized the American dollar first by
regulating the volume and value of money in relation to the American
industrial production. In that event, the gold ounce would havoc
stability of purchasing power in the United States, and other natior&s
who had in similar manner stabilized their domestic currency could,
by the use of gold, have a comparatively stable international exchange
without the violent fluctuations which have taken place in the world.
heretofore.

It should be obvious that the American people alone can stabilize
the purchasing power of their own money. It should be obvious
that the French people alone can stabilize the purchasing power of
their own morley.
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If another World War should take place, the world would neces-
sarily see again the governments tenaged expanding their currency
because of the exigencies of war, an(d therefore subjecting their cur-
rency to violent changes through such exparnsior.
Such a contingency makes it thit) more manifest that tho Uinited

States cannot, through a goll stabilization fuind, or by anyl other
means, regulate the valuo of any foreign currency.

FOEITGN EXCHANGE

The value of thle American dollar in its relation to the British )ol~lld
sterling or tihe,French franc (pdeclds upoin thie relative supply anld
demand of the American dollar in Loiidon aind11rInlis. Ini niorim1al timns
the demand for dollars in Lon(dlon or ini Paris (depenids upon tra(le
balances aldl the shifting from onie country to another of capital or
money.

The, trade 1)nallnces between the United States anmd Great, Britain
depend upo)o thle volatile of Briitish purchases in the 'Inited States
and Amiierican l)urclases in CGrcat 1Britaini. Wh!ien these l)purchases are
l'alanced, there is coml)niarative stal)iJity unless money or capital is
transferred from one country to another. Tlie factors which center
into this trade balance tire imports; nil(1 exports of collillmodities, wni(
also the services redlere(d by citizells of olle country to citizens of
another couiitry. Great Britaini receives lirge cre(lits from marine
insurance annd froin mlaritne freight, onl cointiodities transporte(d
throughout the world. ini British ships. iti a(lition there arc large
expe(iclitures by lJnite(l States citizens in Great Britain which are in
excess of the exI)enlitures of Britisih citizens; trav'elilig ill America.
These factors affect. thle trade, balances.
'When such trade balancesX are in favor of the. United States an

equilibrium is brought' about l)y the shipmieit of gold to the UJiited
States as internllationlal m1onley.
But in addition to these factors there exists a very large amiioun1t

of liquid miioney or liquid capital which for speculative plur)oses
may be transferred fromn Euro)e to thle tllited States, as (1luiring thle
inflationary b)oom preceding the stock-market collapse of 1929 when
it was found that a1)p)roxiiiately $3,000,000,000 of foreign m1oneley was
loanled ill tilhe security exchanges of the United States. I edition,
during the 1oo)0) there wnas still larger investments ill AmiIerican
securities on tihe rising market, which were sold( out in substantial
part immediately before the collapse of October 1929.

It was because of this hugre volumnle of liquid inoniey, controlled by
internal tional blnilkers, that Great Britain and France were coml)elle(d
to establish stabilization finds in order to offset at(1 neutralize the
daily instability produced by speculative transfer of this international
fund from one country to another. It was this international liquid
fund of morney, which could be transferred from onie country to
another, that caused the Uinited States to establish thle $2,000,000,000
stabilization fund, so that tile speculations ('o1l1(1 1)e offset, by tile power
of stabiliZaltion funts estallislled in tile Unoited States, Great Britaiu,
and France.
When, however, France stabilizes its own money in a (dolestic

sense by regulating the flow of money in relation to the production
of commodities and services in Franc6, and when Great Britain
stabilizes its currency by the public control of credit or money through
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regulating thle flow of money in relation to the production in Great
Britain, and when the United States regulates, through congressional
action, the money supply in relation to the national production and
stabilizes the purchasing power of the dollar, it may then become
possible to establish the possibility of a fixed relationship between the
dollar, the pound sterling, and the franc.
But the continuance of such stability between these three currencies

will at last dependl uIponl thoe domestic action of the three Governments.
The first step towarcl the possibility of international stabilization is
the stabilization of the dollarr, the poufld sterling, and the franc
domestically, aind the continuance of such domesticc stabilization in
thle three countries. Domestic stabilization will diminish the op-
portunit.ies of sp)eculation by the liquid capital of international bankers
who have in the past speculated by transferring money from one
counlitry to another, ren(lering money more abundant in the one and
less abundant in the other, through whichprocess profit can be made.
This international specuilation can be and should be abated by law
ns a, practice harmful to all nations who are the victims of such
process.

Thle regulation of the value of money in Great Britain has been
accomlllishled b)y the consent aind cooperation of the clearina-house
banks that control theo flow of cre(lit in conjunction with thle Bank of
E'ngland. The Bank of England receives its direction from the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, as for example:

Those for whomn I speak welt-iue the freedom which we have in comparison
with those in manY other markets, but, we wi-l to liwe that freedom in the only.
proper way it, can be wi'ed, and that. is in harmony with the Governinent's policy.
I assure the Ministers that if they will make known through the appropriate
channels w'hat timerN vish us to (lo in the furtherance of their policies, they will
at all times find us willing with good will and loyalty to (1o whitt they direct am
though we were under legal comiplsion. (Governor of Bank of England, October
1936.)
We must look very largely to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and we assure

him that in all miatters his reqiuests govern the conduct of our affairs. We would
prefer, however, that lie made his requests as such rather than in the form of
legislation. Legislation is too foreign a method. (Governor of the Banik of
lEnglandiayear later.)

And Germniany andl Italy falso.
in present-(lay Cermiany banks are unobtrusively given instruction from high

above aind they know better thami to question the advisability of a policy thus
recommended to them. In Italy also banks are told by the Government what
their policy is to be and they imj)licitly ol)ey orders. (Djr. Otto Rosenberg in an
a(ldress before the Society for Stabiliiy in 'Money and Banking, I nc., in Minne-
al)oli,, Minn., October 13, 1938.)

CHAPTER XXIII

STORM SIGNALS

The destruction of the property values of millions of small-business
men and millions of citizens throughout the country because of the
contraction of the money supply has given rise to demands for the
expansion of consumers' buying power through pensions of $200 a
month to persons of 60 years or more under the so-called Townsend
plan. Hundreds of thousands of people have actively espoused this
pension plan.
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It was the contraction of the money supply and the suffering of
one-third of the people for lack of food, clothing, and shelter that
caused the strenuous campaign urged by Senator Long, of Louisiana.

It was the contraction of the money supply of the people and the
suffering caused that led to the initiative petition in California, signed
by over 800,000 citizens, demanding a pension of $30 every Thursday
for every unemployed person-over 50 years of age. This latter plan
proposed the issuance of scrip money by the State in disregard of the
principle of the exclusive issuance of the money by the Congress of
the United States. --
These are storm signals indicating serious public discontent with

the contraction of the money supply and its consequences. Attention
has been called to the demand of the representatives of the American
Federation of Labor, the National Farmers Union, the National
Grange, the American Federation of Farm Bureaus, and the Coopera-
tive Council (representing thousands of farm organizations and
1,200,000 dues-paying members) for a correction of the evil and the
restoration of the purchasing power of the dollar to a normal pre-
depression level and the maintenance thereof.

Attention is called to the various bills, heretofore referred to, now
in Congress demanding by the congressional regulation of the value
of money a correction of the evils complained of.

It will be remembered that during the depression of 1929-32 the
people manufactured millions of dollars of scrip money for their own
convenience and safety because of the negligence of the Government
in providing the country with an adequate supply of credit and
currency.

Attention is called again to the partyplatforms promising relief,
and yet there is still a strong campaign going on in the United States
opposing Government control of the regulation of money on the
ground that the Congress of the United States cannot be trusted in
such matters.

There is need, and great need, of an informed public opinion based
upon realities, facts, reason, and sound principles which have been
demonstrated by experience.

Other storm signals that are manifesting themselves in the United
States are organizations favoring communism, nazi-ism, facism, etc.
All of these organizations spring from the unmerited suffering of people
through undeserved poverty. When undeserved poverty is ended
by intelligent governmental action, there will be no reason, or excuse,
for those who advocate extreme orun-American measures.
The intelligent democracies of the world and, particularly the

most intelligent democracy in the world, are now charged with the
responsibility of ending poverty in the world. When poverty is
abolished as it can be under the principles of modern monetary
science, tile entire human race will have an example set, through the
cooperation of the people, that they can create and distribute for
their own use all of the comforts, conveniences, and luxuries they
desire.
America is charged with the d(uty of protecting the greatest and

oldest democracy in the world from the subversive influences which
have arisen from a destructive monetary system in this country and
throughout the world.

on
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PUBLIC OPINION AND CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL

For many years the people of the United States have been actively
seeking a solution for the establishment of a dollar that shall have a
stable purchasing power.
The panic of 1907 was followed by the Vreeland-Aldrich bill (passed

in 1908) authorizing asset money based on sound bank assets. This
act established the National Monetary Commission which studied
the questions involved for 4 years, brought in a report of 32 volumes
describig the banking systems of other commercial nations, and
submitting a library on the subject matter of 2,500 volumes.
The National Monetary Commission proposed a bill establishing a

central bank governed by the member bafiks.
In 1913 the administration of President Woodrow Wilson brought

in the Federal Reserve Act, approved December 23, 1913, establish-
ing 12 Federal Reserve banks, concentrating the reserves of the
member banks, and establishing a system supervised by the Federal
Reserve Board, which represented the United States Government.
The Federal Reserve System financed the World War, raising

$40,000,000,000, and reduced bank failures to zero in 1918.
This act gave great powers to the Federal Reserve Board and the

Federal Reserve banks. --The power was used in 1921 to contract
credit, resulting in the depression of 1921. This contraction was
corrected under the Coolidge Administration and a great expansion,
in stocks and credit took place in the securities exchanges. This
resulted in a stock market boom and crash in October 1929. - This
caused a most serious depression.

In 1932 the Banking and Currency Committee of the House of
Representatives held hearings on bills to stabilize money, and passed
a short bill, called the Goldsborough bill, which provided for the
declaration of a national monetary policy to restore and maintain
the purchasing power of money, as ascertained by the Depart-
ment of Labor for the average of the years 1921 to 1929, inclusive.
This bill directed the Secretary of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve
Board, and the Federal Reserve banks to make effective this policy.
There appeared before the committee a number of men informed

in modern monetary science who supported this bill. Representatives
of all the great agricultural organizations appeared in support of this
policy; the Nationial Grange, National Farmers Educational and Co-
operative Union, the American Federation of Farm Bureaus, and the
National Cooperative Council (representing 4,000 farm organizations
and 1,200,000 dues-paying members). The representatives of the,
American Federation of Labor also approved this policy. Mr. Hen7
A. Wallace, now Secretary of Agriculture, appeared and approved this
policy.
The committee reported the bill favorably. The House, after 2

days' debate, passed it by 289 to 60, 117 Republicans voting for it,
along with 172 Democrats and Farm-Laborites.

This bill failed to pass the Senate, the Senate substituting a measure
to expand the national-bank currency.
The national platforms of the Democratic Party, Republican Party,

Farm-Labor Party, and of the Progressive Party have heretofore been
cited with their approval of sound money under constitutional public
control.
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There is the strongest reason to believe that a substantial majority
of the Members of the House of the Seventy-fifth Congress were in
favor of congressional control and regulation of the volume and value
of money. The matter is being debated on the hustings throughout
the United States. A large number of speeches were made on the
floor of the House urging this reform. Study clubs throughout the
country are giving attention to this matter.

So there is need for an informed public opinion upon this question.
Twelve hundred 'thousand young men and young women arrive at

age annually whose future is clouded by the existence of 10 or 12
million unemployed people, arising from a failure of the Congress to
discharge its constitutional duty to create and regulate the value of
money.
The facts and principles set forth in the preceding pages are intended

to aid the young men and women of America to understand this ques-
tion and to- guidp future public opinion. The responsibility is upon
them in part to perform this patriotic service. The time has come to
end the underserved poverty of one-third of the American people. The
time has come to raise the national production to a maximum sufficient
to give all of the people of the,'United States an abundance of food,
clothing, shelter, leisure, and education, and permanent comfortable
family homes.
To this task this book summons the youth of the country for their

own sake, and for the sake-of the future of America.

Do



APPENDIX

GLOSSA R Y

Boomns.-Where property prices rise above normal by the ilde-
fensible expansion of credit and currency.

Creditor.-One who holds the bonds or obligations of another pay-
able in dollars; a bondholder; a holder of bills receivable; a bank
depositor; whether a government, corporation, or in(livi(lual.
Debits.-Are charges against a (lemnan(d depositt and represent the

volume of dollars employed by the people of the country through
checks drawn and paid in. the transaction of the national busine~s.
The volume of such checks debited in the standard year 1926 was
$845,000,000,000.
Debtor.-One who owes a bond or bills payable, or obligation of debt

to a creditor in whatever form, secured by mortgage, collaterals, or
unsecured; whether government, corporation, or individual.

Deflation.-Thle defensible contraction of the inflated credit and
currency of a previous inflation. The indefensible contraction of
credit an(I currency cannot be called deflation with propriety. Defla-
tion is (lefensible contraction, not indefensible con traction.
Depressions.-Where property prices fall below normal (lue to the

indefensible contraction of credit and currency.
Extrinsic.-It is the exchange value for a legal-tender currency note,

as, the paper andi ink on which it is printe(d having no intrinsic value.
Hoarded money.-Consists of dema(l depositss hield as reserves, or

for future investment purposes and whlicl are not employe(1 as a
inedium of exchange, but can, lbe SO emplloyed at the option of the
owner. Hoarded (le[lnand(ldeposits h1ave thle effect of contracting the
1nonley supply available as a medium of exchange. Ciurrency hoarded
likewise is a contraction of the nloiney available as a me(liuln of
exchange and can result in comp)elling the peol)le to manufacture
their own money in the form of scrip money, as in 1932.
In circulation.--Deniand bamik dCe)osits in circulationfare those

actively employed in the daily transaction of business. A demand
deposit undIer one account may, to a high percentage, be a (lemnand
deposit representing reserves aind money held for future investment
while only 10-percent of such (lemnand (1eI)osits may be actively
employed in the (laily transaction of business. The ledgers of a bank
(0o not differentiate between a (lemnand deposit which is 90 percent in
storage and 10 percent active. Therefore the amount of money in
circulation must be ascertained by the volume of checks debited
against the (lemiand( deposit andi otherwise may be ascertaine(1 by the
volume of money required to buy the commodities listed by the
Department of Labor in ascertaining the price level.

89
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InefensiWe coradion.-Where the contraction of credit and cur-
rency deprives the people of a sufficient quantity of money to exchange
the maximum products and services of the people.

Indefensible expangwn.-The expansion of credit and currency above
the quantity required for the convenient exchange of the products and
services of the people.

Indez number8.-These are employed for purposes of comparing one
year, month, or week with another. Usually the index is put at 100
so that the mind can quickly grasp an increase or decrease from the
normal standard by percentages; such as the index of the price level,
the purchasing power of money, the indexes of car loadings, factory
production, factory pay rolls, factory wages, etc.

Inflation.-An indefensible expansion of credit and currency. An
expansion of credit and currency beyond the requirements for the
exchange of the maximum products and services of the people. It does
not mean defensible expansion where the money supply is subnormal,
or below the afiount required for the maximum exchange of products
and services by the people.

Intrinsic.-It means a value in the commodity itself, as the gold in
a gold coin, or silver in a silver coin. A $10 gold piece has a certain
amount of intrinsic value besides the monetary value which at one
time was granted by law. A legal tender $10 bill has no intrinsic
value but an extrinsic value of $10.

Legi8lative mandate.-A declaration by the legislative power of a
policy or instruction.
Maximum employment.-The employment of the greatest number of

persons able and willing to work employed in the activities of a
country.
Maximum production.-The highest volume of products of which a

country is capable through manpower and machinery.
Money.-Anything by conventional use employed as a medium of

exchange and measure of value, whether currency, bank checks, or
bank deposits in circulation. Savings accounts comprise money in
storage but are not money employed as a medium of exchange.

Monetary policy.-Tbe national policy governing the flow and value
of money and/or the means for accomplishing such objectives.

Orthodox economist.-One who believes in the tradition of the gold
standard as the only sound currency.

Paper money.-It is legal tender in the United States, issued by the
Government of the United States exclusively. It is receivable for all
debts, public aind private, anrd superior to gold, which is not legal
tender in the United States. Its exchange value depends upon the
necessity for its use in the payment of taxes, fixed charges, and the
transaction of business.

Products and 8ermCes.-This term is used to indicate the amount of
products and services of labor exchanged by the people with each other
annually.

Purchasing power.- "Ptirchasinq power" means the ability of* the
consumers to buy and pay for desired goods and services.
Scrp money.-An obligation to pay issued by a corporation or

individual and redeemable by the issuer. Scrip issued by cities
receivable for taxes. Scrip issued by stores redeemable in mer-
chandise, etc.
Sound currency.-Legal-tender currency of uniform, permanent,

debt-paying power.
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Stability.-It means stability in the value of property an`d mox*ey,
which measures the value of property. The stability of money is the
only basis upon which stability of property can be secured.

Tun-over.-The turnover of money in circulation is the nubo
of times it turns over per annum. The turn-over of demand deposits
employed in actual circulation is the number of times such deposits
are employed per annum by transfer from one to another, as in 1;929
when the total volume of demand deposits was estimated to have
had a turn-over of 50 times per annum.

LINCOLN'S MONETARY POLICY
Money is the creature of law and the creation of the original issue of money

shoud be maintained as an exclusive monopoly of National Government.
Money possesses no value to the State, other than given to it by circulation.
Capital has Its proper place and is entitled to every protection. The wages of

men should be recognized in the structure of and in the social order as more im-
portant than the wages of money.
No duty is more imperative on the Government-than the duty it owes the people

to furnish them with a sound and uniform currency, and of regulating the firoular
tion of the medium of exchange so that labor will be protected from a vicious cur-
rency, and commerce will be facilitated by cheap and safe exchanges.
The available supply of gold and silver being wholly inadequate to permit the

issuance of coins of intrinsic value or paper currency convertible Into coin in the
volume required to serve the needs of the people, some other basis for the isatte of
currency must be developed, and some means other than that of convertibility
into coin must be developed to prevent undue fluctuations in the value of paper
currency or any other substitute for money of Intrinsic value that may come into
use.
The monetary needs of increasing numbers of people advancing toward higher

standards of living can and should be Imlet by the Government. Such needs can be
served by the issue of national ourrency and credit through the operation of a
national banking system. The circulation of a medium of exchange issued and
backed by the Government can be properly regulated and redundancy of issue
avoided by withdrawing from circulation such amounts as may be necessary by
taxation, redeposit, and otherwise. Government has the power to regulate the
currency and credit of the Nation. --
Government should stand behind its currency and credit and the bank deposits

of the Nation. No individual should suffer a loss of money through depreciated
or inflated currency or bank bankruptcy.
Government possessing the power to create and issue currency and credit as

money and enjoying the right to withdraw both currency and credit from circula-
tion by taxation and otherwise, need not and should not borrow capital at interest
as the means of financing governmental work and public enterprise. The Govern-
ment should create, issue, and circulate all the currency and credit needed to satis.
fy the spending power of the Government and the buying power of consumers.
The privilege of creating and issuing money is not only the supreme prerogative
of Government but it Is the Government's greatest creative opportunity.
By the adoption of these principles, the long-felt want for a uniform medium

will be satisfied. The taxpayers will be saved immense sums in interest, dis-
counts, and exchanges. The financing of all public enterprise, the maintenance
of stable government and ordered progress, and the conduct of the Treasury will
become matters of practical administration. The people can and will be fur-
nished with a currency as safe as their own Government. Money will cease to be
master and 'become the servant of humanity. Democracy will rise superior to
the money power.

(The above is an abstract of Lincoln's monetary policy from Mayor
McGeer's Conquest of Poverty and has been certified as correctby
the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress at the
instance of Hon. Kent Keller, Member of the House of Representa-
tives.)
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CHART No. 1.--Mo ary chart nehibitin espasion and a trion with resut, 1913-i4
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Table: Chart No. 1.--Monetary chart exhibiting expansion and contraction with results, 1913-24
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CHART No. 2.-Monetary chart exhibiting expansiorn and contraction with results, 1925-36
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TbWolloin-tae wasv"prepard by the Burea~u' of Resachote
Board of,Go enr fteFdr eserve Sytm sghow h
moran reationsh~btweenhe volumof money as indicated
bybank debi cen1,Iters, ndthe facdtorslstd priclr
fatr mpoymet. Since the figure's are lien bym nhit wi
b senhow closely employment and production follow the expansion

and contraction of money. The bank debits also indicate the amount
of .demanddeposits in actual circulation, because these checks are
debited onl agiSt demand deposits in circulation, not upon demax~d
deposits w ihare hoarded and frozen,
The relationship of the money supply and the circulation of money

by checks has been dealt with in detail throughout the book, so that
it is not necessary to repeat the argument, although this table em-
phasizes and makes clear the validity of the argument that national
employment and. production depend strictly upon the volume of
money in circulation.

Selected series on business& activity/
[Data without seasonal adjustment unless otherwise specified)

Seuiyprices Capia isueSecurity ~~~(mi1ullons f dollars)

Year and month J b

1928- --........ 108 101.7 100.0 105.0 97.6 100.0 7,359 8,314 1,044 67950 $1,000
1927- --........ 106 99.5 95.4 108.2 100,7 118.3 0,774 7,6555 2,218 73801 1.048
1928- - -11........1I 99.7 96,7 106,4 100.8 149.9 9,898 18,040 1,858 806405 1.034
1929---......... 119 106.0 95.3 102.0 98.0 190.3 11,513 10,091 1,422 35,027 1.049
1930- - -96....... 92.4 80,4 105.7 99.3 149.8 7,619 8,909 709 601,950 1.157
1931 .......... 81 78.1 73.0 103.6 90.9 94.7 4,038 3,089 949 481,357 1.370
1932---......... 64 88.3 84,8 98.5 69.6 48,8 1,751 1,194 557 322.360 1,543
19833........... 76 73.4 65,9 102.5 73.4 63.0 1,063 720 343 '22,706 1.517
1934---......... 79 85.7 74.9 103.5 84.5 72. 4 2,160 1,380 774 31505 1.335
1935 .......... 90 91,3 80.0 106.1 88,6 78.3 4,899 1,457 3,242 374171 1.250
1930---......... 105 97,8 80.8 107.0 97.5 111.0 6,214 1,972 4,242 428606 1.238
1987- --........ 110 105. 8 86.3 104.4 93.4 111.7 3,878 2,080 1,798 433042 1,169

January---....... 106 102.7 103.2 IOK 1 90,0 101.8 728 646 82 84,145 .909
FerarXy-------- 105 102.4 102,0 106.0 96.6 1.8 69 59 70 44,915 .980

March- --..... 106 102.0 100.0 106.0 96.3 95,8 651 806 45 56,464 .994
An~ril..........-- -107 101.7 100.3 104.3 97.4 92.9 655 539 110 51,837 .997

May......- - -~~~106 101,1 100.5b 104.7 98.1 93.2 602 648 14 48,020 .995Juz-------e---- 108 101.3 100.4 147 98,297.2ue...........17714 571 143 50,602 .996
July --......... 108 101.0 9956 104,6 97. 7 100.0 584 524 60 500959 1.005
August---....... 110 101.5 99.1 104.2 97.5 102,9 343 284 59 47,011 1.009
September- -11 102.0 99.7 104.3 97.7 104.3 489 446 - 43 46,95.4 1.003

October- - -111~~II 102.0 99.4 104.5 97,5 101.6 572 508 64 52,6535 1,006
November---.... 110 101.4 98.4 105.4 98.86 103. 1 7,00 433 207 47, 384 1,016
December---...... 107 W0.0 97.9 100.2 99.0 105.4 622 841 81 57,070 1.021

January-........ 107 100.4 96.5 106.9 99.7 105.6 951 817 134 84,714 1.038
February-....... 108 100.8 95.8 107. 3 99.0 107.9 941 685 256 48,220 1.044
March-......... 110 100.4 94.7 108.9 100.1 109.1 662 559 103 68,518 1,050
ALpril..-....... 108 100.2 94.1 109.1 100.5 111,1 885 651 234 55, 583 1.003
may ........... 109 100.1I 94,2 109.7 100.6 114.2 980 685 275 84,143 1.062
June-.......... 107 100.1 94.1 109.2 100.0 115,4 942 743 199 66,820 1.063
-July-.......... 108 99.7 94.8 106.8 100.0 117.2 458 432 24 63,682 1,060
August-........ 106 99.86 95.2 107.3 100.9 122.0 808 440 163 53,702 1,050
September....-.... 104 99.1 96.3 107.5 101.3 127.7 59 480 111 50:750 1.038
October-........ 102 98.4 96.8 107.7 101.7 -120.7 1,011 842 169 59,201 1.035
November-....... 101 97.9 96.3 IO065 101.9 129.6 73 464 269 57,085 1,038
December-....... 102 97.4 96.4 109.3 102.2 133.1 1,028 750 278 65,441 1.037

1I=
January-........ 107 97.8 96.4 109.1 102.2 134,4 76 581 201 82,885 1.037
February-....... 109 97.8 9&8 106.9 102.2 132.3 853 600 253 54,493 L044
March -......... 108 97.9 95.5b 109.3 102.1 137.9 960 595 365 70,034 1.047
April-.........I108 97.7 98.6 I06.8 102.1 145.9 1,038 099 139 07,003 1.035

Adjusted for seiponal variation.
'Marnh excuded; complete data not available on count of bank holidays,

9.869604064

Table: Selected series on business activity
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NATIONAL ECONOMY AND'THIA BANKING SYSTR*
&Sleotd inca on bvne. aivc- Cont1nued

Security prices (nlimo ~1n

Year and moutbh IL! X lp

* t - I L- --

M ay.......... 108 98,2 97.b 108.2 101. 0 162. 1 1,020 840 174 7101ol 1.0$I2
Juj~~~~~~e-~~108 98.7 96.7 107.4 100 3 145.3 1,023 7'2 245 LOS

July---------- 109 99.3 97.4 105.7 99:8 144.2 439 39 40 66,961 41.0
Augutt--------- 110 100.4 97.6 W0.56 99.4 148.3 271 251 20 680 2.02
September------- 113 100.9 .98.6 103.8 99.9 168.6 543 488 55 03,17 1.014
October-....... 115 101.7 96.7 103.7 100.0 169.1 709 70 67 72,89 1,0am
November-....... 117 102.7 96.8 104.8 100.4 171.1 99 942 57 71,849 1.044
December-....... 118 103.3 96.8 103.9 99.7 171.4 1,221 1,162 69 82,88ee 1,044
January-........ 119 104,2 95.9 103,0 997 185.2 1,002 913 149 8,1 ,4
February-11.6----I 106.0 96.-4 101,8 99.2 186,65 1,043 916' 128 70,777, 1.04
March-......... 119 105.3 98. 1 100,2 98.5 189.1I 1,010 95 G0 88,524 1404
April.---------- 121 108.4 95.56 101,6 98.7 180,'6 810 0676 135' 74,-750, 1,047
May.. 122 108. 094.7 101.5 98.3 1878 1,9 1,187 392 70,53 .6
Junye-.125 107,0 96.2 100.9 97, 5 190.17 I 748 731 17 09,66 .6
July-.......... 124 108.1 96.5 101.6 97. 5 207,3 954 894 60 77,631 1, 6
August-........ 121 108.4 90,3 100.8 97,1 218.1 888 803 26 77,84 1.08
September-....... 121 107.3 90.1 101,'0 96.0 225.2 1,622 1,314 ON6 77,617 1.04
October---u.....8 100.6 95. 1 102.0 97, 5 201.7 870 83 84 9~5,527 1. 086
November-....... 110 104.4 93.5 105.0 97.4 161.1 29 280 lb 82,090 1. 474
December------- 103 101.9 93.3 104.8 98.6 153.8 076 579 97 60752 1,07

1930
January-........ 108 100.0 92.56 104.0 98.7 166. 3 849 781 a8 00,428 1.061
February-------- 107 99.0 91.4 104.2 96.7 106.6 602 606 30 52,62 1.0
March-......... 103 97,7 90.2 '106.7 99.7 172.4 841 769 72 85,72 11105
ApriLl....... .- .. 104 97.0 90.0 104.8 99.7 181.0 934 882 52 62,96 1,1I1
may....... ..- . 102 95.7 88.8 106.6 'A00. 0 170.6 1,184 1,089 95 61,811 1.126
June-.......... 98 93.9 86.8 100.2 99.9 162.8 772 711 61 62,3i2 1.150
July-.......... 93 91.2 84.4 100.2 100.2 149.3 W8 553 32 52,744 1.185M
August-........ 90 89.0 84.3 106.0 100.8 147.6 209 183 86 45,99M 1.1in
September-....... 90 87.7 84.4 100,2 101.6 148.8 494 380 114 4,3 .8

October - ~~~~~~8880.7 83.0 108.6 99.8 127.8 436 304 71 544a860 1.200
November-....... 88 85.3 81.3 106.8 98.1 116.7 200 248 12 4,176 1.3
December-....... 84 83.8 79.8 100.4 94.8 109.4 '395 383 12 52,107 1.25

1931
January-........ 83 82.4 78.2 100.,6 97.8 111.3 013 431 1I2 46,253, 1.27
February-....... 88 81.4 70.8 105.6 97.8 119.8 226 20019 38031 1.20
March-......... 87 81.1 70.0 105.0 97,2 121.6 702 600 142 47,011 1,31
pril.......... 88 8i. 0 74.8 105.1 96.2 111.8 016 413 203 46,440 1,8

may........... 87 80.7 73.2 106.2 94.8 98.83 473 349 124 43,930: 1,30
June-.......... 83 79.2 72,1 108.65 94.2 95. 1 404 200 144 45,299 LU?87
July-.......... 82 78.7 72.0 105.4 96.4 99.1 270 225 45 89,461 1t$,60
August-........ 78 77.6 72.1 106.2 92.9 96.3 127 120 7 34,027 1,6Of7
September-....... 76 76.0 71.2 104.0 88.4 85.4 288 245 43 36,700 1.49
October-........ 73 73.9 70,3 98.8 82.0 69.2 46 45 1 38802 1.4
November-....... 73 72.6 70.2 99.0 82.4 71.7 133 112 21 29,009 1
December-....... 74 72.4 08.8 95.3 73.1 58.4 I"4 123 21 36,345 1.416

1932
January.. -...... 72 71.8 07.3 91.3 75.1 67.6 199 185 14 83,569 1I4tFebruary-....... 69 71.4 06.3 98.86 74.9 66.5 95 74 21 27,261 '1.50
March ........ 67 89.9 66.0 95.9 75.9 57.8 191 102 29 29,889 41.5
April .. -0....... 3 67.0 065.5 98.8 07.9 457 143 71 72 29,92 .1.',
may .-......... O 65.3 04.4 97.7 62.2 39.8 125 91 34 25.411 1.56
June -6.........9 03.8 03.9 97.6 60.6 34.3 154 84 70 27,108 1.565
July-5.........8 01.9 845 997 02.1 35.2 1565 105 60 28,289 1I.550
Augut -0........0 02.4 66.2 101.8 72,4 52.1 174 63 Ill 25,216 1,584,
September -8......6 04.4 65.3 101.6 74.0 56.4 142 83 59 25,931 1.8J
October -8.......7 65.8 04.4 101,6 70.8S 51,4 137 109 28 25,296 1.-
November -8......5 66.2 63.9 101.4 09.2 47.9 77 45 32 20,750 1.560
December -80......6 65. 602.0 102.31 87.7 47.1 100 125 85 20,787 1.80W

1933
January -0.......5 64.9 61.0 103.6 70.7 49.1 110 e5 4 2,406 1.0
February -0.......63 85.0 69.8 102.5 88.6 44.9 67 20 37 2243 I1a
March -6.......9 62.2 60.2 101.1 M6.0 43.8 20 17 an1.5
Anpril......... ..- 60 63.8 60,4 101,5 864.8 40.5 45 20 19 2 M62 1.60
May ......... ..- . 78 67.1 62.7 10K. 72.4 01.5 67 44 L12,6MU
June-......... 91 72.2 65.0 108.7 77.7 72.8 224 110 106 ,1 .0
July-.......... 100 77.4 0W.9 108.9 81.56 79.8 187 122 45 81,282 1.5
Augut-........ 91 81.0 69.56 108.7 80.7 74.4 86 40 10 25,451 ~4
September-....... 84 82.8 70.8 105.8 77.5 78.5 5 0 1 455 1
October..76 82.9 71.2 108.5 753 69.5 so a612s31 .

November - ~~~~~7281.2 71.1 100.0 72. I S.8 s9 87 24.13 2.60
Decmber -...... 75 80.1 70.8 99.9 78.6 70.4 76 57 to A680M L411
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Setcte eeie.on usiness activfty-Contibue'd

Security prices (mlinofdla)

Youtmadmonth ~.

1964 -
*lamlary.... 78 60.7 72.2 100.2 78.5 74.86 91' 48 43 27,221 $1386
February..... 81 83.9 73.8 102.1 84,0 80.9 89 81 -8 25,016 1369
atc h~~.... 84 66.9 73.7 103.1 84.8 77.2 149 99 50 29,885 1367

......... ..8 8 6.3 73.3 103.7 -87.0 79.86 242 141 101 31,231 1,384
............ 88 89.0 73.7 104. 7 88.1 71.8 144 100 44 28,767 1367

June -..... 84 88.3 74.8 104,9 88.3 73.1 306 119 189 30,142 1,340
July- ... 78 87.3 74.8 1056. 88. 1 71,4 378 214 182 27,762 1,337
August - .. 73 86.4 78. 4 104.3 83.9 67.65 209 180 29 25,708 1,309
September - 71 81. 3 77.6 102.3 83,0 87.4 71 39 32 23,894 1,289

....... 74 4.4 78:5 103:4 84:1 87:6 157 122 36 28:827 1,307
vember..........78846 76.5 03.7 $4. 68.3 17 - 104 24,6621,307

Deember-....... 88 86.4 76.9 104,1 85.8 89.8 187 139 48 30,811 1,300

....an..ary- . 90 88.8 78.8 106,4 87.8 70.1 141 92 49 29,980 1289
ebruary - 90.g go00 79.5 108.4 87.4 88.0 96 50 48 2 6,59 1268
March -... 88 90. 79.4 108.2 84.5684. 6 290 105 185 31,849 1269
April--.. - 88B 90,8I 80.1 106'.8 86,6 67.6 mg8 90 418 31,550 1248
May ......... -.. 86 90.1 80.2 108.8 87.0 73.1 474 83 391 30,108 1247
Juno-....... 87 89.2 79.8 107.0 88.3 76,6 612 65 457 31,476 1263

July-.......... 88 90. 1 79.4 107.3 89.2 78.8 840 127 613 33,287 1',269
August-........ 88 91,1 80.6 108.6 89.9 83.0 425 194 231 30,268 1,242
September-...... 91 91.8 80.7 104.7 90.4 86.0 438 173 2865 29,031 1,239P
October-........ 95 93.0 80.6 104.9 89.8 86.2 388 148 220 32,677 1,242
November-....... 96 94.1 80.8 105.3 91.1 93.3 384 118 260 32,227 1,241
December-....... 101 94.6 80.9 105,2 92.4 95.3 422 221 201 38,300 1,238

193
January-........ 97 94.3 80.8 105.8 96.3 100.1 402 123 279 35,424 1,241
February-....... 94 92.8 80.8 108.3 97.2 108.1 303 107 190 31,672 1241
March-......... 93 93,0 79.8 108.8 98.6 108.7 783 128 836 37,496 1268
Ajrill.......... 101 94,3 79.7 107.0 96,9 109.0 988 178 810 34,783 1265
may............. 101 96.7 78.6 107.1 96.6 101.0 420 112 308 33,225 1272

June-......... 104 96.7 79,2 108.9 98.2 10.6. 734 218 161 37, 503 1,283
July-.......... 108 98.4 80,5 108,8 97;1 109.2 340 104 238 34,818 1,242
August-........ 108 99.3 81.8 107.2 97.7 113.0 297 217 80 31,489 1,225
Setmber-....... 109 99.9 81,8 107.2 98.8 114.1 409 178 231 33,242 1,225
...t....e... 110 100.8 81,65 108.9 99.6 118.7 404 186 -278 37,313 1,227

her......... 114 102.8 82.4 108.2 99.8 124.2 372 168 214 36,889 1,214
December-...... 121 104.9 84. 2 107.9 99.9 122.8 726 288 469 45,896 1,188

1987
Jauary -....... 114 105.2 85,9 107.3 100,3 128. 803 244 359 39,487 1,184
February -... 116 108.0 88,3 107,2 100.0 129.6 627 190 337 34,563 1, 16

Mea ......... 118 107.3 87.8 106.2 98,6 129.9 384 187 197 42,014 1.139
---rU-----.-- 118 108.4 88.0 102.8 9.6. 124.6 303 169 144 37,144 1,1.30May..... - ~~~~118 100.1 87.4 103.3 98.2 118.3 2865 149 116 34,416 1.144

June - ~~~~~~114106.4 87,2 t03,6 95.0 113.6 680 380 200 38,484 1.147
Juy.......... 114 109.3 87.9 104.0 95,3 117.8 341 248 93 36,914 1.138
August-...117 108.8 87.65 104.0 94.8 120.5 188 79 109 31,896 1. 14
September - 111. . II 107.2 87.4 103.3 91.3 108.4 221 154 67 33,370 1.144
October-,102 106.1 85.4 10$.5 88.4 91.4 204 98 108 38,085 1.171

November . ~~~~88100.6 83.3 104.0 83.3 82.9 137 96 42 31,803 1,201)
December - ~~~~8495.1 81.7 104.7 82.7 82.2 185 123 42 39,114 1,224

January -... 80 90.0 80.9 105.3 80.86 81.86 122 93 29 32,084 1.236
February -.. 79 88.9 79.8 105.4 79.3 80.7 199 82 117 26,548 1,25
-..h....... 79 87.4 79.7 105.0 78.0 77,9 246 126 119 32,119 1.265
prl.... -.... 77 85.4 78.7 104.8 73.8 70.7 352 197 1565 31,109 1.271

...ay ......- 76 83.7 78.1 108.1 78.6 73.9 217 157 80 28,841 1.281)
June-......... 77 82.4 78.3 108.0 75.3 73.1 511 347 184 32,797 1,277
July.......... 83 82.9 78.8 105. 7 80.8 88,0 468 390 76 30,606 1.289
August - 88 85.1 78.1 105.9 81.3 8o,65 416 180 235 28,270 1.281
September.~~~~~~~~78.3104.8 78.7 88.0............ 29,626 1.277

SOOrce: Industrial production, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, System; factory employmnt,
BoadoGoernrsof he edealReserve System; wholesale commodity prices, Bureau of Labr tais

tis. Security price: U. S. Government bonds, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; cor-
porate bonds Standard Statistics Co.; common stocks, Standard Statistics Co.; capital issues, Commercia
and Financial Ohronicle and U. 8. Department of Commerce; bank debits, Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve System; purchasing power of the dollar, Bureau of Labor Stntistics.
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SOME IMPOVUNTS TAAt HAVE DUNACCOxMISHED AND;MTL%
ARE NEEDED -IN OUR MONETARY SYSTEM

It will interest students to know. that the- Seventy.-thid pand
SiVenty-fourth Congrsses sine M h 1933 ave tak various
steps to improve the monetary structure, the more important of
which are as follows::
Made all money legal tender..
Abolished the national-bank note.
Removed gold from domestic circulation.
Stopped the minting of gold and put it in bars in the vaults to be

used exclusively as a commodity, or in the payment of international
balances upon permit of the Secretary of the Tresury.
Outlawed all future dollar contracts payable in gold by weight.
Made all existing dollar contracts payable by gold in weight subject

to payment by lawful money or legal tender.
Established a guaranty of bank deposits up to $5 000, etc.
Authorized the expansion of the currency through $1 silver certifi-

cates, and actually increased such currency by about a billion dollars.
Authorized gold to be sold for commodity uses and for payment of

foreign balances, and gold has been made salable at the' price of $35
an ounce for such uses by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Authorized the purchase of silver until the silver held by the
.United States shall equal one-fourth of the gold so held.

Passed laws to regulate the security market and provided safe-
guards to prevent run-away speculation in securities by inflated
credit.
Removed the auxiliary corporations through which banks speou-

lated in securities.
Authorized the expansion of credit through the sale of Government

bonds to the banks in providing public works and public relief to
people in distress.

Passed a new Banking Act of 1935, establishing the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors, of seven members, giving them control over the
expansion and contraction of credit and currency.
Given the Federal Reserve Board power to veto the election of the

president of any Federal Reserve bank.
Given the Federal Reserve Board absolute control of the interest

and discount rate of the Federal Reserve banks.
Given the Board the right to raise the reserves of member banks

100 percent.
Given the Board the power, through an open-market committee,

to require the Federal Reserve banks to buy and sell bonds as s
means of expanding and contracting credit.
Expanded the power of member banks to lend money on real estate;
Expanded the power of the Reserve banks to discount bankable

assets of member banks.*
Used the public credit on a colossal scale to relieve the most acute

effects of the existing depression.
Greatly improved the value of Government bonds and lowered the

rates of interest on the public debt.
Its policies have resulted, by the sale of bonds to the banks, in

increasing the demand bank deposits, the money supply of the
country, until in volume they are steadily approaching normal;
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*I1OOWiOOAW ofdep~d, depositsj,, nevortheless, same inatvea
MO", ao rate reserves.The question of monetary reform has been actively under discus-

son mn the Seventy-fifth Congress without any final action being
tken, but i ois ident1 expected by advoates of monetary reform
that the Seventixth Congress will act in perfecting the national
monetary system.
The pending bills propose the Government taking over the stock

of the Federal Reserve banks, the declaration of a congressional
monetary polic, the expansion of the powers of the Board of Gov-
erinors of the Federal Reserve System, eliminating the open market
committee and the Federal Rerve Advisory Council, establishin¶)a

dollar of uniform, permanent, debt-payin, purchasing power y
regulating the volume of money. There w be considered probably
the more equitable distribution of money by States, the establishment
of one form of currency, the coordination of agencies affecting mone-
tary control, suih as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Comptroller of the Currency, the Secretary of the Treasury; and
making all banks members of the Federal Reserve System.
; Over a thousand pages of testimony was taken by the Banking and
Currency Committee of the House during 1938. (Advanced students
will find the congressional hearings of interest.)
The Committee on Banking and Currency of the United States

Senate proposed a careful examination of the public control and regula-
tion of the value of money before the meeting of the Seventy-sixth
Congress
The subject matter will also be considered by the Temporary

National Economic Committee, as directed by Senate Joint Resolu-
tion No. 300r-

Modified bills by Congressmen T. Alan Goldsborough, Wright
Fatman, and Charles G. Binderup are expected to be under con-
sideration in January 1939.

A FEW QUOTATIONS OF NOTABLE LEADERS

Benjamin Franklin, on being asked in Great Britain how he
accounted for the prosperous condition of the Colonies, said:
That is simple. It is only because in the Colonies we issue our own money.

It is called colonial scrip, and we issue it in the proper proportion to the demand of
trade and industry.

It was not very long until this information was brought to the
Rothschilds' bank, and they saw that here was a nation that was ready
to be exploited; here was a nation that had been setting up an exam-
ple that they could issue their own money in place of the money com-
ang through the banks. So the Rothschild Bank caused a bill to be
introduced in the English Parliament which provided that no colony
of England could issue their own money.They had to use English
money. Consequently the Colonies were compelled to discard their
scrip and mortgage themselves to the Bank of England in order to get
money. For the first time in the history of the United States our
money began to be based on debt.
Benjamin Franklin stated that in 1 year from that date the streets

of the Colonies were filled with the unemployed, because when Eng-
land exchanged with them, she gave the Colonies only half as many
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units of yent in bor red mony from the .Rotbschd
theyhad mn srip. In other words, their circulating mediu a
reduce 50 percent, andeveryone became unemiloe.I The poor'
houses became .fll4, aoding to Benin Frankin's ow st t
Mr. Franklin went further than tisat. IHe said that ti was the

original cause of the Revolutionary War. In his own language :
The Colonies would gladly have borne the little tax on tea and other matter

had it not been that England took away from the Colonies their money, which
created unemployment and dissatisfaction.

(As narrated by Hon. C. . Binderup in a speech on the floor of the
Uouse of Representatives, 75th Cong.)

Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes
its laws * * * (Mayer Anselm Rothschild, 1790).
John Adams wrote to Thomas Jefferson in 1787:
All the perplexities, confusion, and distress in America arise, not from defects

in the Constitution or confederation, not from want of honor or virtue, so much
as from downright ignorance of the nature of coin, credit, and circulation.
Thomas Jefferson said:
I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than

standing armies. Already they have raised up a monied aristocracy that has set
the Government at defiance. The issuing power should be taken from the banks
and restored to the people to whom it properly belongs.

Ricardo says:
That commodities rise or fall in proportion to the increase or diminution of

money I assume as a fact that is incontrovertible.
Andrew Jackson said:
If Congress has the right under the Constitution to issue paper money it was

given them to be used by themselves, not to be delegated to individualI or to
corporations.
Adam Smith, called the rather of political economy, said:
Money measures things and things measure money. Each measures the other

by and according to its own abundance, by comparison. If you double the volume
of money in circulation, you double the price of everything. By doubling the prioc
you divide the debt because it takes only half as much labor or the products of
labor to pay the same debt. If you divide the amount of money in circulation,
you divide the price of everything. By dividing the price of everything, you
double your debts, for it will take twice as much labor or the products of labor to
pay the same debt.
John Stuart Mill tells us:
That an increase of the quantity of money raises prices and a diminution lowers

them, is the most elementary proposition In the theory of currency, and without
it we should have no key to any of the others.
The few who can understand the system (check money and credits) will either

be so interested in its profits, or so dependent on its favors, that there will be no
opposition from that class, while on the other hand, the great body of the people
mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous advantage that capital
derives from the system, will bear its burdens without complaint, and perps
without even suspecting that the system is inimical to their Interests. (From a
letter written by the Rothschild Bros. of London, England, to a New York firm
of bankers, June 25, 1863.)
From a letter written by the Rothschild Bros. of London, England,

to a New York firm of bankers, June 25, 1863:
The few who can understand the system (check money and credits) will either

be so interested in its profits, or so dependent on its favors, that there will be
no opposition from that class, while on the other hand, the great body of the
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peol' mentally incle of eomprehendingtheetnrmendnous advantage that
qAtal derives from the ays1bem, wil b its burdens without complaint, ad
perhI without even suspecting that' the system is inimical to their interests.

Salmon: P. Chase, Secretary of the Treosu , 1861-64, Chief
Justice, United States Supreme Court, 1864-73, saId:
My agency in promoting the passage of the National Bank Act was the greatest

financial mistake of my life. It has built up a monopoly which affects every
interest in the country. It should be repealed; but before that can be accom-
plished, the people will be arrayed on one side and the banks on the other, in a
contest such as we have never seen before in this country.

In 1872 Horace Greeley wrote his opinion of the National Banking
Act, in part as follows:

While boasting of our noble deeds, we are careful to conceal the ugly fact that
by our iniquitous money system we lhve nationalized a system of oppression
which, though more refined, Is not less cruel than the old system of chattel
slavery.
James G. Blaine, former candidate for the Presidency who, on t~w)

floor of the House on February 10, 1876, said:
* * * the money question should be approached in no spirit of partisan,

bitterness * * *. Firmly attached to one political party myself, firmly
believing that parties in free government are as healthful as they are inevitable,
I still think there are questions about which parties should agree never to dis-
agree, and of these are the essential nature and value of the circulating medium.
James A. Garfield stated:
Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is absolute master of

all industry and commerce.

Benjamin Harrison said:
If there Is one measure better calculated than another to produce that state

of things when the rich are getting richer and the poor are daily getting poorer,
it is a metallic currency.
Woodrow Wilson, 1916, said:
A great industrial nation Is controlled by its system of credit. Our system of

credit Is concentrated. The growth of the Nation, therefore, and all our activities
are In the hands of a few men * * *. We have come to he one of the worst
ruled, one of the most completely controlled and dominated Governments in the
civilized world-no longer a Government by free opinion, no longer a Government
by conviction and the vote of the majority, but a Government by the opinion and
duress of small groups of dominant men.

President Wilson, in advocating the Federal Reserve Act, said:
We must have a currency, not rigid as now, but really elastic, responsive to

sound credit, the expanding and controlling credit of everyday transactions, the
normal ebb and flow of personal and corporate dealings. Our banking laws must
mobilize reserves; must not permit the contraction anywhere in a few hands of the
monetary resources of the country or their use for speculative purposes in such
volume as to hinder or impede or stand in the way of other legitimate more fruitful
uses. And the control of the system of banking and of Issues which our new law
is to set up must be public, not private, must be vested in the government itself
so that banks may be instruments, not masters, of business and of the individual
enterprise and Initiative.
The late Hon. Charles A. Lindbergh, Sr., in his book "The Eco-

nomic Pinch", page 95, writing of the panic of 1920, said:
Under the Federal ReserVe Act panics are scientifically created; the present

panic is the first scientifically created one, worked out as we figure a mathematical
problem.
Thomas Edison said:
The only dynamite that works in this country is the dynamite of a sound idea.

I think we are getting a sound idea on the money question. The people have an
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instinct which tell them that something is wrong and that the wrongs*
centers in money.
Dont allow themwto onfue you with the cry of "paper moneyi" Ia'The d r of

paper money Is preisely the 4rger of gold-if you get too much it'i no good
Therefis just one rule for nioney' £bd that' is 'to; ave enough to carry all thplegt-L
mate trade that is waiting to move. Toolittleandto 'much are'both bad. But
enough to move trade, enough to prevent stagnatin on the one hand, not enough
to permit speculation, on 'the other hand, is the proper itilo.':

If our Nation can Issue a dollar bond-it can issue a dollar bilL The elements
that makes the bond good makes the bill good also. The difference between the:
bond and the bill is that the bond lets money brokers collect twice the amount o
the bond and an additional 20 percent interest whereas the currency pays.nobody
but those who contribute directly in some useful way.

It is absurd to say that our country can issue $30,000,000 in bonds and not
$30,000,000 in currency. Both are promises to pay; but one promise fattens the
usurer and the other helps the people.

It is the people who constitute the basis of government credit. Why then can-
not the people have the benefit of their own gilt-edge credit by receiving non-
interest-bearing currency--instead of bankers receiving the benefit of the people's
credit in interest-bearing bonds? If the United States Government wil adopt
this policy of increasing its national wealth without contributing to the interest
collector-for the whole national debt is made up of interest charges-then you
will see an era of progress and prosperity In this country such as could never have
come otherwise.
Henry Ford said:
The function of money is not to make money but to move goods. Money Is

only one part of our transportation system. It moves goods from man to man.
A dollar bill is like a postage stamp; it Is no good unless it will move commodities
between persons. If a postage stamp will not carry a letter, or money will not
move goods, it is just the same as an engine that will not run. Someone will have
to get out and fix it.

In May 1928, 100 pronuinent British leaders connected with the
productive industries sent to Prime Minister Baldwin the following
statement:
We believe that a more stable system of currency credit and a means of sta-

bilizing the price level are prerequisite to the restoration of prosperity of the great
basis industries of this country. It would do far more than the expedients which
the Government has been compelled to adopt. (New York Times, May 27,
p. 20, column 3.)
Mr. F. W. Petbick-Lawrence, in 1929-31 financial secretary to the

British Treasury, stated:
I am convinced * * * that unemployment as it exists today Is not an

economic but a monetary phenomenon' a stabilized price level with neither
inflation nor deflation is the only workable solution.
Frank A. Vanderlip, former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

in February 1935, said:
We have already tried borrowing and spending our way to recovery. We have

made numberless hopeful and well-meant experiments, aimed to bring us out of
the depression. Thus far we have not emerged, nor will we-until the fatal de-
fects of our money system have been corrected. To those defects, more than to
any other cause, I attribute the depression.
What is it we want of our currency? We want money in which we will have

unshaken confidence; confidence that It will be stable in its value. We want a
dollar that will, in the language of the President, "not change its purchasing and
debt-paying power during the succeeding generation."
And again:
Congress should fix a permanent standard of value, not a permanent golds

weight, for the dollar; so that the dollar shall always buy the same gross section
of commodities measured by the price index.

-Then Congress should create an executive authority to carry out its intention..
It should provide a mechanism for the management of our currency.
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On October22, 1933, President Roosevelt said to the people of the

When we have; esod the price level, we shall seek to establish and maintain
a dojAtr which ,vill not change its purchasing and debt-payingipower during the

osu ding generation.. I have said that in my message to. the American dele-
,gation lait July and I' say it now once more. (The Public Papers and Addresses
of Franklin D. Roosevelt, vol. 2, p. 420.)
Maminer Eccles, chairman of the Board of the Federal Reserve

System, said in Collier's on June 8, 1935:
The banks can create and destroy money. Bank credit is money. It is the

money we do most of our business with, not with that currency which we usually
think of as money.
Maj. L. L. 1O. Angas, "Slump Ahead in Bonds":
The modern banking system manufactures "money" out of nothing; and the

process is perhaps the most astounding piece of "sleight of hand" that was ever
invented. Banks in fact are able to create (and cancel) modern "deposit money."
They can in fact inflate and deflate, mint and unmint, the modern 'ledger-entry"
currency.
Robert H. Hemphill, former credit manager of the Federal Reserve

Bank of Atlanta:
If all bank loans were paid, no one would have a bank deposit, and there would

not be a dollar of currency or coin in circulation. This is a staggering thought.
We are completely dependent on the commercial banks. Someone has to borrow
,every dollar we have In circulation, cash or credit. If the banks create ample
synthetic money, we are prosperous: if not, we starve. We are absolutely without
a permanent monetary system. When one gets a complete grasp upon the
picture, the tragic absurdity of our hopeless position is almost incrkdible-but
there it is. It (the banking problem) is the most important subject intelligent
persons can investigate and reflect upon. It is so important that our present'
,civilization may collapse unless it is widely understood and the defects remedied
very soon.

Ralph M. Hawtrey, assistant secretary of the British Treasury:
Banks 'lend by creating credit. They create the means of payment out of

nothing.
Irving Fisher, Professor Emeritus of Economics at Yale, says-
When a bank lends or invests it extends credit, I. e., creates check-book money.

When It gets loans paid or selis investments, it contracts credit, i. e., destroys
-check-book money. In normal times such creation and destruction of money
roughly balance. But when they do not balance the Nation's money is inflated
or deflated and causes a boom or a depression.--
Sumner H. Slichter, Professor of Business Economics at Harvard,

says in his Modern Economic Society:
When banks grant credit by creating or adding to deposits subject to check ***

,new dollars are created. It is true that the new dollars are not stamped out of
gold; they are credit dollars and they are created by the stroke of the pen rather
than by dies and the stamping machines, but their purchasing power is not less
than that of the dollars coined at the Government mint. In other words, the
principal way in which dollars are created in modern economic society is by
borrowing. This means that the number of dollars in existence in any particular
time depends upon the willingness and ability of banks to lend. The volume of
purchasing power fluctuates with men's state of mind; the growth of pessimism
may suddenly throw millions of men out of work, or the growth of confidence
may create thousands of jobs overnight.
Viscount D'Abernon, formerly a prominent banker and after the

war the British Ambassador to Germany, states:
It Is too much the custom to act as though prices were born and not made-

as though they were sent down by Providence Independently of human action,
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ad as iftb*lOjhad to be acceed lik t gentl rain from ven. Such a
in ma judgment, a profound ke. Theptelevellsde d X X

main by hun.an action and by win or unwise A b r level
an achievement of intelligence and not an accident of nature.
Lord Vernoh, a prominent leader of the coal industry, states;
1. Movements to change wages and hours of labor up or down an the mal

cause of industrial strife.
2. These movements are largely due to changes in the value of money, which

is expressed by the average level of prices.
3. Changes in the value of money further aggravate the trouble by opening

out agap between wholesale prices and the cost of living.
4. For these reasons it is urgently necessary that the value of money should

tie stabilized in the interests' of industrial peace.
Sir Reginald Mcfenna, chairman of the board, London City Mid-

land, largest in the world, said:
History has shown that, apart perhaps from wars and religious intolerance, no

single factor has been more productive of misery and misfortune than the high
degree of variability in the general price level. This may sound like an extrava-
gant statement, but so far from being of the nature of' a demagogic outburst it Is
clearly demonstrable from the course of events in various countries ever since
money became an Important element in the life of civilized communities. A
stable price level is a thing to be desired, second only to international and do-
mestic peace.
And again in the Midland Bank Monthly after the sterling pound

had been taken off gold, he says in part:
In the past 4 years the progress of ideas has been rapid, This is evident to

any reader of speeches on monetary policy delivered 10 years ago and today by
members of the governments in office. the maintenance or restoration of any
particular gold value for sterling-or, if the expression be preferred, of any par-
ticular sterling price of gbld-is no longer regarded by both Government and
central bank as the dominant objective of monetary policy. In fact, the gdld
value of sterling has dwindled by 40 percent-neither the Government nor the
bank does anything about it, and no one is in the slightest degree disturbed,
since the pound buys just as much goods and services as in 1931.

Every bank loan creates a deposit, and the repayment of that loan destroys
the deposit. Every bank purchase of securities creates a deposit, and the sale
of securities destroys the deposit.-(Reginald McKenna, chairman of the board,
London City Midland.)

* * * a State issued paper money of full face vAue, guaranteed by' a fully
covered redemption fund composed of securities, issued automatically, retired
automatically, self-regulating, never redundant, never deficient, neutral in its
effect on prices but rising equal to any strain upon it' guaranteed against debase-
ment by the State which iiues it, and incapable of debasement by the community
which purchases and uses it.-(Description of an ideal paper rioney by Dr. WIT-.
liam A. Shaw in his well-known work entitled "The Theory and Principles of'
Central Banking.")
Never was a people so readily deceived nor so easily subdued as the 'British

public of the present period. All one has to do is to raise the cry "inflation," and
straightway all classes turn aside from the only road leading to safety, plenty,
peace, and happiness.-(Arthur Kitson in The Bankers' Conspiracy.)
When It is remembered that kings and governments have, throughout the

ages, insisted with jealous care on their prerogative of issuing money and control-
ling currency within their jurisdiction, It is somewhat strange to find modern
states accepting as axiomatic, a limitation of their sovereignty in the sphere of
money so far-reaching in its effects on their own powers and on the daily lives of
their citizens, as is involved in their agreeing to conform in all circumstances to a
standard of value over which they have no control.-(Planned Money, by Sir
Basil Blackett.)
Money is a social instrument and morally belongs to the people.
Money is merely a title to wealth.
It is redeemed every time it is accepted by the public for goods and services and

needs no gold redemption.-(Arthur Kitson.)
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The youth wWho cansolve the money question will de more for the world than
all th professional soldeirp of history.-(Henry Ford, My Philosophy of Life.)

* ;* * .the cheque alone is manufactured by the bankers without any limit
or restriction by law. By this interesting development the manufacture of cur-
rency,- which for centuries has been in the hands of Governments has passed, in
regard to a very important part of it, into the hands of companies for the con-
venience of their customers and the profits of their shareholders.-(Hartley
Withers, Esq., Business of Finance.)
tBanks create credit. It is a mistake to suppose that bank credit is created to

any important extent by the payment of money in the banks.-(Encyclopedia
Britannica.)
Now, curious as it may seem at first glance it is substantially correct to say the

banks have the power to create money.--(Francis Williams, Esq., (Daily Herald)
Democracy and France.)

People often talk of money going abroad or of foreign money coming here, but
as a fact when gold is not in use money is incapable of migration. The title to
the money may change * * * but the change of ownership does not remove
the money, which necessarily remains and can only be expended where it was
created. No exchange transaction, no purchase or sale of securities, no import of
foreign goods or export of eur own can take money out of the country or bring it
here. Bank loans and their repayment, bank purchases and sales are in substance
the sole cause of variation in the amount of our money.- (Rt. Hon. Reginald
McKenna.)
The difference between actual production and possible production represents

the cost to the people of the United States of maintaining present financial
Institutions.

It should, by now, be quite apparent that any restriction of production results
in an impoverishment of society-so long as the need for the restricted goods is
not universally satisfied.
A flow of buying power must be released which will be capable of commanding

the flow of desired goods and services. The limit should be set only by our
resources, manpower, equipment, and technology.

If production were released, the present conflict between labor and capital
would seem to be automatically resolved. In order to distribute the goods and
services listed in the Budget, workers would have to be paid the most possible in
contradistinction to present practice, which compels employers to pay in most
cases the least possible.
At present the United States habitually exports more than it imports. We

have become a creditor nation. Such a condition compels either a reduction of
our exports, a repudiation by foreign countries of their debts, or both. And both
are occurring.

Keeping in mind that wealth is made up of real things in the physical world and
is not a mere bookkeeping transaction, it becomes apparent that the period from
1923 to 1929,- instead of being a time of extravagance, represented in fact an orgy
of saving.
Those who regret the older days with their half-solved problems often fail to

realize that there can be no going back * * *. Either man must adjust
himself to modem technology or he must prepare for chaos and destruction,-
(The Chart of Plenty, by Harold Loeb.)

EXTRACTS FROM THU ADDRESS OF THE RT. How. REGINALD MCKENNA, CHAIRMAN
Or THU MIDLAND BANK, JANUARY 26, 1938, AS GIVEN IN THE LONDON
EcoNoMIST, JANUARY 29, 1938
My lords, ladies, and gentlemen: The year 1937 opened with a good prospect

of sustained business improvement. The industrial outlook was so promising,
indeed, that fears were expressed of a coming boom. There were signs of growing
speculations on the stock exchange and in raw materials- some commodities,
particularly metals, had made a disturbing jump. Speculation, however, was
speedily checked by a reduction in the quantity of money and a decline in prices
followed. The decline went so far as to cause- some anxiety, and, although the
quantity of money was later restored, the closing months of the year that had
opened buoyantly were marked by a more subdued outlook.
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DEPRMOINQ AMURCAN WHnEuNCE

Meanwhile depressing influences hAd been at work- in the United States. In
April President Roosevelt declared that sone prices, parti uli of the iifrroUa
met4;, were too high.; At the same time the golden baedirelyon u
fled inference from fitht statement. gave rise to fears of a retritie monetary
policy and precipitated a eneral decline in stockexchange quotations "ad
primary commodity prices. but what might have been no morelthan a temporary
break developed in the United States into a real business recession. The con-
fidence of industrialists, already disturbed by the policy of the Government,
became seriously shaken, and capital construction Ewasarsted. Happily, no
similar obstacle to business enterprise is present in Great Britian, and there is no
indication here that the drop in stock-exchange quotation and commodity
prices will lead to a comparable decline in general trade.

It is natural that a setback first in prices and then in trade should be taken to
confirm the fears of people who are dubious about both the theory and practice of a
managed currency. Management has meant cheap and abundant money, and in
their view long-continued cheap money must lead to overexpansion of industry
and trade, which has its inevitable reaction in a-slump. The alleged benefits of
cheap money, they tell us, have been exaggerated, while the danger of inflation
is always present. Now they see that a fall in prices and a drop in employment
have taken place while money is still cheap, and they regard this as definite con-
demnation of a managed currency.

* * * * * * ..*
* * * Much had to be learnt and is being learnt, but, however difficult it

may be to put on one side the ideas to which long usage of the gold standard has
accustomed us, we find in practice that the system is working smoothly. In the
light of our present knowledge a managed currency can no longer be regarded as
a mere temporary makeshift while the gold standard is in abeyance.

* * * * * * *
* * * It will be remembered that the gold standard, having been suspended

on the outbreak of war, was brought into operation again in April 1925. It-was
maintained for over 6 years until September 1931, when once again it was gum-
pended. For the first time we then-set about controlling our currency- without
any active effort to restore the gold standard. We started a true experiment in
management,- and the experiment has now lasted for a period almost precisely as
long as the restored gold standard was in operation, that is for rather over 6
years from September 1931 to the present time. In answering the question, then
how have we fared, we can compare our economic condition during two equal
periods, one on gold and the other under management.

* * * * * * *

* * * When the demands upon the Exchequer are 7m heavy as they arc
today, both for national defence and social services, I cannot imagine any Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer closing his eyes to the immense economy in the service Of
the debt that has been made as a result of monetary policy.
The relative degree of cheapness and abundance of money in the two periods

is indicated by a comparison of the Bank rate and the quantity of bank depoite.
From 1925 to 1931 the average Bank rate was approximately 4%, percent. On
the abandonment of the gold standard the rate was raised to 6 percent as a pre-
cautionary -measure which was soon found to be unnecessary. It W"a lowered by
stages. until at the end of June 1932 it stood at 2 percent, where It has remained
ever since. There were no less than 16 changes of Bank rate in the first period of
6 years, ai of them consequent upon the obligation imposed on the Bank of Eng-
land-to protect its meagre gold stock. The subsequent stability at 2 percent has
lasted over 5% years. No previous period of stabity of so long duration can be
found in the last hundred years, a fact which suggt that the frequent descri
tion of present money rates as abnormal is hardly justified. It is difficult to drawr
a line between the normal and the abnormal, but a rate which is now in its sixth
year and shows no likelihood of variation in the early future might perhaps put
in a claim to being no more abnormal than any oth'r. The effect of freedom from
the restrictions imposed by the gold standard is no less apparent In the quantity
of money than in the rate paid for its use. Bank deposits, which were about
£1,800,000,000 on the average for 1031, rose to near £2,300,000,000 In 1937.
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poer 'tha.beThe i4eree in purehaingi owev hown" y this growth of deposits hs been
s bencficis to industry and trade as to the Treasury. If we resume our com-

parison and consider our oonditionhat the beginning and end of each of the 6-y
period*, the conclusion is inescapable that, whatever other forces may have been
ln operation, a managed currency is at least consistent with fourishing trade.
Let us look first at weekly wage rates, taking rates in 1924 as the basic figure of
100. In 1925 the corresponding figure was 102; by 1931 it had fallen below 97;
but by last year it had risen again above 103. Taking the same year as the basis,
rofits according to Sir Josiah Stamp's calculation, stood at 104 in 1925, droppedLio 77 in '1931, but rose again to 120 in 1936, the last year for which this index is

available. The figures of industrial production repeat the same story in another
form-a decline over the first 6 years and a rise in the second by perhaps 50
percent. Thus it is evident that, while business was on balance dropping away in
the earlier period,) it was steadily improving in the later.

Wages and profits are a measure of the incomes of the mass of the population.
Production measures the degree In which our industrial capacity is being used;
it governs the total of employment and unemployment, the returns for which
make perhaps a more striking comparison than any others. Between 1925 and
1931 the total of our' insured workers rose by 1,200,000, but the employed fell by
200,000 and the unemployed rose in consequence by 1,400,000. this was how
we stood at the end of the first 6-year period. In the second the insured workers
increased by a further 800,000, but the number of those employed grew by as
much as 2,100,000, thus reducing the unemployed by well over a million. What
a contrast a decline in employment of 200,000 in the first period; an increase
of.2,100,000 in the second. No figures could be more convincing; no figures could
exemplify more clearly the change in our economic condition in the two periods.
We have still some way to go before we shall be utilizing our full productive
capacity, but the experience of the past 6 years indicates that in currency and
credit policy we have not been led astray in using the opportunities for intelligent
management which the departure from gold presented. I have not suggested,
aIdI would not for a moment do so, that the pronounced improvement in our
position as between the two periods is due solely to the change in the monetary
system. But I do suggest that there is nothing in our present condition to indi-
cate that the change has been other than for the better or that it is fraught with
unknown perils in the future.
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Lionel D. Edie, University of Chicago.
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Edwin W. Kemmerer, Princeton University.
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W. It King New York University.
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COURT DECISIONS ON MONEY

The folowi'ng is a list of decisions relating to the powers of Congress
over the issuance and regulation of the money of the United States (see
Annotated Constitution of the U. S.):
CGrimold v. Hepburn, 63 Iy. 20(186).KLegal Tender Cases, 12 Wali. 467, 545 (1871).
United Stats v. Marigold, 9 How. 660, 668 (1850).
Briscoe v. Bank of Kentucky, 11 Pet. 257 (1837).
Houston v. Moore, 5 Wheat. 1 49 (1820).
Sturges v. Crowninshield, 4 Wheat. 122, 193 (1819).
North: v. United States, 294 U. S. 317, 328 (1935).
Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S. 3, 18 (1883).
Bender v. Barnett, 255 U. S. 224 (1921).
Ling Su Fan v. United States, 218 U. S. 302 (1910).
Norman v. Baltimore & 0. R. Co., 294 U. S. 240 (1935).
Pa v. United States, 294 U. S. 330 (1936).
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 404 (1819).
Juilliard v. Greenman, 110 Ua S. 421, 438, 449 (1884).
Veasie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wall. 683, 548 (1869).
Merchants Nat. Bank v. UnitediStates, 101, U. S. 1 (1880).
Osborn v. Bank, 9 Wheat. 738 (1824).
Bank of United States v., Bank of Georgia, 10 Wheat. 333 (1825).
Ward v. Smith, 7 Wall. 447 (1869).
Farmes' & M. Nat. Bank v. Daring, 91 U. S. 29, 33 (1875).
Legal Tender Case, 110 U. S. 445'(1884).
Dooly v. Smith 13 Wall. 604 (1872).
Norwih a& W. Railroad Co. v. Johnson, 15 Wall. 195 (1873).
Morrow v. Henneford, 182 Wash. 626 (1935).
Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213, 265 (1827).

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. OWEN BEFORE COMMITTEES OF THE HOUSE
AND SENATE

Goldsborough bill, H. R. 10517, Seventy-second Congress, first
session.'
Gold Reserve Act of 1934, S. 2366, Seventy-third Congress, second

session.
Banking Act of 1935, H. R. 5357, Seventy-fourth Congress, first

session.
Goldsborough bill, H. R. 9216, Seventy-fourth Congress, second

session.
Hearings before the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,

United States Senate, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session, on farm
commodity prices.
Thomas bill, S. 1990, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session.
Patman bill, H. R. 7230, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session.

I Mr. Owen is ao the author of Sound, Safe, Sane Money, published in March 1933; and Stabilized Dol-
ka-Permanent Prosperity, published in January 1937. Both are now out of print.
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